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GENERAL SUMMARY
Modern educational systems have very important and complex objectives.
Socialisation into the highly complicated cultural, and ever evolviilg
"technical-rational", characteristics of the economic, social and political
arrangements of their societies are amongst the most important objectives.
But individual and personal development, preparation for work and aduh
life, and the classification and certification of individuals’ attainments are
ahnost equally important. This study investigates the success of the Irish
educational system in achieving some of its more important stated
objectives, as measured b)’ school leavers’ assessments of the effectiveness of
their own education.
Extensive interviews were carried out in late 1987 with a large sample of
school leavers who had first left school in 1981/82, most being between 15
and 18 years old at that time. In these interviews we asked ex-pupils to
assess the qoalit), and effectiveness of their education for post-school life.
Over thirty questions were asked which covered six aspects of educational
preparation: basic education and cognitive development; preparation for
work, and fox" other adult roles; personal and social development; civic
education; and preparation for third-level entry. By late 1987 most
respondenLs had ah’eady spent at least 5 years in the labour force. So their
views about the adequacy of I.heir education had been extensively "reality
tested" by their aduh life experiences. Nevertheless their priorities and
assessments conform closely to those of previous studies of students within
schools (Raven et al., 1975).
This study is the first to look at young people’s assessments of their
education since the work of Raven et al., (op. cir.) in the mid-1970s, and
the first ever in Ireland to examine the "mature judgements" of ex-pupils
after spending some time out of education. These young people are
particularly well-placed to assess their education, having spent 5 years out
of school in the labour market. So, unlike earlier studies, we can compare
ex-pupils’ assessments to their actual labour market experiences on leaving
school. Remarkably, however, their priorities and satisfaction levels
conform closely to those of Raven et al’s. (op. cir.) respondents a decade
and a half earlier.
Highest educational priority is given by school leavers to basic education
and cognitive development goals, but preparation for work and other aduh
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roles is given almost equally high priority, - over 90 per cent saying they are
"very important" to attain. Almost equal priority, however, is placed on
personal and social development goals; while civic education is given
rather low priority.
Assessments are most positive for "basic education", ranging from
moderately to highly satisfied, with over 3 out of 4 respondents saying the
"3Rs" are very satisfactorily provided for. There is only moderate to low
satisfaction with most other aspects of educational preparation. Only
bet~veen 17 to 55 per cent of respondents are highly satisfied with most
aspects of preparation for work and adult life, and with education for
personal and social development. Civic education is given the lowest
satisfaction rating of all, but it is also given the lowest priority. It is a
troubling finding for the development and nature of our civic culture, that
both schools and pupils attach so little importance to civic/political
education.
The following illustrative results show the quite distinct differences in
the evaluation of education by the kind of objective, or programme,
pursued. The 11 items used are the most characteristic of the 27 used to
measure the 6 dimensions.
The results show a high level of satisfaction with basic education,
moderate satisfaction with personal and social development - even though
the responses to these two questions show the highest ratings for this
dimension, somewhat lower satisfaction with preparation for work and
other adult roles, and extremely low satisfaction with civic/political
education.
These are the average results, but both individual school leavers, and
schools in the collective judgement of their ex-pupils, varied widely in the
adequacy of the education they received or provided.
Certain aspects of the individual’s education do have clear positive
effects on assessed educational effectiveness across all dimensions: level of
education received; curricular "track" chosen or allocated to, and the
extent to which one had taken within-school Vocational/Technical courses.
The most dissatisfied clients are those who left without taking any
examinations, and the most satisfied tend to be the most qualified. There
are two exceptions to this general linear trend. Those specialising in
"Vocational/Technical" subjects, particularly boys taking those options in
the Group and Intermediate Certificates, tend to be almost as satisfied as
those taking the Honours level Academic subjects in the Leaving
Certificate. But almost as equally d’issatisfied as the early school leaver, or as
those who leave early having experienced educational "failure", are those
who took, or were assigned, the broad and general - or non-specialised,
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Figure GS.I: Overall Satisfaction with the
Provision of Six Main Educational Objectives
Sufficient Reading
and Writing Skills
Ability to ’Read,Write
and Calculate Well’
Helped You to ’get on
with other people’
Helped You in ’Making
New Friends’
Helped In ’Coping wlt~
Employment and Work’I
’Increased Chances of
Getting a Good Job’
Prepared you well
for Adult Life
Helped You to Apply
Good Values in Life
Prepared You Well
for Third Level
Understanding Politics/
Make Political Decisions
Play a Responsible
Part in Your Society
BASIC EDUCATION
z5
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
PREPARATION FOR WORK ROLES
PREPARATION FOR OTHER ADULT ROLES
PREPARATION FOR THIRD LEVEL ENTRY
CIVIC AND POLITICAL EDUCATION
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Pass level, Academic courses. Those who leave school without any
qualifications are most dissatisfied along all dimensions, even with their
basic education (see Figure GS.2), a finding which mnst cause serious
concern.
The high level of dissatisfaction of early school leavers across all
dimensions is clearly reflected in most school leavers’ actual experience of
the labour market. The early employment experience of nlost school
leavers emphasises the importance of edtlcational qualifications - the lower
the level the higher the uneml)loyment rate; and the longer the period in
the labour force the greater the relative advantage to the better qualified.
This actual labour market outcome is clearly reflected in school leavers’
own views about the importance of edncational qualifications and
examination restdts in gaining employment. The predominant view is of its
great significance in employment decisions with the unemployed being, in
fact, more likely to regard qualifications as significant. For the least
qualified, however, this recognition of the importance of educational or
training qualifications does not lead to any intention to go back to school
and correct the deficit - even if the opportunity existed. The early leavers,
and most poorly qualified - or those who have failed in or been failed by
the school system - appear to he so alienated from schools as institutions
that they do not intend to go back for second chance education, even if the
opportunity existed. Their alienation from the conventional schooling
system, or their feeling of being hurt by it, is so high that even when they
recognise the wisdom of getting further educational qualifications the
conventional school would certainly not attract them back to education.
Besides the school level variables already described as important,
coeducation tends to be a very important predictor of edticational
effectiveness for personal and social development. And for many of the
dimensions - particularly work and aduh life preparation, both Vocational
and Comprehensive schools tend to get a better evaluation on average than
Secondary schools. However, most of the between-school variance remains
unexplained and it appears that Secondary schools are just as likely as the
former to vary in the quality and effectiveness of the edticational
programmes they provide. Future research work should, therefore,
concentrate on what it is that effective schools do that makes them effective.
There are four main policy implications of this study:
The first is the need to intervene actively to reduce the high alienation
levels and failure rates amongst earl), school leavers - both those who leave
before taking any examination, and those who leave having failed junior
cycle examinations. Both combined appear to be about 10 to 12 per cent
of the total school-leaving cohort - a fignre which is not very high by
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Figure GS.2: Respondents’ Satisfaction with their Basic
Education, by the Level of Education they
attained
Satisfied?
Very
No Quals.
Average Score of Respondents
2.49 2.48
2.33 2.35
Group Cert. Inter Cert. Leaving Cert. Third Level
Level of Education
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European levels (Hannan, Hovels, Van Den Berg, White, 1991, forth-
coming). Three policy approaches appear necessary: progt’anlmes to
reduce the failure rates, progl’ammes to reduce pnpil alienation - like
"Home-School Liaison" and the development of post-school programmes -
like "Youthreach" - to provide second chance education. If even the
alienation levels from schooling could be reduced it would make it much
easier to intervene later to correct the original edticational deficit.
Secondly, there is the need to considerably improve the content and
quality of personal and social development education and pastoral care
programnles in schools. These goals are given very high priority by school
leavers, and rather low satisfaction marks resuh for their schools. Much the
same situation holds for preparation for work and for other aduh roles.
But in this case there has been considerable expansion of Vocational
Preparation and Training (VPT) courses in recent years, which generally
appear to have been positively evaluated.
Thirdly, given the significance of curricular "tracks" in student
assessments and in employment outcomes, there is the apparent overusage
of the general, Pass level, Academic course "tracks" by many schools for
their average to below average performing pupils. This would suggest a
significant underusage of curricular specialisations - whether Vocational-
Tcchnical, Languages, Sciences, Arts, Mathematics, Social Sciences, etc. -
all at either Pass or Honours levels, so as to m,-Lximise the achievements of
pupils who vary widely in their aptitudes and abilities across the
curriculum. It appears fi’om our results that too many schools base the
management of their curricular and teaching resources on single-
dimensional ability/curricular assnmptions - ranking both pnpil "abilities"
and subjects/levels along one dimension; and that they do not use the fltll
range of ability/teaching/curricnlar resotn’ces available to them. There is,
in any case, a cleat" and dysfunctional overusage of the general, Pass level,
Academic subject "specialisation". This needs to be corrected. What
schools do with their teaching and curricular resources is at least as
important as the range and content of the curriculum available to them;
yet state policy seems to be almost exclnsively concerned with the latter.
Finally there is the necessity to correct for the disturbing level of both
pupil and school disinterest in civic-political education. As our society
becomes more complex, and it becomes more difficult and complicated to
devise and negotiate economic and political solutions to our very serious
problems, it is disturl)ing to find that the main institution that could
increase the knowledge and competeneies of our young people in their
civic and public roles places such little emphasis on this objective.
Chapter 1
7"1415" OBJECTIVES AND I£FFECTIVIi"NESS OF EDUCATION
Introduction
Thg’ main purpose of this study is to assess tbe extent to which recent
graduates of our second-level schools are satisfied with the effcctiveness of
their education, or the extent to which, given their post-scbool
experiences, it has proxfded them with the knowledge and skills they feel it
should have. The extent to which the educational expectations of these
clients correspond to the nationally stated (or clearly implied) ol)jectives
for education, will also be examined. Essentially, therefore, the report deals
with past pupils’ assessments of the effectiveness of their schooling, and of
the relevance of both national and schools’ educational goals and
provision arrangements to clients’ priorities, experiences and assessments.
This is a stud); therefore, of past pupils’ views of the kind of education
they had, and felt they should have received; as well as their assessments of
how effective their education had been. These assessments of educational
effectiveness, however, varied considerabl); so we also attempt to explain wby
client satisfaction varied. There are two general reasons why this might
occur: what it was their schools were attempting to do - their objectives and
progranames - might have been significantly different fi’om what their
clients had wisbed them to do; or, given sbared goals and objectives, schools
were ineffective in achieving these objectives. The objectives and priorities
of educational decisionmakers and providers - mainly schools and the
Department of Education - may, therefore, have been different from those
of clients; but also the content of schools’ programmes of study, as well as
the effectiveness of programme implementation, may not have
corresponded to these objectives. Clients are likely, therefore, to vary both
in their educational expectations and in the standards they use in judging
the adequacy of the education provided them. Given equal standards of
evaluation, schools too may vary in how well they themselves actually
provided for respondents’ education. For instance, university entrants are
likely to apply higher standards to judging literacy provision, and to have
somewhat different priorities for educational provision than people entering
apprenticeships, or those aspiring to unskilled manual occupations. These
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distinctions in expectation standards applied by clients, and in provision
effectiveness, will he maintained in the analysis.
In this chapter, therefore, we first review the evidence available on the
objectives pursued by h’ish second-level education, in the context of a
review of the general research literature on modern educational objectives.
There appear to be four hroad objectives pursued which are, to varying
extents, represented in Irish state documents on education: (i) national
cuhm’al and ideological objectives (cuhural transnaission); (ii) modern
rational-technical knowledge transmission and skill development
(cognitive and technical rationality development); (iii) the measurenaent,
ordering and certification of ability, skill and knowledge attainment
differences amongst pupils; (iv) personal and social development of
individuals. These objectives tend to be differentiated by the origin and
kind of pupil being taught and the broad economic and social destination
toward which they are journeying.
Within this broad and rather abstract statement of general educational
goals and values we focus on six applied educational objectives. A large
sample of recent school leavers were extensively questioned about the
achievement of these objectives in a recent nationwide survey: (i)
development of basic educational skills and cognitive development; (ii)
preparation for adult work roles; (iii) preparation for aduh gender and
related roles; (iv) preparation for aduh civic and public roles; (v) personal
and social development; (vi) preparation for third-level e’ntry. These
questions on the very specific and applied outcomes of education do
include extensive assessments of 3 of the 4 main educational objectives
referred to above but, because of resource limitations, do not include
questions on the broader cultural and ideological objectives of education.
The function of selection, sorting and certification, is also examined in
some questions to respondents, and level of attainment and certification
plays a central role in our analysis.
In the rest of this chapter, therefore, having first briefly reviewed the
general research literature on educational objectives we then exalnine in
detail the stated objectives of Irish educational policy at second level, select
an important subset of these for detailed assessment by clients, and put
forward certain hypotheses as to why clients would vary in their assessments.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of some of the most important post-
school outcomes of differential educational achievement: the effects of
how well - in market terms - people have been educated over the 1980s. It
is against this background of markedly unequal market outcomes that
people’s views and assessments of the quality of their education is assessed
in later chapters. Chapter 3 provides the results of analysis of the main
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strtlcD-Ire of respondents’ attitudes towards and assessments of thelr
education. Later chapters provide an analysis of school leavers’ assessments
of the effectiveness of their educational preparation for: (i) work and
associated adult roles (Chapters 4 and 5); (ii) basic educational skills and
cognitive development (Chapter 6); (iii) personal aocl social development
(Chapter 7); and (ix,) an overall assessment of general educational
provision by one’s own school (Chapter 8).
Educational Objectives
The aims or objectives of education - those educational outcomes that
are aimed at, intended or even clearly implied, can be anal),sed at a t~umber
of levels of analysis.
At the level of the nation state these objectives refer to the intended or
clearly implied effects of the total educational system on the entire societ);
hence they can only be stated at a broad and somewhat abstract, or vet’)’
general, level. The main agent here is the state, or others acting for the
state or the whole society: io our case mainly the Department of Education,
althougla the Churclaes, and particularly the Catholic Churcla, are also vet),
important.
At an individual school level, or for an organisation of schools, such as
the Vocational Educational (County) Committees or religious orders, these
national objectives may be quite variably interpreted and implemented.
Vocational schools, Comprehensive schools and Secondary schools have
different objectives and priorities and provide different 9’pes of education.
Even within the Secondary school sector religions orders vary in their
educational priorities and in their educational provision arrangements.
(See Hannah, Breeo et al, 1983; Hannah with Boyle, 1987.) So, within the
broad remit of societal objectives, schools’ educational goals and priorities
vary widely though s),stematically.
At a nation state level two broad reasons were advanced for the modern
development of mass educational systems; (i) the increasing inadeqttacy of
traditional soeialisation arraogements in modern societies; and (ii) the
growth of the modern "democratic" state system.
Cultural and Ideological Objectiw;s
The conventional sociological view was that such educational provision
expanded to provide eflizetive socialisation for each youth cohort into the
increasingly more complex and technically more sophisticated ctdtores of
modern societies - functions which laacl’beconae more and more beyoncl
the competency of individual families. The increasing division of labour,
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rapid technical and organisational change," and rising rates of migration
and social mobility made it more difficult for families to adequately
prepare their children for adult life; and such preparation proved
inadequate for the needs of a rapidly changing society. In addition the
decline in tile donlinance of kinship and conlmunal systems as the division
of labour proceeded, and the growing cultural heterogeneity of rapidly
expanding re’ban societies, meant that states had to intervene to guarantee
tile continued presence of common values and identities (Durkheim, | 956;
Parsons, 1951). So tile dominant, more conservative, view was that
educational systems had expanded both to take over technical educational
functions from an increasingly inadequate family socialisation system ,as the
knowledge and skill requirements for adtdt roles both expanded and
changed rapidly, as welt as to guarantee sufficient common ideological
commitment to political arrangements as shared communal identities
declined. As Parsons (1951) puts it "it is, of course, about this complex
cnltural content that the process of formal education comes to be
organised" (p. 237). Tile increasing complexity of modern society has
gradually rendered the nuclear family an inadequate socialisation agency.
Schools have gradnally become a more effective method of socialisation
into the common norms, values and beliefs of tile society; and the shared
vision of "society" is both legitimised and reproduced by this type of agreed
agenda of socialisation.
Modern school systems, however, not only attempt to socialise their
pupils into the "accepted shared culture" of the society, but also
communicate tile values of citizenship such as "equality" - in that everyone
is perceived as having "equal access" to education and equal opportunity to
compete. But the edncational process itself, based on ideas of meritocratic
achievement, results in highly stratified outcomes - mainly by level of
education and certification. Tile actual reality of "equality of access" and
"eqnality of n’eatment" may of course, be quite different fi’om tile stated
values. This modern edncational process, therefore, paradoxically both
legitimises the values of "equality" and the concepts of tmequally rewarded
meritocratic achievement, and also contributes to tile cultural and
ideological stability of modern societies (Bourdieu, 1983). Durkheim
(1956) neatly sumnlarises this type of objective when he says: "Of what use
is it to imagine a kind of education that would be fatal for the society that
put it into practice?" (p. 64).
However, tile differential timing and pace of development of modern
mass educational systems in different countries confornls more closely to
the stages of development of more highly organised levels of (state)
collective authority than it does to differential levels of development of
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industrialisation or urbanisation in those countries (Ramirez and
Robinson, 1979; Ramirez and Meyer, 1980: Boli and Ramirez, 1988).
Modern mass educational systems arose most rapidly in those societies
which first developed modern highly organised patterns of state oz"
collective authority. So, the development of modern states and the
promotion of tile modern concept of citizenship underlies the
development of modern compulsory mass schooling - at least in western
societies. Schools promote qualities in students that are appropriate for
modern citizenship - an appreciation of individual rights, the values of
meritocratic treatnaent, social justice (the duties of the state to the citizen);
and self-discipline, industry, efficiency loyalty, punctuality, etc. - i.e., the
duties of the citizen to the state (Boli and Ramirez, 1988).
Technical-Rational Socialisation
Besides the development and promotion of these "modern" cultural and
ideological orientations modern education also involves the cuhivation or
development of knowledge and of those intellectual oz" cognitive abilities,
and technical and manual skills, which are necessary for economic
development and the hastening of modernisation and industrialisation.
This view of education as a prerequisite for, and even engine of, economic
growth found justification in the influential human capital theories of the
1950s and 1960s and had powerful support in international organisations
such as the OECD and the World Bank, (see Musgrave, 1965 for Ireland).
And this view certainly underlay the rapid expansion of Irish second-level
education in the 1960s (Department of Education, 1965).
Education was seen as "a crucial type of investment for the exploitation
of modern technolog3,. This fact underlies recent educational development
in all the maior industrial societies ... the development of education bears
the stamp of a dominant pattern imposed by the new and often conflicting
pressures of technological and economic change" (Floud and Halsey, 1961,
p.l).
This type of technical-rational socialisation could be perceived as being
at odds with tile cultural/ideological objectives. Schools, working as
technically modernising agencies, could come to regard traditional
cultures and social arrangements as stuml)ling blocks to progress. However,
schools are generally expected to attempt both kinds ofsocialisation
simuhaneously. Tile Curriculum and Examinations Board’s consultative
document on "Senior Cycle: Development and Direction" (1986) states
that "young people must be equipped not only with tile technological
expertise vital in today’s world, but also ... there is an urgent need to find
expression for many of our traditional beliefs and [for our] sense of
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human relations in innovative corporate forms and Irish-style
entrepreneurship appropriate to our indusu’ialising society" (p. 9). Quite
an uneasy mix of objectives!
Education cL~ Selection
The measurement, ordering, selection and allocation of talent and skill,
or rather the certification of differences in talent quality and type, which
may be used by employers in allocating people to positions in the
economy, is another m~oor objective of modern education systems which is
stressed in its literature. Parsons’ (1951 ) functionalist view stressed how the
"selection" function of education is a means of selecting the most capable
people for the varying tasks and occupations in society. Educational
certificates, in this sense, are considered as "tickets of employment" (Watts,
1985, p. 15). The concept of selection used emphasises merit and equality
of treatment: performance is to be evaluated on the basis of merited
achievement where "equal treatment" in educational provision and
assessment is assumed.
So graduation from schools in this sense is a "rite of passage" into
modern society, where the necessary certifications are generally considered
valid and meritoriously conferred. Schooling, in this sense, "serves as an
extended initiation rite, ... once children leave school, nothing else is
required of them; they are chartered as social participants" (Boli and
Ramirez, 1988, p. 13). As an objective this "rite of passage" into adult
society is clearly implied in the h’ish senior cycle curriculum where the
preparation of young people "for immediate entry to open society" is
stated as one of its main aims. (See p. 15, Rules and Programmesfor Secondary
Schools, 1987/88.)
Individual Develo];mm~t
Within conventional educational perspectives the personal and social
development of the individual has long been considered one of the main
aims or objectives of education. The traditional fnnctionalist views of
Dtn’kheim and Parsons emphasise that the primary goal of education is the
development of individual abilities and capacities, but in a context within
which they need to be fitted to the needs of society: so that the individual
student’s expectations are directed to those that are realistically attainable
given varying individual abilities. So that, although Durkheim emphasises
that "the edncator should take into account the germ of individuality that
is in each child. He should seek to foster its development by all possible
means" (op. cit., p. 105), he clearly sees this as fitting, or being fitted,
within societal demands where ahility is matched with relevant opportunity.
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Thus differential socialisation for tile varying needs of society is seen as
allowing for individuals’ personal development through adequately and
fairly fitting varying talent to varying needs. So "what is socially expected
becomes individually needed" (C.W. Mills, 1959). Later sociologists (like
Young, 1971; Keddie, 1971; Esland, 1971) or economists like Bowles and
Gintis, (1976), while emphasising that personal development should be a
priority aim of education, are much less sanguine than the functionalist
sociologists about its attainment or about the priority of fitting pupils to
"societal demands".
Although these different views of its priority and feasibility exist in most
analyses the personal and social development of pupils is usually proposed
as a main goal of education. Indeed Boll and Ramirez (1988) in their
review of modern educational ohjectives, see the primary source of
compulsory mass schooling in the modern state’s need for "active
citizenship". Active citizenship requires the state to promote individualisn~
and individual development: the enhanced individual being seen as the
source of progress, with the individual in turn supporting the state as the
most effective organiser of the national polity. The dominant ideologT of
schools in this instance would be the development of the child who, in
turn, contributes to national development. Rather contentious debates
over the role of education for individual development have, in fact, raged
since the 1960s. This progressive role of schools has significant support in
the research literature dealing with "modernisation" (Inkeles and Smith,
1974) and is very clearly emphasised in recent h’ish edncational reforms.
Tiffs developmental and "modernising" view of schools, both personal
and national, is at odds with other - generally neo-Marxist or conflict views
- that emphasise schools’ restrictive socialisation, and their social control
and social reproduction functions.
A Contending Viewpoint
In most of the "consensus" perspectives the school system is seen as a
rationally organised and functional societal arrangement to ensnre that
each new generation is snfficiently socialised to take up adnh roles in the
society, and is equally socialised to accept the legitimacy of the societal
arrangements used to allocate people to differentially rewarclecl positions,
so guaranteeing the legitimacy of these arrangements.
It is this role in allocation and legitimacy that is specifically contestecl hy
later critics of such "consensus" or "functional" views of education. The
persistence of substantial class inequalities in educational achievement in
most modern societies, which cannot be explained by "innate" inclividual
ahility differences, and the fact that the contents of educational
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programmes taken are often only tenuously related to subsequent work
role requirements, means that it is school certification of "meritorious
acbievement" that is the main discriminator in subsequent achievement -
not merit in some ideally valid sense, nor even appropriate content. So, if
substantial inequalities in educationally certified achievements exist, one of
the most important outcomes of the operation of the school system may
well be to legitimise - to make widely acceptable - this inequality. In
addition, conventional schooling may tend to make acceptable particular
practices of subordination which are characteristic of aduh. society -
legitimising authority differences by emphasising obedience anad docility,
acceptance of rigid timetabling of activities, and acceptance of their
failures as just and well deserved by those who are poor performers. (See
Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Karabel and Halsey, 1977.)
So, instead of advancing egalitarian achievement, and spreading
rationality and enlightenment, schools have also been seen as reproducing
inequality and reinforcing repressive tendencies in the society (Bowles and
Gintis, 1976; Bourdieu, 1983). Their graduates are released on to the
world stage at different levels of achievement and certification: pre-second
level into manual and lower service jobs; completed second level into lower
white collar jobs; and tbird-level graduates into upper non-manual and
professional jobs. Unskilled manual or service employment it is proposed,
within this perspective, effectively requires a work-force alienated from
essential buman development potential - one attuned to failure and to the
performance of low-skilled and discrete tasks which do not add up to
meaningful wholes - characteristics of tbe bottom rungs of a highly
differentiated labour market (Bowlcs and Gintis, 1976). And if the
experience of tbis inequality is reproduced educationally from generaoon
to generation, in that the same families occupy the same privileged or
deprived positions fi’om one generation to another, class inequality also is
bigbly legitimised, in that merit, not inheritance, can be claimed as the
reason for continuity (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977).
This equally ’Tunctionalist" critique - from the left- of the conservative
perspective on education is obviously over tbeorised. There is also a good
deal of contrary evidence to the viewpoint. The educational goals of
buman capital development, personal development, preparation for
citizenship, seem to refute it; wbile school emphasis on the equality value
itself further weakens the argument. Some stndies, such as Hickox (1982),
show tbat school leavers have I)een mucb less seduced by the meritoct-acy
claims tbr schooling achievement and occupational attainment than has
been assumed. Other work sucb as Willis’ (1977), shows that school pupils
who bave not achieved well may actively develop a school counter culture.
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So ideological indoctrination may not be as successful as has sometimes
been claimed.
The intention in discussing this highly critical viewpoint on schooling, is
that, along with the original more positive viewpoint, it clearly indicates the
difficulties and ambiguities surrounding investigations of educational
objectives. Are educational goals prinlarity individually developmental at~d
societally integrative; or mainly directed toward social control, and social
stratifying and differentiating objectives? And even if the intentions or
stated goals are of the former type, whal are the actual effects or outcomes
of education?
The discussion also indicates the intricate, subtle and often hidden
nature of the roles schools actually play in a society: that is, the nature of
the personality characteristics developed and the consciousness produced;
the nature of the beliefs, attitudes, knowledge and skills acquired; and the
nature of the integration of children into adult relationships and social
hierarchies by the development of their conformity to authority through
the disciplining nature of timekeeping, rule following and authority -
subordination practices characteristic of schooling practice.
To conclude this introductory section, therefore, there appear to be
four main types of objectives underlying the expansion of modern
education systems. These appear to be present in most analyses irrespective
of the political ovielltation of the authors.
(i) Socialisation into, and the promotion of identification with, the
central elements of the complex cultural and ideological
characteristics of modern nation states.
(ii) Socialisation into modern t-ational-technica] culture, both in terms
of direct curricular content but also in terms of the personal and
social disciplines required to function effectively in modern
economies and societies.
(iii) Classifying, sorting and certifying individuals in terms of their
relevant abilities and the extent to which they have conformed with
or mastered the contents of (i) and (ii) above.
(iv) lndMdual and personal development, though usually this is seen in
the context of individuals fitting into societal denlands.
These appear to be the main macro-objectives underlying the rapid and
almost universal expansion of educational provision that has occurred
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since the end of the Second World Wal’. Tliey are well represented in the
Irish case as we shall see in the next section - particularly in the rapid
expansion that occurred in seconcl-leve[ education from 1967 onwards.
Irish Educational Goals
The most comprehensk,e analysis of Irish second-level edticational goals
is that by Mulcahy (1981 ). His detailed analysis shows that the aims of Irish
second-level education, even those of the rapid state initiated educational
expansion after 1967, are not easily discerned. In fact state policy making
shows a general disregard for clarity of goals. The general aims of
secondary education seem to be so taken lor granted, or its vahles so
deeply institutionalised, as not to require articulation or justification.
The "Genera/Education" Model
The dominance of the Grammar/Secondary school model of "general
education" has been so great in Ireland that, up to very recently, the
contents taught within that tradition appeared justified by their mere
mention: Language and Literature, Classics, History and Geograph),,
General Mathematics, Science, Arts, Religion, etc. The importance of the
educational rhetoric of a liberal "genera[ education" has its origins in the
dominant position of Secondary/Grammar schools in h’ish second-level
education. Since this Grammar school model is so elite based - with its
eighteenth and early nineteenth century otqgC’ns in educational provision
for a predominantly Protestant, aristocratic or stable bourgeois class, or
later a growing Catholic, rising bourgeois, elite - the depth of
institutionalisation of this model can hardl), be unexpected. The historical
roots of this tradition in the Protestant English Grammar school u’adition
and the equivalent Catholic European tradition has been elucidated by
many writers (see McEIligot, 1966; Atkinson, 1969; Hannan with Boyle,
1987). The widely shared values underlying this educational model are so
highly legitimised within the elites dominating the educational system that
they appear to require no rationalisation. Man), of the so-called goals of
second-level education then are no more than post-factum rationalisations
for contents ah’eady "chosen" by this elite tradition and for reasons that are
not clearly articulated (see Mulcahy, 1981, pp. 51-65). This "general
education" model, however, is expected to give:
(i) an all-round general education for life after school which is aimed
fit the general enrichment of the person rather than a preparation
for any specific vocation or skills; the production of persons of
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character, knowledge and culture capable of taking responsible
roles in the society - but designed with the expectation that these
roles would be at an elevated level;
(ii) an intellectual, liberal and humanistic general (i.e., non-specialist)
education which is concerned with the production of an "educated
person" in intellect and charactm, but was generally thought of also
as providing the intellectual and knowledge base for entry to third-
level education;
(iii) religious/moral and character development goals are also empha-
sised, particularly in the h’ish and European Catholic tradition
(Mulcahy, 1981 ).
Whether, however, the school develops the particular capabilities
necessary for successfld entry to aduh society is not really asked in this
tradition of education. Rather indeed the role of the Grammar/Secondary
school is to add to the cultivation within the society: the school is not seen
as a societal il’lstrunlent subordinate to economic or societal
modernisation needs, but rather as an important civilising institution in its
own right. Educational goals here do not come fi-om an analysis of societal
needs but rather are expressions of traditional, and often unexamined,
elite values. In a very real sense these implicit values about a rational and
cultivated life style are to be implemented in the school, rather than tim
school programmes being instrunlentally determined by externally given
ends. Since this kind of education was originally designed for the
socialisation of the children of privileged elites or for entry into the
Church - or for the induction of tim children of 7zouvert.ltx ~ches into that
elite culture - these characteristics of conventional grammar school
education are hardly unexpected.
The 1960s Reforms
The dominance of this educational tradition was contested by the
reforms of the mid to late 1960s. Two main objectives appear to underlie
the rapid expansion of educational provision at that time - the
educational- vocational needs of the rapidly developing economy, and the
necessity to ensure equality of opportunity in educational attainment and
talent development. The obvious inadequacies in the pre-existing system of
education, and the dominance of human capital theories in economic
development policy at that time, ensured the significance of economic
goals in education policy. The necessity to correct the obvious imbalance
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between the conventional output of schools and the needs of the rapidly
developing economy were very clearly emphasised. But of almost equal
significance were equality of opportunity values, which were being clearly
emphasised internationally and were being obviously breached by the
glaring social class and regional inequalities in educational provision in
Ireland (Department of Education, Investment in Education, 1965, pp. 369-
394). Besides the dominance of economic goals and of equality of
opportunity values another goal, or value, was emphasised: the necessity
to respond positively to each individual’s developing abilities and needs
and the maximisation of each individual’s talents (see Department of
Education, 1969; Craft, 1970).
Ahhough of secondary significance in terms of status and number of
pupils, Vocational schools were a very important segment of post-primary
educational provision in the 1960s. These schools had been developed
partly to provide continuing education up to 15 or 16: "to continue and
supplement education provided in primary schools" for those not going on
to Secondary schools (Vocational Educational Act, 1930). But Vocational
schools had mainly been developed to provide skill relevant education and
training for their local economies: providing a practical education to
"prepare boys and girls who have to start early in life for the occupations
open to them" (Department of Education Technical Branch Memo V.40.
1942). They had, in fact, already been singled out for further development
in a number of Ministerial and government statements preceding the
publication of the Investment in Education report and the subsequent 1967
decisions on educational change (Randles, 1976; Mulcahy, 1981, pp. 19-
23). So besides the general objectives of re-orienting secondary education
away from its elitist roots, educational policy at that time was directed
toward a considerable expansion of Vocational-Technical education
directly relevant to economic needs. And, although the outcomes were not
as expected, the intentions of many of the reforms at that time were
directed toward expanding the practical and Vocational-Technical
provisions of Irish education. The curricular reforms of the late 1960s
included, on an equal basis to the older academic subjects, many Practical-
Vocational courses in the new junior cycle and senior cycle curricula. The
distinctions between the Vocational and Secondary curricula and
examination systems were abolished and senior cycles were allowed and
rapidly developed in Vocational schools. New Comprehensive schools were
introduced and a clear comprehensivisadon strategy for future educational
provision was developed which integrated fully both of the older traditions
in Irish education.
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State Policy: Explicit CuTvicular Objectives
Clarity Of goals is not an obvious virtue in the state’s general policy
documents, even in the 1960s. They are even less clear in the practical state
documents which up to 1990 guided everyday practice in schools: the Rules
and Programmes for Secondary (and Vocational) Schools (1987/88 to 1989/90).
Since the school leavers’ inter~4ewed in the study left school in the early
1980s the older, pre 1990-91, curriculuna is the rele~-ant one.
Some general purposes are spelled out, sometimes in unexpected
places. The Civics syllabus, for instance, which is intended to complement
overall curricular objectives (op. cit., 1987/88 pp. 175-176), does have
some of the most explicit statements on general educational goals:
One of the main purposes of education is training for citizenship.
Education is concerned with the inculcation of virtues and of right
moral principles; with the formation of correct habits and attitudes of
mind and of action, towards oneself, one’s family, one’s fellowman, one’s
country and towards the world community; with the development of
character and the training of the mind; and with the inculcation of
social virtues and a sense of social and civic responsibility, all issuing
finally in a true regard and solicitude for the common good (p. 175).
These goals of socialisation into expected Civic and Social virtues, and
character and intenectual development have much the same status and
character as many parental value admonitions to children: things that
ideally should be achieved but are given little practical effect in
programmes of study or in the actual everyday behaviour of schools.
Ahhough schools are obliged, for instance, to teach Civics in the junior
cycle, many schools do not take this obligation seriously and it, or any
equivalent Political and Social Studies course, is rarely taught at senior
cycle level. It is not examined and modern re~4sions of its outdated syllabus
have not, as yet, been accepted.
The general aims of the "old" Junior Cycle (Intermediate) Curriculum
are both brief and vague. They are stated to be: (i) the provision of a well
balanced "general education"; (ii) the provision of an education suitable
for people leaving full-time education at age 16 and taking up emplo)mlent
and adtdt roles; (iii) the provision of an education suitable for more
advanced senior cycle courses. The issue of what a well balanced "general
education" consists is not developed but the fact that preparation for work
and entry to "open society" is so emphasised should be noted (Rules and
Programmes for Secondary Schools, 1987/88, pp. 12-14).
The approved course for junior cycle pupils requires instruction in Irish,
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English, Maths, History and Geography, Civics, anti at least two other
subjects from a recognised list of 18 other subjects. So this required
curricolunl and obligatory subject syllabi clearly indicate the priority of
basic educational goals in literacy and numeracy, a minimum socialisation
into a shared cuhore and ideology and a knowledge and appreciation of
Irish nationhood and its position - historically, culturally and
geographically- in the modern world. Since only Irish remains an
obligatory subject in the senior cycle - although in practice both English
and Mathematics are also almost universally taken - the Tot adat’onal"
basic educational, cultural and ideological goals of the junior cycle are very
clearly implied. Two additional subjects are to be taken from a list of more
applied or less value laden subjects: in Science, Continental Languages,
Business Studies, Vocational-Technical subjects, Art and Music, etc. The
aesthetic, the recreational or Physical Education, or even the Religious-
Philosophical, goals of education are not given much precedence in state
documents or provision arrangements in education. The influence of the
Churches, and the residues of an historically adapted restricted role for
state involvement in philosophical-moral-religious education can,
therefore, be clearly seen in current policy developments (see Coolahan,
1981; O Buachalla, 1988).
The general aims and purposes of senior cycle education are stated in
equally curt and general terms in The Rules and Programmesfor Secondary
Schools: (i) The continuance of "general education" at an advanced level is
presumed. (ii) The preparation for immediate entry to "open society" is
explicitly stated. Preparation for work and adult roles generally is given
priority - although it is emphasised that schools do not prepare or certify
direcdy for employment. (iii) Adequate preparation for third-level entry
and courses is required.
Adequate mastery of the required and chosen curriculum, which is state
regulated and which sometimes very clearly sets specific objectives, is
obviously expected and the extent of this mastery is measured by state
examinations. In the various courses’ specifications "knowledge"
acquisition is emphasised: with a stress on both the content, and the
cognitive development associated with the learning of academic contents.
Mastery of abstract theoretical knowledge is a requirement, especially in
the honours courses, and is rewarded in the examinations.
Additionally certain "skills" - cognitive, scientific, manual and technical
- at’e also emphasised. Laboratory and practical work in the Science and
Technical-Vocational subjects is required and tested in the examinations,
but was not, up to very recent revisions, given high priority. Competence in
the basic educational skills - reading, writing and calculating - are, of
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course, presunaed. Besides the requirement for mastery of the normal
reading and writing skills, competence in aural and oral language skills is
also currently emphasised - and examinations now assess this, partictflarly
in h’ish and other second language courses at junior and senior cycle.
Underlying the rules for the provision of h’ish language and literature
courses there is a clear ideological rationale: tile reproduction and
reinforcement of h’ish identity and cuhural characteristics. However, these
are not stated explicitly, though they are clearly implied in tile
requirement for all pupils to study h’ish. The programmes for English,
however, do contain more explicit educational goals. To "think, to speak
and to write correctly", and the "pupils’ powers of oral expression should
bc developed" to "elicit the pupils’ sincere response to their own
experience of life and literature", are two of the main goals of the junior
cycle English curricuhtnl (Rules and Programmes, 1987/88, p. 33).
Development of the capabilily to rellect and think through problenas -
eliciting and developing tile capability to rationalise initial responses to life
experiences, and Io develop powers of expressioll and comllltlnication
through language mastery - with students being encouraged to "speak
articuhttcly, coherently and correctly" (op. cir., pp. 33, 185) is, therefore,
explicitly emphasiscd in the junior and senior cycle syllabus goals. So,
besides the normal reading, writing and composition skills the
development of the capability to daink through issues and tile concomitant
ability to express thoughts logically and coherently, both orally and in
writing, are clearly emphaslsed.
The specification of general educational goals for the Inlcrmediate and
Leaving Certificate courses, as well as the specific subject goals, appears to
pt’esume relatively persistent and unavoidable intellectual ahility
differences amongst pupils. They also appear to pt’esume equally varying
aptitttdc differences. For example, "Employers and others wishing to use it
(tile Leaving Certificate examination) for selection purposes are advised to
institute their own st~pplementary tests, which shottld assess aptitude
rather than achievement" (Rules and I"rogT"am’mes, op. cit., p. 15).
Ahhough rather short on its analysis of educational goals (Mulcahy,
1981) - the While Paper on Ed’ucational Development (Department of
Education, 1980), does deal with some of the modern dilemmas of post-
compulsory education. It is emphasised that education must try to meet
both the needs of the individual and tile needs of society. These goals are
to be pursued by providing adequately funded programlnes, and equal
educational opportunities, so that each pupil can develop his/her talenls
and "potential as a human being" (p. 43): that is, individtml developmental
goals are emphasised for all pupils. The school system, however, is also
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expected to provide those "competencies and attitudes necessary for social,
economic and cultural progress" (p. 43): here the needs of the society are
emphasised. Although the objectives of the senior cycle are manifold:
"among them is the expectation of society that it should provide young
people with the opportunity to prepare for the jobs which are available in
the economy" (Department of Education, White Paper for EducatioTzal
Development, 1980, p. 46). However, it also emphasises that, due to the rapid
rise in participation rates, there are many pupils who leave school after the
Leaving Certificate to enter the world of work and "that the present
Leaving Certificate courses are not always of real value to such pupils and
that alternatives are needed" (op. cir., p. 49). This suggests that the
educational system did not then consider itself to be successfully achieving
its desired goals for the "bottom" ability-performance fraction of Leaving
Cert pupils; and subsequent curricular reforms have attempted to correct
some of these defects.
These broad educational aims, it is emphasised, cannot be achieved
unless pupils are well schooled in spoken, written and artistic expression,
scientific method, manual dexterity, acceptable forms of social behaviour
and the exercise of social responsibilities- "These are the prerequisites for
personal fulfilment, for good citizenship, for the creative use of leisure, for
forther education and for vocational adaptability" (lbid.,p. 49). Thus
education is expected to satisfy both the developmental needs of the
individual, while at the same time providing for the needs of the
developing economy, polity and rapidly changing socieW.
The New CltT"~c~thtm
The broad aims of the new Junior Certificate programme introduced
first in 1989/90 are ver), similar to those already described for the old
Intermediate Certificate course. The main differences are in the content of
the curriculunl, the suggested methods of teaching the course, and the
examination system: having more to do with the methods of achieving the
objectives rather than an), significant change in the latter. The curriculnn~
is broader and is specifically designed to cater for a wider ability/aptitude
range. It is less academically dominated, more integrated - in the
Bernstein (1971) sense - more experiential, and is more explicitly linked
in the first year to the "pupil based" primary school curriculum. It is
intended also to use broader and inore continuous methods of assessment.
The new prograname integrates the old Group and Intermediate
Certificate courses and examinations - so as to overcoFrle the clear status
distinctions between pupils of different ability/aptitude ranges and social
backgrounds that characterised the older dual system. (See Department of
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Education, 1989, A Guide for thearunior Certificate, pp. 8, 12, 13, 19).
There appear to be four major innovations in its inu’oduction:
(i) There is a greater breadth and depth to the curriculum. All
subjects are taught at two levels, and a number are taught at three.
This is explicitly designed to cope witb the wider ability/aptitude
range that has occurred as most of the cohort not only complete
junior cycle but even the senior cycle. So this change should not
only anow for greater differences in ability and aptitude but also
help to maximise achievement across a range of subjects and
abilities/aptitudes, and minimise failure rates amongst the lower
achieving pupils (op., cir., pp. 18-19).
(ii) The syllabi are based more on an "integrated" and more
experiential approach than tim older academic and subject based
approach; with linkage between subjects being emphasised (Ibid,
p. 18). It is also explicitly more integrated with the pupil - centred
primary school curriculum (Ibid. p.l 9).
(iii) Like the older programme, however, the new one retains prioriW
on a "well balanced general education".
(iv) Examinations are to allow for a greater extent of teacher
(continuous) assessment, and to be more widely based on projects
and practicals, with more oral and aural tests, etc (Ibid, p.23).
These current and proposed changes in the junior cycle curriculuna and
examination system are of no immediate relevance to the post-school
experiences and assessnlents of the school leavers who were interviewed
for this study, however, since they had completed their second-level
education by May 1982. In tim conclusions, however, the relevance of these
educational changes will be considered in detail.
Conclusion
Having reviewed the evidence, therefore, there appear to be 9 broad
objectives of Irish second-level education which are either presumed,
explicitly stated, or clearly implied in the main state educational policy
documents. Although not mutually exclusive these objectives, or general
motivating values, of Irish second-level education are sufficiently different
as to require separate treatment:
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(i) A broad general education which is concerned with the all round
development of the person intellectually, personally and socially.
(ii) Mastery of the basic, conventional, educationally developed,
knowledge and skills - the "3Rs".
(iii) Cognitive and intellectual development.
(iv) Ideological and Cultural objectives.
(v) Vocational preparation for adult work roles - particularly
emphasised in the Vocational school programmes.
(vi) Personal and Social Development.
(vii) Civics and general "political" education for life in modern societies.
(viii) Religious, mm’al, and character development.
(ix) Preparation for entry to third-level education, which is clearly
stated as a goal of senior cycle education.
Of these 9 "objectives", or values, of Irish second- level education the
extent to which school leavers believed that 6 of the more applied of them
had been successfully achieved in their own education is examined in this
study:
1: Basic Educational Goals: basic literacy and numeracy skills.
2: Intellectual and Cognitive Development Goals.
3: Personal and Social Development Goals.
4: Preparation for Entry to the World of Work.
5: Preparation for Entry to other Adult’Roles: Particularly Sex Roles and
Political and Civic Roles.
6: Preparation for Third-level Entry.
Because of resource constraints the other 3 objectives mentioned above
were not covered.
Interviews were carried out with a large national sample of school
leavers in late 1987 about their views and assessments of the adequacy of
their education. By then most of them had spent at least 5 years in the
labour force. The majority had been employed for some time and over half
had established independent residences, with a small minority married.
The transition to full independent adult status, in other words, was in most
cases very well established. The), were asked to assess the extent to which
their education had adequately prepared them for adult life on each of the
chosen 6 educational preparation dimensions.
There are at least four general sources of variation in the level of
satisfaction of school leavers with their education: their own expectations
for education - what it is they want out of it; institutional differences in
educational objectives and the nature of the education supplied,
particularly between Vocational, Secondary and Comprehensive schools
(i.e. the nature of supply); how well individual schools met expectations -
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the effectiveness of supply; and the outcomes of education - particularly
success or failure in the labour market. The first 3 refer to schooling
experience per se and expectations for it. The fourtb refers to post-school
experiences retrospectively affecting judgements.
Two major Irish studies of educational values and expectations amongst
pupils, teacbers and parents have been carried out since the early 1970s
(Raven et at, 1975; Madaus et al., 1979). Altbougb the Raven et al. (197fi)
study showed high consensus on some educational oDjectives, it also
showed considerable variation in both teacbers’ and young people’s
priorities. The Madaus et al., (1979) study also indicated significant
variation in parental educational goals and priorities.
In Raven et al’s (1975) study conventional educational goals, such as
basic education (the "3 Rs") and certain aspects of intellectual and
cognitive development including their attitudinal and behavioural
correlates - like independence of thought and action, personal and social
development and moral and character development goals - had over 80
per cent priority. The developmeslt of a critical and sceptical intelligence, a
critical cultural and philosophical echacation, and direct vocational
preparation goals, or the development of practical skills for after-school life
did not, howeveh have equally high priority (Raven, et al 1975, Vol. 1, p.
13). In teachers’ actual experience of teaching priorities tile
preoccupation with examination success tended to dominate. So, provision
of a wide academic education and development of self-motivated
characteristics, like initiative and independence, were felt to be amongst
tile least well attained goals in education (op. cir., p. 34). As |’cat" pupils’
expectations, intellectual and cognitive development and associated
attitudinal and personal development (independence and serf-confidence)
goals, and vocational and character developme~t goals, had the highest
priority; but examination preparation loomed very large in their
preoccupations also. Satisfaction was more pronounced with the
conventional educational goals, but was much lower for vocational and
personal development goals (Raven et al., Vol. 2, 1975, p. 6).
Tbe research by Madaus et aL, (1979) showed that "basic education" and
general "scholastic" education had a high priority, and relatively high
satisfaction rating, amongst the general public; and these priorities
appeared to conform closely to tbose of teachers’. Personal and social
development goals were given a high priority I)tJt low achievement; and
cultural and aesthetic education, although with a lower priority, had even
lower satisfaction scores. Vocational preparation with a higher priority and
satisfaction than cultural, aestbetic or personal development goals, had still
a low satisfaction rating - with less than 50 l)er cent being satisfied that
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school emphasis was right.
Dissatisfaction with schooling was higher anaongst the more poorly
educated, and amongst working class and farm respondents. The relative
importance of goals sought - such as higher education or basic education
- varied by social group and this variation had a major influence on
satisfaction levels. The third-level educated were less satisfied with the
former and the poorly educated with the latter. Dissatisfaction with
aesthetic education is most marked amongst the middle class and better
educated. Although general dissatisfaction with school practice is most
marked among the better educated middle class, dissatisfaction specifically
with their own education was clearly most marked amongst the more
poorly educated. So expectations and satisfactions varied systematically by
social class and educational level. There were, however, certain deviations
from this - those with Group Certificate qualifications particularly were, in
many respects, similar to the most highly educated in their level of
satisfaction. Though different in their emphases on objectives, particularly
schools’ (over)emphasis on scholastic and vocational goals, both groups
tended to be amongst the most satisfied clients (Madaus, et al., 1979).
Toward Hypotheses
Given this evidence about clients’ educational objectives and satisfactions,
as well as the significant changes that have occurred in educational
participation and labour market ootcomes since the 1970s, the following
hypotheses are proposed;
- Tbe conventional basic educational goals, and associated cognitive and
attitudinal develnpment goals are expected to have the highest priority
and highest satisfaction ratings.
- Personal, social and character development goals are eqtmlly likely to be
given high priority, but are expected to have much lower levels of
satisfaction.
- Given the current saliency and difficulties in employment, vocational
preparation goals are now likely to be far more significant than in the
early to mid-1970s; but are even more likely now to have low levels of
client satisfaction.
- Satisfaction is likely to be positively correlated with level of education
achieved, but is also likely to be responsive to the type of education
received - these with Group Certificate and Technical-Vocational
qualifications are also likely to be highly satisfied. (See Madaus et al.,
1979.)
- The social and cuhural background of pupils’ families, partictdarly their
social class background, is likely not only to influence schooling type
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and level but is also likely to affect priority in educational objectives and
level of satisfaction. Priority on elite academic goals, and level of
dissatisfaction with their achievement is likely to be most marked
amongst the middle class (and better educated). Priority on practical
vocational goals and dissatisfaction with their attainment is likely to be
most marked amongst those from working class origins.
There is, therefore, considerable variation in satisfaction among school
leavers. Why this is so needs to be examined. Besides the actual extent to
which, and the effectiveness with which, schools actually provided relevant
programmes, there are other factors which influence school leavers’
assessments of the quality of their education.
We have ah’eady identified 4 general sources of variation in school
leavers’ satisfaction with education. These were: (i) school teavers’ own
objectives for, and expectations about, education (mainly the influence of
social class, gender and remoteness on these expectations); (it) institntional
differences in educational objectives and provision - mainly the effects of
different school types Ql’l school philosophy and provision, as we lack
information on the individual school’s goals, values, etc.; (iii) the extent to
which individuals attain, or schools meet, "normal" edncational ohjectives -
particularly in the level of education achieved, and the subject "track"
taken; (iv) the outcomes of education as experienced by school leavers -
mainly their labour market histories.
These various infhlences orl school leavers’ attitudes to education are
illustrated in Figure 1.1 which represents a crude model of the hypothesised
relationships.
Two main types of "intervening variables" are likely to structure school
leavers’ evaluations of, or satislhction with, their schooling: the level and
type of expectations held for education, arid the level, type and quality of
education. Ahhough highly intercorrelated these variables are besl
thought of as separate. The higher the level of education achieved, and the
more relevant the "curricular track" is to outcomes being evahmted, the
more likely it becomes that school leavers are satisfied with their
educatiotl. So the adeqttacy of "work preparation" is more likely to be
highly evahmted by the mm’e highly qualified and the more vocationally
educated. On the other hand, early school leavers, or those with poor
qualifications, are likely to be amongst the most dissatisfied.
As well as level of education attained, the subject "track" chosen or
allocated to is likely to have important effects on satisfaction. The most
satisfactory are likely to be Vocational and Academic "tracks", while
allocation to a Pass level, general, track is likely to be very nnsatisfactory.
Allocation to, or choice of, "tracks", as well as level of education
Figure 1.1: Model of Hypothesised Relationships of Predictive Variables to
CO
School Leavers’ Level of Satisfaction with Education
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These arrows represent the hypothesised (’causal’) effects of one variable on another
¢:=:==C> These arrows represent unexplained (exogenous) influences on the intervening variables
e.g.,variation in the "choice" of school type that is not explained by *social origins"
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attained, is also highly correlated with school type: Vocational, Secondary,
and Comprelaensive/Conmaunity.
These different schools vary systematically in their educational
objectives, schooling practices and in the social class, gender and ability
characteristic of tbeir pupil intakes (l-lannan with Boyle, 1987, pp. 25-67:
Hannan, Breen et aL, 1983, pp. 80-114). Vocational schools place a high
priority on pragmatic, instrumental and vocational goals, and less emphasis
on personal and social development goals - particularly compared to
Comprehensive schools, girls’ Secondary schools, and schools catering for
middle to upper middle class pupils. Intellectual development and
personal development are linked and equally empbasised goals in scbools
catering primarily for middle class pupils; with significantly less emphasis
on immediate vocational preparation goals. The median social class
characteristics of a pupil body is highly correlated with these schooling
priorities. Almost 60 per cent of schools catering mainly for working class
pupils have pronounced pragmatic/instrtnnental and vocational goals,
compared to less than 10 per cent of schools with predominantly middle
class clients (Hannan with Boyle, 1987, pp. 60-65).
The differentially "chartered" origins of the three school types, and of
the different religious orders running our Secondary schools, as well as the
predominant gender and social class and ability characteristics of their
pupils - and their likely or expected social destinations - have snbstantial
effects on schooling objectives and on schooling practice. So, botb the
expectations and tbe experience of schooling, and the "quality" of the
education received, is likely to vary systenmtically by school type attended.
Allocation to, or choice of, scbool type is also highly dependent on
certain social background factors - social class, gender, and rural-urban
origins (Hannan with Boyle, 1987, pp. 25-67). Most of the probable effeetz
of such social background factors are likely to be mediated through
"school type", educational level and etn’ricular track; though the type and
level of respondents’ educational expectations are also likely to be
independently innuenced by such social background variables. In
particular gender is likely to be an independent influence on some
attitudes - males still appear more likely to be preoccupied about
"preparation for work" and less about "personal and social development".
But both type and level of such educational expectations are likely to be
influenced by many other unmeasured factors.
Besides educational type and level, and the relevant background effects,
subsequent employment history and occupational attainment are likely to
have some independent influences on sebooling assessments. A successful
employment history is expected to be positively correlated witb educational
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assessments: i.e., some post-factum "praise" or "blame" being assigned to
schooling due to success or failure in the labour market. The main effects,
however, are hypothesised to be educational.
A number of factors are, therefore, likely to differentially influence the
dimensions of educational satisfaction - particularly social background,
school type and subject track. Middle class pupils are likely to concentrate
on, and be more satisfied with, the Academic/Intellectual aspects of
education; while working class students are likely to emphasise and be
more satisfied with the VocationalfFechnical aspects of their education.
This applies particularly among boys. Girls are concentrated in more
"generalist" streams (and therefore are likely to be less satisfied); but, on
the other hand, are given more attention in personal and social
development. The interaction between class, gender and school type (i.e.,
Vocational, Community/Comprehensive or Secondary) can be
hypothesised as follows:
- School leavers fi’om Vocational schools and Comprehensive schools,
particularly those with successful labour market careers, are likely to be
most satisfied with the vocational and educationally instrumental
objectives of their education. This is likely to hold for all levels of
educational attaimnent.
- School leavers fi’om Secondary schools, particularly those from schools
with predominantly middle class clients, are likely to both emphasise
and to be most satisfied with the academic/intellectual goals of
education.
- Those school leavers, therefore, who bad attended Secondary schools
and had taken a Pass level, "general educational" curricular track, are
likely to be most dissatisfied with their schooling. Their achievements
are neither valued within the predominant ethos of their schools nor
have been of any great advantage outside.
- Boys in the Vocational-Technical tracks, and all those in the Academic-
Honours "tracks", are most likely to be satisfied: most people in these
"tracks" are likely to have taken courses that correspond to their
expectations and to have been in schools that valued these courses.
- Personal and social development goals will be most emphasised in
predominantly middle class schools, particularly in girls’ schools.
Dissatisfaction with such education is likely to be most marked amongst
academically educated boys - with high expectations and poor
provision.
Chapter 2
DECLhVhVG lABOUR MARKET OI:JPORTUNITIES AND THE hVCREASh\¢G
I’~I£LIEVANCE OF EDUCA TVONA L QUALIFICA 770NS
Introduction
Rapidly growing youth unemployment over the 1980s led to substantial
changes in state policies ill west European countries (OECD, 1988, 1989).
In Britain increased participation in schools, and suhstantial expansion in
state u’aining and work experience schemes were developed to cope both
with rapidly rising youth unemployment rates but also with public and
political dissatisfaction with previous education and training programmes
(Gleeson, 1985; Finn, 1986; Young, 1987). In Scotland, for instance, a
country with a very similar education system to h’eiand, while school
leavers’ unemployment level~; grew only fi’om II to 17 per cent between
1977 and 1987, participation of school leavers in state training and work
experience schemes grew from 4 to 27 pet" cent and participation in
further education grew from 20 to 30 pet" cent of school leavers (Raffe,
1988). So, while emplo),ment was the dominant status of school leavers (for
over 80 per cent) in the late 1970s it was clearly a minority (less than 30
per cent) status by 1987 (Raffe, 1988). As we shall see below the Irish case
almost completely replicates that of Scotland.
To some extent, however, school leavers’ employment or unemployment
rates in their first year out of school misrepresents the true en~ployment
situation for young people fi’on3 the mid-1980s onwards, particularly as
employment generally started to increase in Britain. The employment
preparation functions of state u~ining schemes such as the Youth Training
Schemes (~tq’S) have grown suhstantially in the past decade. In the late
1980s more than half of the young people entering the Scottish labour
force for the first time, for instance, came fi’om ~q’S schemes. So while in
the earlier period such schemes were mainl), directed toward "looking after
the poorly qualified" by the late 1980s they had acquired much wider
significance in pre-employment induction (Raffe, 1983, 1988). In The
Netherlands too, tile rise in post-compulsor), vocational education is seen
as a reflection of the lack of available jobs for young people. There was, for
instance, a 12 per cent decrease between 1980 and 1985 in those who
finished edttcation at 16 years (The Nethm’lands Social and C’ttltltrgtl R~)oI’l,
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1988, p. 162). In h’eland also both the growth in third level anti other post-
second level education and training programmes, as well as substantial
expansion in shorter-tern1 training and work experience schemes, has
meant a significant postponement in labour market enu’), over the 1980s -
most of it probabl), a once-off effect although having permanent
consequences.
One of the paradoxes of growing unemployment levels has been an
increase in the significance of educational and training qualifications in
employment decisions and expectations. This growing significance of
qualifications cannot, in the main, have been due to an increase in the
need for improved quality of intake - since both the number of jobs and,
in some respects, the "qtmlit)," of jobs for school leavers had actually
declined up to very recentl), (see Breen, 1984; 14annan, 1986). As the
OECD Employment Outlook points out, this increasing emphasis on entry
qualifications is unusual also in that a significant acceleration in
technological change renders specific occupational qualifications obsolete
more quickl), (lul), 1989, p. 81). What appears to have occurred is that
since employers use qualifications and certification to select likely
candidates amongst applicants for jobs - in the belief that such educational
qualifications, particularl), the more generic ones, index both a measure of
"general abilit)," and a more general personal(it),) suitability for jobs - as
overall employment opportunities declined so certification requirenaents
correspondingly increased (see Raffe, 1983). In addition increasing rates
of on-theTjob training and retraining may mean also that employers use
such school certification as indicators of potential for such constant
retraining. Howevel, this is likely to hold only for a subset of occupations.
Watts (1985) and Bills (1988) maintain that in Britain and the US
respectively, because educational qualifications are now almost universally
used as "tickets" to employment, and level of qualification is constant/),
increasing, many workers are overqualified and their skills are not being
used. Similarly Lev),-Leboyer (1980) found some evidence that entry into
the French labour market is equally marked by "overqualification" - i.e., an
accumulation of educational and training qualifications, which did not
necessaril)’ mean an increased capacity to do a particular job. In The
Netherlands also, the increased competition in the youth labour market
has increased the pressure for more and more qualifications (The
Netherland.~ Social a’ud Caltural Report, 1988). Breen (1984) and Hannan
(1986) have clearly shown the extent of such "qualification inflation" for
h’ish school leavers over the early 1980s as young people (particularly
males) "traded down" the occupational status scale in order to get jobs.
The effect of this was to effectively push those without an), qualifications
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out of employment altogether as the unskilled manual or service jobs
previously available to them were now I)eing taken tip by the better
qualified. OECD Reports point out also that the growing importance of
qualifications has had detrimental effects on those with the lowest levels of
attainment as clifferenees in unemployment rates by level of attainment
have wideued considerably (OECD Employment Outlook, July 1989).
Combined with growing third-level entry enrohnents and expectations
this increasing occupationally extrinsic value of educational certifications
is, therefore, likely to have had increased motivational and social control
effects within schools: perhaps the main reasons influencing the growth in
senior cycle participation. Both instructional and learning processes within
schools are likely to have been strongly affected by such an increasingly
extrinsic reward environment. As a result reforms, which are based on
improving the intrinsic reward system, like the new Junior Certificate
Programme, may be found difficult to operationalise successfully when
there has been an increasing perception that only the final exainination
results matter. Similar apprehensions have been expressed in The
Netherlands, where they have introduced a new "Foundation curriculum"
which is remarkably similar to the new Junior Certificate. They anticipate
problems with its implementation if secondary schools continue to use the
first three years (when the foundation curriculum will apply) to prepare
pupils for progression to the later stages of their education in the same way
and with the same expectations as they do now (The Netherlands Social and
Culzural Report, 1988, p. 179).
Besides the coercive educational effects of such increasing certification or
qualification pressures it is likely also that both educational and labour
market inequalities grew with unemployment levels (see Raffe, 1983, 1986;
Breen, 1984). As the "tightening bond" between education and employment
grew so too should the relative importance of differences amongst students’
families in the economic and cultural capital which facilitate academic
performance. A great deal of recent researcb supports the continuing
importance of such home background factors in educational attainment
(Etzioni-Halew, 1987; De Graaf, 1988; Furth, OECD, 1988). The rapid
change in job markets in OECD countries has increased the value of
knowledgeable educational and vocational choices; so that students (and
families) who know of and choose strategies valued by employers fare better
and, therefore, differences in access to, as well as quality of nse of, snch
information increases educational inequality. Less privileged young people
tend to be left behind by those wbo bare "the experience and the social
capital" to adopt strategies and use information that ensure their dominance
in the more valuable courses (Fm’th, OECD, 1988, p. 13).
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lu the following analysis we first examine the changing educational,
training and labour market circumstances of school leavers fi’om 1979 to
1988. Having established the overall economic context within which they
acted, subsequent sections of the chapter then examine in detail the
educational, training and work experience of the 1981/82 school leaving
cohort over the first 5/6 ),ears of their post-school life. The relationship
between educatioual and labour market experiences is analysed later in
Chapters 4 and 5.
The Department of Labour’s School Leavers’ Surveys provide the data for
our analyses in this chapter (Department of Labour, Economic Status of
School Leavers, annual surveys). The 1978-79 cohort was the first school
leaver group to be surveyed since this became an annual survey. Almost a
full year is allowed to elapse after the school leavers have left second-level
schools before they are interviewed. This allows a more settled picture to
emerge of their labour market experiences or their persistence in further
education. The sample is a stratified, random, two stage, sample of all post-
primary schools and of all leavers from these schools. The sample size is of
around 2,000 school leavers annually. The response rates for the school
leaver surveys have been very high, and the very low refusal rate (less than
1 per cent) is a distinctive feature of the survey. The sample of schools is
selected randomly fi’om the Department of Education’s list of post-primary
schools and is stratified by school type, location, sex mix and size of school.
The sample of pupils is further stratified by the level at which they left
school. (For a more complete account of how the survey is conducted, the
reader should consult Breen, Whelan and Costigan, 1986.)
Schooling and Work in Ireland 1980-1989
As can be clearly seen from Figure 2.1 below (and Appendix Table A2.1)
employment opportunities for school leavers declined substantially in the
1980s- falling from an estimated 43,000 in jobs in 1980 to 25,000 in 1985
and stabilising around 28,000 between 1986 to 1989. Figure 2.1
dramatically illustrates both the rapidly declining employment of school
leavers between 1980 and 1985; and equally dramatic unemployment
growth. These trends occurred despite the decline in the number of
school leavers entering the labour market, due mainly to significant
increases in the retention rate of older pupils in schools as well as growth
in entry to third-level colleges. As a result the number of school leavers
entering the labour market declined by almost 6,000 between 1980 and
1985. Despite this decline in labour supply however the unemployment
rate ahnost quadrupled between 1980 (10.5%) and 1985 (41%), but has
declined since then.
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Figure 2.1: Cumulative Percentage Graph of the Employment
Status of School Leavers in May of Year after
leaving Second-Level Education: 1980-1989.
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Besides the increasing retention of older pupils in second-level schools -
partly the result of the newly introduced \rpTI courses, there was also a
significant increase in post-second-level educational participation: from 20
to 26 per cent of school leavers.
~,qaile tmemployment peaked in 1985 (with 29 per cent of school leavers
either seeking a first job or having lost a job - see Table A2.1) its value as
an indicator of overall employment opportunities for potential school
leavers declined progressively over the decade. This is clearly indicated by
the declining nunabers entering the h’ish labour market directly from
school, even though the total number of leavers was actually greater in
1988/89 than it was in 1980/81. There is an estimated decline from
47/48,000 in the labour force in 1980/81 to 39/41,000 in 1988/89. There
are three factors accounting for that decline. (i) In the initial period up to
1985 it is partly due to an increased retention of teenagers in second-level
schools. (ii) There was also a substantial increase in participation in third
level and other full-time education and training courses - from an
estimated 20/24 per cent of school leavers in 1980/81 to 31/32 per cent in
1988/89. (iii) Aa~d finally there is a substantial growth in emigration from
1987 onwards. In fact, if one combines the percentage unemployed and
the percentage emigrated, it has remained ahnost constant at bep, veen 26-
32 per cent since 1983.
These trends, however, suggest too pessimistic a view of the youth labour
market in Ireland in recent years because there has been a significant
increase in the proportions postponing entry to the labour force until they
had taken some post-second-level education or training. As can be seen the
proportions going on to become fttll-time students (mostly, though not
exclusively, in third-level colleges) increased fi’om 20-24 per cent of the
1980/81 school leaving cohorts to 31-32 per cent of the 1988/89 cohorts.
The nnmber entering third-level colleges is estimated to have increased
from 13,400 in 1980/81 to 17,200 in 1986, and has continued to increase
up to 1989. At the same time participation in full-time F,’~S/CERT
(Training and Employment Authoriw/the State Tourism TI~, ining Agency)
and other related training programmes more than doubled between
1980/81 and 1985, and has continued since then (Breen, Whelan and
Costigan, 1986, pp. 94-107).
8o both conventional third-level education - particularly technological
education - and provision of Ff\S/CERT and other related full-time
education training expanded consideral)ly over the 1980s (See Breen,
IVocational Prepa~,~lion and Tx,’aining courses ofl~zred full-tinlc both for postjtmior cycle
and post-Leaving Certificate studen~ I¥om the mid-1980s onwards.
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Whelan and Costigan, 1986). Tiffs expansion is more obvious for males
than females, because of a compensating substantial decline in incluction
into teacher training and nursing for the latter over that period. Of course
third-level education is almost exclusively confined to those who
successfully completed second level, while full-time training with
FAS/CERT, etc., is much more characteristic of those leaving at ata earlier
stage of edncation.
The school leavers whose post-school progress is examined in detail in
the following sections and later in Chapters 4 to 8, therefore, entered a
rapidly deteriorating labour market situation in 1982-1983 as can be seen
from Figure 2. I. As it worsened schools and pupils reacted by considerably
expanding provision and participation. This is clearly indicated in the
following section. Post school edncation arid training provision also
changed markedly as will be seen in later sections.
Growing Unemployment and Participation h~oeases
Like many other OECD countries, but particularly akin to Britain, both
school participation rates and subseqnent continuing education and
training levels increased rapidly over the 1980s. Figure 2.2 below clearly
shows the rapid growth in senior cycle pal’ticipatiota and completion rates
over the 1980s. The total outflow declined by almost 10 per cent up to the
mid-1980s as potential school leavers postponed their exit fi’om school -
mainly to stay on to complete senior cycle. In addition, however, there was
a significant expansion in post-junior-cycle Vocational preparation courses.
For example the number of pupils taking Vocational, Technical, Secretarial
and other related courses in schools increased b)’ over 50 pet" cent (fi’om
13,000 to 21,000) between 1980 and 1986 (Department of Education,
Statistical Reporta, 1980, 1986).
The total outflow fi’om schools declined fi’om an estimated 64/65,000 in
1979/80 to 61/62,000 in 1981/82, bnt then started to increase agait~ to a
maximttm outflow of up to 68,000 in 1987/88. As a percentage of the
relevant single year (average) age group, within the 15-18 age group, the
outflow declined from an estimated 99 per cent of the potential cohort in
1979/80 to 91 per cent in 1980/82, but grew again to 98 per cent by
1986/88. (See Appendix Table A2.2.) The outflow decline, in other words,
was due completely to increased retention within second-level schools as
the actual cohort size (potential outflow) increased by over 1,000 in the
interim. This declining outflow is clearly.illustrated in Figure 2.2 (topmost
line).
Within second-level schools the increased participation was almost
eqtmlly distributed in 2 categories; (i) increased participation in the senior
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Figure 2.2: Changes in the Outflow from Schools
and Changes in Qualification Levels of
School Leavers 1980-1989 by Gender
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¯ cycle general education stream leading to the Leaving Certificate
qualification; or (ii) in the considerably expanded provision of ahernative
Commercial/Vocational courses or the new Vocational Preparation and
Training (VPT) programmes introduced in the mid-1980s. These latter
programmes have mainly concentrated oil Post-Group oK" Post-inter Cert
pupils.
The increasing participation in senior cycle Academic type courses is
clearly illnstrated in Figure 2.2 (see also Appendix Table A2.3). As a result
the average level of educational qualification of the school leaving cohort
increased markedly over the decade: from 60/61 per cent of all school
leavers having completed the Leaving Certificate in 1980/81 to 71 per cent
by 1987/88.
Although their actual level of qualification remains lower throughout,
this increase in qualification level is most marked for males - fi+om 51 to 65
per cent with some Leaving Certificate qualifications. This is a much faster
rate of growth than amongst females - who were ah’eady, however, at a very
high rate (70 per cent) of second level completion by 1980/81.
"1"o compensate for this growth at senior cycle level the proportions
leaving school with only a junior cycle qualification (i.e. Group or Inter
Cert level) have shown a comparable decline - again particularly for males.
But, since 1982, the proportion of those dropping out early, before
completing the junior cycle course, or without taking any examination, has
remained stubbornly fixed at 7 to 9 per cent for males and 6 to 8 per cent
for females; although the total rate has shown some decline from around 9
per cent for 1980/81 to 6-7 per cent for 1986/88. In general, however,
growth in participation appears to be limited to those type of students who
previously had been content with junior cycle qualifications.
In conchlsion, therefore, the level of higher qualifications increased
markedly over the 10 years: fi+om around 60/61 per cent of leavers taking
the Leaving Certificate in 1980/81 to 70/72 per cent in 1988/89. with little
change, however, in the proportion leaving without an)’ qualification.
There appears to be about 5,000 leavers in I)oth the 1980/81 and 1984/85
surveys leaving without any qualification, though these are estimated to
have dropped to bep, veen 4,100 to 4,400 in the 1988 and 1989 Surveys.
This estimated decline in early leavers is proportionally more marked
amongst males- from around 10 to 7 per cent, but is still higher than the
female rate of 6 per cent in 1989. Equally the decline in those leaving with
junior certificate qualification is more marked for males - fi’om 37/40 per
cent to 28 per cent for males, and fi’om 21/24 per cent to 17/19 per cent
for females. Obviously increased labour market pressure, combinetl with
the greater leeway available to them in any case, has meant that males
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disproportionately increased participation rates.
This remarkable participation rate increase, within the normal senior
cycle Academic courses - to over 3 out of 4 females or 2 out of 3 males,
means that both have now almost a 50 per cent higher rate of completion
of second-level education compared to Scotland, Northern Ireland or
England and Wales (See Raffe, 1989). However, most of this increase
appears to be at a "general" rather than an achieved honours (3+)
academic level. The equivalent (honours) courses for "A levels" and the
Scottish "Highers" generally take one year longer to complete than the
Leaving Certificate but, with suitable adjustments at honours level, can be
taken as roughly equivalent examinations. The following table gives
roughly equivalent figures for Ireland and the UK countries. At the upper
academic levels Irish attainments appear to be roughly equal to those of
Scotland and Northern Ireland and are higher than England and Wales.
The proportions completing a somewhat lower level "general course" of 5
years’ duration or more is substantially greater than in any of the UK
countries. At the other extreme the proportion leaving without any
qualification is somewhat higher than England but is substantially lower
than Scotland or Northern Ireland.
Table 2. I: Estimated Second-I~vd Completion Rates
Certificate Scotland* F.ngiand* Wales* N.lreland* l~land**
12vet 1986/7 1986/7 "1986/7 1986/7    1986/7
(1) % Passing 3 or
more "Highers":
(4+)
23
per Cent
(2) % Completing 2 or
more "A Levels’: 14 13 20
(3) % Passing Leaving
Cert. (5 or more,
passing,D grades) :
(4) % Getdng 4 or more
honours (C+) at
Leasing Cert. level:
66
- - - 16
(5) Percentage with No quals
or No graded results 19 9 16 20 13
* Sources: McPherson, 1989; Centre for Educational Sociology (CES), 1989; HMSO,
Regional Trends, 24, 1989, p. 104.
** Source: Estimated from 1988/89 School Leavers Survey Report.
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Irish second-level education then compares favonrably with Scottish and
Northern h’ish education at higher levels and lytore than favourabl)’ with
England and Wales; at least as measnred by advanced level public
examination resnlt.s. And at the lower "failure" or "drop-out" level the h’ish
rates are again relatively favourable - except for the English figures.
Besides significant differences in the nature and timing of our
examinations, three other important underlying economic and cultural
processes are at work: our higher youth unenlployment rates which have
led to significant "qualification inflation"; the higher proportions going on
to third level - perhaps also indicating an institutional and popular
response to the search for economic and occnpational success; and finally
the much greater significance in popular and pnblic authority
consciousness, in a much less developed economy, of the role of education
ill personal and national ecotlomic success. Whatever tile reason, however,
there is no doubt that educational certification has considerably increased
over tile past decade.
Having described the overall picture of" changing education, training
and labour market D’ends among young people over the past decade in tile
rest of t.he chapter we examine these trends in more detail. VCe first look at
the situation of school leavers after one year Otlt of school and suggest
some conclusioDs on the basis of these data. l-lowever we then go on to
examine the school leavers’ position up to 3 years after leaving school and
then up to 5 years after scllool. At each of these three sample points we
examine both tile extent and tile type of post-school education or training
undertaken and relate these in particular to school leavers’ original
qualifications. In this way we hope to elaborate on the nature of the
relationship’ between original post-primary school qualifications and later
education and labour market outcomes. We conclude the chapter with an
exanfination of the role of part-time education over all 3 time-periods and
give a summary of tile various career paths of school leavers into further
training and/or the labour market.
Post-School Training and Original Qualification
Year Followi;,~g School
Since the late 1970s both within-school (Xq~T) and post-school u-aining
has expanded enormously. Previously such training had been closely
linked to traditional apprenticeship, or to commercial (business type
shorthand and typing) training, l?,ut growing youth unenq)loyment,
particularly, led to a rapid expansion in training - some of it, in fact,
directly concerned with unemployment reduction. The following table
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details the extent of such training received .by the 1982 school leavers
surveyed, within one year of their leaving school, by May 1983.
First, those leaving without any qualifications received no such in-school
training. Secondly, substantial in-school vocational preparation type
training courses were provided for those who left school upon completing
the Group or Intermediate Certificate: for 14 per cent of all those who left
with a Group Certificate and 18 per cent of those who left after the
Intermediate Certificate. The proportions taking such courses increases
substantially - to 44 per cent for those leaving in the pre-Leaving Cert year.
This declines to 9 per cent of those with a Leaving Cert. Most of these
courses were of a "commercial" or business studies nature. So within-school
vocational training is more concentrated amongst those with junior
certificate qualifications - mainly the hater Cert, though almost 60 per cent
of those taking such courses had the Leaving Cert.
Table 2.2: School and Post-School Training Received by School Leavers (1981/2) up to one year
Following their School Leaving: Percemtage of Each Educational Le~ml Taking the Relevant C,m~rs~
I~-.vd of Education A Rained in Secm~d I~vel
I 2 3 4 5
Training No Group Inter Post Leaving
Cm*rses Q~mL~ Cert Cert Inter Cert "lbtal
(A9 (135) (126) (181) (130) (I,055) (1,644)*
(1) Percentage who hacl
taken additional
Vocational Courses while
in Second [Jzvcl
(2) Percentage who took a
FAS/NMS u-aining
cours~’/scht2lllcs in
year following school
-%-
14.4 43.5 8.9 10.3
13.5 26.6 24.4 26.6 19.1 20.2
(3) Percentage who took
any post-see, level
Vocational or Tl,~ining ~_
course (FAS/CERT/
Teaga:sc.ctc.) : 14.6 33.2 35.3 33.4 26.2 27.2
(4) Percentage who took
any within-~hool oz"
Post-School T~fining
Cottrsc 14.6 41.5 35.3 64.5 31.5 33.7
* Numbers do not always add up across the iows to equal the total in right hand column
because ot’differing missing ~tlues on cariables.
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During the year following school leaving, however, participation in
official state provided training and work experience programmes douhled -
from 10 per cent of school leavers in the year preceding their departure to
20 per cent in the year following it: specific vocational training and work
experience programmes being roughly equal in coverage. And, where in-
school training had been directed to those who left after junior cycle
examinations, post-school training was much more widely spread -
although the very early school leavers were much less likely than others to
be involved. If we include all forms of post-school training irrespective of
funding source or pro~,ider, the total proportion who had taken any such
course increases to 27 pet" cent- though this increase is minimal for those
with no qualifications. So, if we include all forms of in-school and out-of-
school training, it increases progressively and substantially by level of
education - fi’om 15 per cent of those leaving without any qualification to
over half of those leaving after hater Cert or Leaving Certificate exams,
excluding fi-om the latter those going on to third-level education. So some
type of training or work experience had become normal for senior cycle
school leavers, while dais h~ld for only a small minority of very early leavers.
Clearly training has not operated to correct tbr educational disadvantage
for this cohort of school leavers. To a large extent this bias appears to have
been corrected for in later post-school training programmes (see Appendix
Table A2.4), where in subsequent ),ears these programmes have become
increasingly directed towards the more poorly educated.
Post-school education
For ahnost all school leavers there was very little evidence of any
"second-chance" (second-level) education in their first year out. Almost all
of those who wished to improve their grades or qualifications had stayed
on full time in schools. The transition from second-level education was
abrupt and final for almost everyone. Less than 1 per cent of school leavers
took any second-level course in their first year out of school which might
lead to an improvement in qualifications, and all of these had taken the
Leaving Cert or had some pre-Leaving Cert qualifications.
Almost a quarter of all school leavers (22%) went on to attend full-time
third-level courses. (See Table 2.3). Almost all of these had previously
completed their Leaving/Matriculation examination. A small number of
earlier leavers, however, were attending full-time vocational courses
(mainly apprenticeship, etc.) in Technological Colleges. In addition there
is some part-time course participation at third level - about 6 per cent -
although most of these cotn-ses appear to be of a vocational nature.
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Table 2,3: Estimated Percentage Partidpation in Full and Part- 7"i~. Thbd-Level Education Cottrse.~
by Level of Education - May 1983: (Ftdl-Time Course.~ in Parenthe_~es).
Level of Education Attained at Sezond I~el
Attendance at b~ll-77me and      I 2 3 4 5 7btal
Part-Time Third I~evd Course.~ No Groltp Inte~ Post Leaving
QuaL~ Cert. Cert. Inter Cert.
(N-135) (N-126) (N-181) (N-130) (N-1,055) (N-I,627)
% % % % % %
(I) At Universities and
Teacher Trai fiillg
(Academic/Professional) - -
- 18.5 I 1.9
Courses (17.4) (I 1.3)
(2) Technological and
Regional Technical
Collegcs (Academic and
- 13.9 9. I
Professional Courses) ( 13.1 ) (8.5)
(3) Technical and Regional
Technical Colleges
(Vocational Courses, - 6.3 6.6 7.2 5.8 5.5
inchlding Nursing) (0,8) (2.2) (I.6) (2.4) (2.0)
(4) Total Third Level
Participation
(a) Full-Time:
- 0.8 2.2 1.6 32.9 21.8
(b) Part-Time: 5.5 4.4 4.6 5.0 4.7
(5) Total Education and
T~ining 14.6 ,t 1.5 35.3 64.5 61.3 52.0
Compared to the US particularly (see Markey, 1988), post-school
"second chance" education in h’eland (in order to improve one’s second-
level educational qualifications) is very underdeveloped. In the United
States it is estimated, for instance, that roughly half of high-school
dropouts (who leave without a bigh school diploma) later go back either
on a full or part time basis to complete their course or to get an equivalent
diploma. In Britain also "Continuing Education" colleges do provide a
small but important alternative channel for upward educational mobility
for those completing their post-primary education without "A" or "O"
levels. In some respects, Ireland is similar to The Netherlands. Although
Dutch higher education is becoming more accessible, the secondary phase
is and is likely to remain highly selective. One of the consequences of this
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is. that it will become harder to compensate through adult education for
tile effects of selection during compulsory schoofng: "Youngsters leaving
secondary school unqualified will find it increasingly difficult to improve
their position through adult education" (The Nethm’la~zds Social and Cultural
Report, 1988, pp. 190/191). Whatever the underl),ing reasons are, the
outcome in h’eland is quite stark - there is almost no attendance at part-
time corrective, "second chance" second-level education courses at least in
tile frst year out of school. Of course if: young people stay on full-time irJ
school to repeat a course, or examination, or to improve upon grades, they
would not form part of a study of school leavers such as this until they have
left fnll-time education. There is a substantial amount of such "full-time"
repeating, though most of it appears to occur at Leaving Certificate level in
order to improve their grades (Clancy, 1988). What one wants to draw
attention to here, fiowever, is the extraordinary extent of finality of second-
level qualifications in h’eland once one leaves the full-tinle systetn.
If any movement to correct previous educational underachievement by
school leavers occurs, therefore, it is difficnh to detect in their first year out
of school. The movement to third-level education, however, bttilding on
second-level snccess, is quite pronounced. As can be clearly seen from
Table 2.3, third-level education is buih on second-level achievement. Thirty
three per cent of those who completed the Leaving Cert in 1982 were in
fnll-time third-level education in May 1983; with in addition a small
nnnaber having "dropped out" of third-level before completing their first
year. These are roughly evenly divided between tnliversity type, degree
giving, institntions, like Universities or Technological Colleges, and
Regional and other Technical Colleges with 2 and 3 year Certificate and
Diploma courses.
Besides tile fttll-time students there was an additional 2 pet- cent of
Leaving Cert graduates taking part-time academic courses in third-level
colleges. In addition B to 4 pet" cent of all school leavers were taking part-
time vocational training courses in Technical Colleges.
In total, therefore, 37 pet" cent of all school leavers were taking either a
frill-time or part-time educational course at the time of the Survey in 198B:
28.4 per cent full-time and 8.3 pet" cent part-time. (See Appendix Table
A2.fi.) Almost 80 per cent of full-time courses were in Universities or
Technical Colleges, most of the remainder being FAS/CERT or
Agriculture courses. Two-thirds of part-time courses were also in
Universities or Technical Colleges.
B), and large, therefore, both full and part-time courses for school
leavers are heavily biased toward those who were successful at second level.
Nevertheless, looking at all non-third-level educational and training
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courses tmdertaken in the first year out of school, and excluding those
without any qualifications, there is a remarkable similarity in participation
- at around one-third of all leavers from those with Group Cert to those
with Leaving Cert qualifications. Indeed for those leaving with a Group or
Inter Cert qualification over 40 per cent have received some additional
vocational training before or after they left school. "Dropout" therefore, is
clearly a misapplied term in their case. An obviously conscious and
organised effort is being made by, or for, them to prepare them for the
labour market. Early leavers, however, are obviously highly disadvantaged.
Adding up all the training and educational courses taken in the first post-
school year, therefore (row 5, Table 2.3), there is obviously a very
pronounced relationship between original educational level and total
education-training participation. Participation increases consistently from
15 per cent to over 35 per cent and again to over 60 per cent, from the very
low participation of the unqualified to the majority participation of those
leaving fi’om the senior cycle. The higher the initial level of education the
greater the subsequent probability of further education or training.
Kind of courses taken in first yegtr out of school
The nature of the educational or training institutions attended and of
the courses taken in first },ear is illustrated by the following graph (see also
Appendix "Fable A2.6).
One characteristic that is immediately obvious is that although full-time
third-level education dominates, the Technical Colleges do provide
substantial full and part-time Vocational training courses in "addition to the
more Academic/Professional courses. For almost 6 pet" cent of the school
leaving cohort, in fact, they appear to be more important than AnCO -
The Industrial Training Authority/CERT in providing that kind of
Vocational training.
As can be seen part-time Academic type education is, in fact, very poorly
developed at third level; and is almost completely absent at second level. It
appears to be somewhat better provided for at the RTC and Technical
College level than at the University level.
In other words Irish Academic or Scholastic type education, at least in
the first year out of school, is provided in extended, full-time courses with
rigid timetables, and with strict entry requirements. Once people finish
with one level of education they very rarely go back to complete the course
programme, examination or qualification which they had missed or failed.
Of course a significant minority now stay on in full-time second-level
education to repeat their final examinations.2 But the system does not
2 Estimated by Clancy(1988).
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Figure 2.3:Nature of Post-School Courses Taken
Percentage of School Leavers in each type of Course in 1983
40
30
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1: Full-Time University
2: Part-Time University
3: Full-Time Academic Courses in RTCs,Technical Colleges
4: Full and Part-Time Vocational Courses
5: Part-Time Academic/Professional 3rd. Level Courses
6: Full-Time AnCO/CERT Vocational Courses
7: Part-Time AnCO/CERT Vocational Courses
8: Full-Time Agricultural and Domestic Science Courses
9: Secretarial Courses - Vocational School and Private Colleges
10: Second-Level Academic Courses in Secondary Schools
11: TOTAL Full or Part-Time
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facilitate the gradual piecemeal acquisitioi! of examination results - like
tile hatermediate or Leaving Certificate - over :,l mtmber of),ears while the
individual is in full-time education, nor does it facilitate "second chance"
part-time education once people leave school. Ahernance - that is, joint
work/education arrangements - is not well developed. The h’ish education
system appears, therefore, to punish "incompletes" and failures heavily;
and "continuing education" is, b), and large, built upon previous
attainment. It is not progressively corrective, but is rather cun~ulatively
advantaging in its effects.
Outside traditional school or college provision, which in general
provides full-time nninterrnpted courses of stud)’, there are a number of
state funded Vocational Training Institutions and course programmes
(AnCO/FAS; CERT;Teagasc - The Agriculture and Food Development
Authority; - BIM Irish Fisheries Board, etc.). These provide either
specifically designed apprenticeships - mostl), F,’~S, or related Vocational
Training Programmes (as in most CERT, Teagasc, or BIM progranames), or
typically shorter general vocational progranames of study - usually
provided b)’ FAS. Together they provide training for around 7 per cent of
school leavers at an)’ one time in the ),eat" following their leaving school.
Ahhough sttbstantially less unequally directed than college courses they are
clearly biased against the earl), leaver. This, however, appears to have been
corrected for the later cohorts of school leavers. (See Appendix Table
A2.4.)
In conchlsion, therefore, judging fi’om progress achieved in the ill’st
),ear after school leaving, Irish education has the following clearcut
characteristics.
(i) A dominance of the full-time college (institutional) system of
provision, in generally full-time uninterrupted courses of study.
(ii) A hierarchical or progressive system, so that successful certification, or
completion of one level, is necessary to go on to a~lother.
(iii) Besides such academic education, another equally developed
apprenticeship training system has existed. Here both continuous
block release, and part-time, training is provided in RTCs, F,"\S centres
etc. This traditional apprenticeship system, however, has been
declining in significance.
(ix,)There has I)een some growth in occupationally specific vocational
training and education for the hotel and tourist business (CERT),
agricttlture (Teagasc), and fishing (BIM).
(v) A substantial growth has occurred in training and work experience
schemes for unemplo),ed youngsters. These are designed to provide
training, work experience, work search and personal development
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courses for unemployed, particularly poorly educated and disadvant-
aged, youth. The), operate also as unenlploynlent reduction schemes.
(vi) The lack of publicly validated and portable certifications/qualifications
for the non-apprenticeship AJNCO/Ft’LS uaining programnms appears
to be a serious deficit.
(vii) There is therefore, a significant lack of openness ill our second or
tbird-level education system. Certification or qualifications cannot
generally be acquired on a part-time, cumulative credit, basis, for
instance; nor is "return" or "second cbance" education a feature of
tile system.
These conclusions, however, at’e based on school leavers’ experiences ill
their first year out of school. Perhaps these obvioos gaps or deficits in
prmfsion or takeup are corrected ill later years. In the following Section
we first look at progress up to the end of 1984 - 2 to 3 years after leaving
school - andthen later go on to examine u’ends up to 1987 - 5 to 6 years
after.
Continuing kSducation and Training up to Nov. 1984:2 to 3 Years After School
Quite a wide range of educational and training courses now exist for
school leavers. Indeed, if we ignore the length of courses, conventional
third-level education now provides only around half tile number of such
"places" provided for school leavers; particularly if we limit consideration
to those who successfully completed second-level education. Besides tile
pre-existing range of apprenticeship, commercial and business type
training courses, a range of state funded courses by AnCO/F/\S, CERT,
Teagasc, BIM, and other private and public education and training bodies,
now exist.
Figure 2.4 below illustrates tile extent to which school leavers add to
their educational or training qualifications within 2 to 3 years of
completing their second-level education. Within that period ahnost half
(44%) took at least one other ftdl-time education or training course. Even
if we exclude third-level students from consideration 31 per cent of tile
remainder took at least one foil-time course - with a small proportion (6%)
taking two or nlore courses.
But tile choice, or chance, to do so depends crucially on level attained
in conventional second-level schooling - as can be clearly seen fi’om Figure
2.4. Tile participation rate increased from only I 1 per cent of those who
left early without taking any examination to 17 to 21 per cent of those who
left with a group certificate qualification to 58 per cent of those who
completed the senior cycle and did tile Leaving Cert examinalion. Even if"
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Figure 2.4: Summary of Post-School Educational
and Training Participation(Full-Time) of
1981/82 School Leavers by November 1984
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we exclude those who went on to take third-level courses we still find that
almost 4 times tile proportion (42%) of those completing second-level
education went on to take further education and training courses within 2
),ears after school as compared with those early leavers without any
qualifications. The advantages acquired in the highly institntionalised
primary and second-level education system, therefore, clearly carry oil into
the much less formalised post-school edncation and training system.
Interestingly, little difference exists in post-school educational or
training participation amongst the 3 "intermediate" educational categories
- all having participation rates of about double tile early leaver rate but
half daat of those with a Lea~4ng Certificate.
Besides participation in such courses Figure 2.4 also provides data on
"completion" and "dropout" rates. From this it is clear that incompletion
is a serious problem with mall), courses. Between 15 to 25 per cent fail to
complete or "drop-out" of most conrses. ,’ks a proportion, however, of those
who completed a course and got a qualification plus those still in courses,
the proportionate dropont-rate is higher for the "early leavers" or tile
poorly qualified than for those with a Leaving Certificate; or for those who
went on to third level.
The value, public acceptability and "portability" of these qualifications
also varies by original level of qnalifications - from a certificate of
completion of a short teriu training course to apprenticeships, to externally
validated (NCE~\ - National Council for Educational Awards, etc) two and
three years Certificate and Diploma courses, to a University degree.
Type of courses taken IO, Nov. 1984
The following table summarises tile situation up to November 1984. By
this time ahnost all third-level entrants were well advanced in their courses
and most other educational and training programmes had been completed.
Three different types of full-time further education and training
dominate: (i) conventional third-level education - almost exclusively for
those who successfully completed second level; (ii) apprenticeship and
related Vocational u’aining courses run hy AnCO, CERT or other u’aining
agencies oil their own or in co-operation with the Regional Technical
Colleges (RTCs); and (iii) a set of other Vocational Training (mainly
Commercial/Clerical Training) conrses taken in Vocational schools or in
Private Colleges. The first type of education came to almost a quarter of all
school leavers, or a third of those completing the Leaving Cert. (See Table
2.4, rows 1 and 2.) "File second type of organised, generally state funded,.
training was almost equally as popular (22%), but was much more diffused
amongst all educational levels - thougla mainly concentrated fit Group
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"ISable 2.4: 7),pe of Course Attended: Pm-centage Participation in Third Level, Vocational Training,
and Other Educational and Training Courses, by November 1984
kFnd of Cou voes I~’vel of Fducation x 1983
% Partic~ation-
at least one course- I 2 3 4 5       6 7 Total
in Education/ No Group Inter Post Leaving RTC Univ.
Training. Quals Cert Ctrt Inter Ct~t
(135) (126) (181) (130) (732) (140) (184) (I,644)*
( 1 ) Participation in
University (N)
Academic/
Professional Courses 4.0 14.4 93.0 12.9
(2) Participation in
RTC etc. Academic/
Professional Course
(Both RTC and s 1.2 0.2 5.8 74.4 5.1 8.5
Uni~ Courses) (0.6) (6.4) (3.5) (I.2)
(3) Participation in RTC,
etc., short Vocational/
Training Courses 0.5 9.4 11.0 5.8 11.5 16.6
(4) Participation in
AnCO/CERT and
other rclated
Vocational Training 12.4 19.9 14.1 10.5 17.0 6.2
Courses: (2+) (2.7) (3.2) (2.3) (1.5) (1.9)
(5) Participation in other
(non AnCO etc)
Vocatio hal Cotlrscs
(Voc. schools, PVL
Secretarial Colleges) 0.9
(6) Participation in
Agricuhural Courses
(and rcsident Domestic
Scicncc, ctc., CourSes) -
1.9 0.8     6.3     t0.9
0.5 1.8     0.4
0.8 1.0 1.0
(7) Participation in
second-level
academic/scholaxtic
COtlr~s
3.6     9.3
1.0 13.1
- 0.7)
0.6      5.8
0.9
0.5 0.7
* Numbers do not add tip across rows because of missing data.
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Cert (29%), hater Cert (25%) and Leaving Cert (29%) levels (rows 3 and
4). This indicates the much more graduated entry, of boys particularly, into
apprenticeships and related skilled manual trades, and clearly indicates the
continuing relevance of junior cycle exams for entry into such trades.
Equally "other vocational training" mainly indicates the continuing
relevance of Commercial/Clerical type training for girls, particularly those
with senior cycle qualifications.
Of course many individuals can take two or more courses, so Table 2.5
takes only the "highest" level of training/qualification courses taken, if
respondents had taken more than one. The courses are coded: 1 =
University; 2 = WFC - 3rd level; 3 = RTC-Vocational; 4 = AnCO/CERT and
all other training; 5 = second-level courses. Nineteen per cent of all
respondents had taken a third-level Academic course - 32 per cent of those
with a Leaving Cert. There is very little overlap between the two third-level
courses - ahhough 19 individuals (2% of those completing the Leaving
Cert) had taken both RTC and University courses. Almost all third-level
courses are at ]east of.2 years’ dtu-ation, most of 3 years or rllore. Over a
quarter of all individuals had taken at least one Vocational Training course
either in a Technologica: College (mostly for apprentices), or in an
AnCO/CERT centre or another training establishnacnt. Very few
individuals appear to have gone back to improve upon their second-level
qualifications - less than 1 pet" cent of all school leavers. And those who (lid
had alread ’ completed ajuldor cycle course.
Tnblc 2.5: Type of lhdI- Time Coulees Tahen up to Nou 198’4
7~9e of Training:
Highest Level of
Cou rse/Qjmlifications
Taken:
(No.)
LeoelofEducation
I 2 3 4 5
No Group Inter Post Leaving 7btal
QItaL~ Cert. Cert. Intew: Cert.
% % % % % %
(135) (126) (181) (130) (1055) (1644)
I. University courses - 19.9 12.0
2. RTC (acad/prof.) - - 12.1 7.0
3. RTC Vocational 0.5 1.8 3.6 1.6 5.9 4.0
Preparation Courses
(apprentice) courses
4. AnCO/CERT/Agricuhure 11.7 20.0 15.3 12.9 20.5 18.6
and all other training
COHI’S[]S
5. Second-level courses - 1.5 0.4 0.4
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Taking all full-time educational or training courses, therefore, almost
half of all school leavers had taken some additional courses. But this
chance to improve upon qualifications increased progressively with one’s
level of attainment at second level - from 12 per cent of early leavers, to
around 20 per cent of those leaving with junior cycle qualifications, to
ahnost 60 per cent of those with terminal Leaving Cert qualifications. And
while short-term general vocational training was concentrated almost
exclusively on the most poorly educated, those with intermediate levels of
education to a larger extent concentrated on apprenticeship and
Commercial-Clerical training, while those leaving having successfully
completed second level went predominantly on to third-level education. So
both the chance to get any further education or training as well as the
quality, content and length of that education or training, depended on
previous educational qualifications.
As we have seen already the achievement of different second-level
educational attainment levels depends crucially on certain individual
attributes arid background soeiocultnral characteristics (Greaney and
Kellaghan, 1984; 1985; Whelan and Whelan, 1985) as well as some
schooling characteristics (Hannan with Boyle, 1987). So it appears fi’om
the above results that a significant proportion of working class children -
particularly boys of lower Academic ability, neither attain minimum
educational qualifications nor any post-school Vocational Training; and
have very little probability of "second chance" education. The ending of
full-time second-level education at either 14 or 18, therefore, is final for
ahnost all pupils. In our sample it was final for all of the early leavers. Not
only is third-level education restricted to those with Leaving Cert
qualifications, but other education/training programmes are also highly
biased against early leavers. However, we have dealt only with the first 2
years out of school. It may well be that in later years (i.e., 3 to 5) such
obvious inequalities will be corrected. The following section explores this
possibility up to the end of 1987.
Education and Training up to 1987:5 to 6 YeaT~ after School
Very few people, in fact, who had not already taken at least one education
or training course by the end of 1984 then took up any course afterwards.
The overall proportion who had taken any course increased only fi’om 44 to
47 per cent between 1984 and 1987. Of course many of those who had
started out by taking a fnrther education or training course did go on to
take further ones. The following table summari’ses the extent of full-time
education or training participation up to the end of 1987 -with the 1984
base for comparison. Unfortunately the 1983 survey did not distinguish
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bep, veen full-time and part-time courses so a direct comparison with 1983 is
not possible here.
As can be seen very few additional people took courses after 1984.
Interestingly, proportionately more of the least qualified had taken at least
one course after 1984 - though the total proportion only increased fi’om
I I to 14 per cent. In all other cases the proportional increase is very low.
So by 1987 the inequalities had decreased slightly - but even by then those
with a Leaving Cert were more than 3 times more likely to have taken a
post school u’aining course.
Table.2.6: percentage of ICe.spondenL~ who had 7hken I~riotLs F~ducation or Training Coul~e~ up to
November 1987 and the Percentrlge who had got Successful Cen’tification or "Dropped Out"
I~.vel of l~lucation 1983
Full-Time I~ucation I 2 3 4 5 6 7
or Training Coutse~ No Group Inter Post-Into: I~aving
taken by end 1987 Quab Cert. Cert. Cert. Cert.    RTCs University 7brat
-%-
(3) Percentage who had
completed ~ course
and got a qualification 5.7     14.6     14.6     17.9    33.8    75.2    72.4     34.4
(by 1984)          (2.7) (13.8) (12.5) (I 1.6) (27.8) (51.2) (4.0) (20.7)
(,I) Percentage who had
"dropped" or left
it, complete an
ed ueatio~’~al/u ,~d ni ng
course                  2.3 3.9 2.1 5.,t 9.2 24.1 21.5 9.8
(by 1984) (2.3) (3.3) (2.1) (4.2) (8.6) (19.9) (14.6) (8.1/
(5) Percentage still
attending a fidl-time
educational/training
course in Nov. 1987 0.9 0.7 0.6 2.1 5.2 20.5 3.9
Total No. 135 126 181 130 73,t 140 184 1.644
( I ) Pe/’cenlage who had
taken al. Ic~t one
course by end 1987      14.3 22.5 21.5 22.8 45.4 96.7 99.7 ,16.8
(by end 1984) (10.6) (21.2) (18.6) (16.8) (42.5) (95.5) (96.3) (43.7)
(2) Percentage who had
t~ken t~o or more
courses by end 1987 3.2 6.5 4.6 7.1 11.7 40.9 42.7 15.3
(by end 1984) (3.2) (2.5) (3.3) (3.7) (7.6) (24.7) (8.4) (7.6)
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The proportions taking 2 or more courses almost doubled, however, for
almost all levels of educational attainment between 1984 and 1987. There
is one exception - tile most poorly qualified, of whom none at all took 2 or
more eonrses after 1984. Universit), graduates’ probability of taking a
second course only emerged after 1984. Except for those who went on to
third level, however, the overall proportionate takeup of 2 or more courses
is very low; being one-third to a quarter of those who took any full-time
course. For those who went on to third level, however, almost half (41 to
43%) had taken 2 or more courses b)’ the etad of 1987.
It appears, therefore, as if people in general either take additional
courses within the first or second ),eat" of leaving school or not at all,
ahhongh at the highest levels there is a strong tendency to "accumulate"
courses. In relative terms the most poorly qualified are more likely than
others to delay taking up courses. However their absolute level of
participation is so low on either occasion that this modest deviance from
the overall pattern hardly matters. Continuity in or persistence with the
"habit of education" from the school to the post-school environment
appears to depend bighly on initial success. Schooling appears, therefore,
to have both an initial "level effect", and a persistent "habitual effect". Very
few of those who do not go on within a ),ear or two of leaving school
appear to be willing or able to do so later. "Education time" in the life cycle
of individuals appears to be very tightly packaged both interpersonally and
institutionally. "Return education", or "second chance" education, is
particularly poorl), developed, with less than 1 pet" cent of school leavers
going back later to get better results.
As can be seen from rows 3 and 4 of Table 2.6 not all of those who took a
fidl-time course completed it successfully, and not all of those who even
completed a course got a reeognised certification. But in all educational
categories the extent of successful completion of courses, resulting in such
certification, had increased significantly by 1987 over 1984. The increase
was from 21 to 34 per cent overall, or fi’om less than half of those who bad
taken one full-time course by 1984 to three-quarters by 1987. This increase
in qualification is particularl), marked for those third-level courses. Almost
none of those in universities had any qualification in 1984, but 3 out of 4
had some certification by 1987.
Once again, the probability of such successful qualification from a course
depended crucially on level of initial education: from three-quarters of
those in third-level courses or with a Leaving Cert, to two-thirds of those
with junior cycle qualifications, to less than 40 pet" cent of those who left
school without an), qualification. In other words the probability of getting
further (portable) educational or training qualifications from a post-school
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course depended crucially on the level of one’s initial certification; the
lower the initial level the lower the probability of such ftu’ther certification.
The main reason for this variation is not because of a disproportionate
failure rate amongst the initially poorly educated but rather the absence of
marketable or portable qualifications for a high proportion of the latter’s
COtlFSCS,
The "dropout rate" fi’om courses bad not changed significantly between
1984 and 1987, except for third level where it bad increased marginally. A
total of 10 per cent of all responclents had "dropped out" or left at least
one course incomplete, or 21 pet- cent of those who had taken at least one
such frill-time course. Tile proportionate "dropout" rate varied fi’om 20 to
25 per cent for those initially entering third level, or those getting some
senior cycle (second-level) certifications, to between 15 to 20 pet" cent for
tbose with junior cycle certifications, or with none. Tile higher the initial
level of certification or attainment, in other words, the higher tile
probability of taking further courses, the higber the success in qualification
fi’om them, but also the higher tile probability of dropping out fi’om them.
A rather high proportion of ftdl-time edttcation or training courses for
tile most poorly qualified, therefore, do not appear to have any recognised
certification or qualification - at least as reported by respondents: around
half tile courses taken by those who left school without any qualifications,
and around I in 4 of those with Grottp or Inter Cert qttalifications. On the
other hand, almost all of the courses taken by those with a Leaving Cert, or
of those taken by initial third-level entrants, appear to have clear
certification potential. Education and training systems, therefore, provide
both clearly signalled and highly stratified outcomes for labour market
scrutin),. Tile nature of tile educational or tl’aining courses, of course, 7,l[so
wtried substantially by initial level of edttcation. The following results
clearly illustrate this.
7),pc of courses taken I.O, 1987
By the end of 1987 not only bad almost all of those initially in Universiq,
(in 1983) taken a University degree course but so bad 1 in 6 of those who
had initially gone to RTCs; so some at least of the RTC "dropout" or
"incomplete" rate is due to people leaving for Universities. Most of the 17
pet" cent invoh,ed, however, had initially completed an RTC Certificate or
Diploma course. In addition about 10 per cent of those with an initial
(1983) Leaving Cert qtmlification had subsequently (after 1983) gone on
to do a University or RTC (Diploma or Certificate) course.
Over 20 per cent of those who initially (in 1983) stated they were taking
an RTC Diploma or Certificate course snbscqttently said they were not (or
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categorised themselves wrongly in 1983). But an additional 10 per cent of
those who had initially gone to a university type of institution had
subsequently taken an RTC, etc., course. Overall, almost 1 in 4 of all school
leavers, and around a third of those completing the Leaving Certificate,
had gone on to third- level courses. Almost all had done so immediately,
but an additional 10 pet" cent of those initially content with a Leaving Cert
qualification (in 1983) had gone on to third-level after the 1982/83
academic year, mostly in the following year.
Table 2.7: Percentage Participation in Continuing Third-Level or Oth~r b)dl-Time bMucation or
7?aining Cmn~e~ from 8chool Lemdng up to Ntmember 198Z (I 984 fig~n’e~ in parenthetical)
Type of ~8- Tilne
Courses taken
Educational I~ael in May 1983
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
No Gnntp Inter Post-lnt~. Leaving 7b 7bQual~ Cert. Cert. Cert.    Cert. RTCs University 7brat
0\9 (135) (126) (181) (130) (734) (140) (184) (I,640)
(I) University Courses
- 4.0 16.8 98.0 14.2
(academic) (4.0) (14.4) (93.0) (12.9)
(2) RTC Courses - 6.1 77.7 9.7 10.6
(academic) (5.8) (74.4) (5.1) (8.5)
(3) RTC Vocational
Courses 0.5 1.8 3.6 3.0 7.8 15.3 1.7 5.9
(4) AnCO/CERT & other 14.3 19.9 I,t.I 16.0 17.6 8.9 3.4 14.4
~,bcatio hal Tcaining (12.4) (19.9) (14.1) (10.5) (17.0) (6.2) (I.0) (13.1)
(5) Total Full-Time 16.2 22.6 17.9 20.9 35.7 19.8 4.7 24.7
Vocational Courses (13.3) (21.8) (14.9) (16.8) (27.9) (6.2) (1.6) (18.9)
(6) Sccond-l~vel
Academic/Scholastic
Courses
0.9 l.O     0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5      0.8
The RTCs are still important sites for short-term Vocational Training
courses - particularly for apprenticeships. Around 6 pet" cent of all school
leavers had taken snch \Zocational Training courses in RTCs, compared to
15 pet" cent who had taken such courses with AnCO, CERT, BIM or ACOT
etc.; or 25 pet" cent of all school leavers who had taken some such,
generally short-term, Vocational Training course.
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Full-time Vocational Training courses had been taken by 1 in 4 of all
school leavers (Row 5, Table 2.7). In nmnerical terlns this is greater than
the proportion who had gone on to third level. Between the two types of
courses, therefore, about half of all ] 981/82 school leavers had taken some
further education or training; and over a third had got some additional
qualification or certificate for this additional training by the end of 1987
(almost 40 per cent if one adds in those still in full-time education in
1987). The extent of this additional certification crucially depends,
however, on initial second-level certification:
No Qnals = 6%
Group/Inter = 15%
LeavingCert = 34%
Third Level = 80-100%
Clearly initial educational advantage is being substantially added to both
in tern/s of additional courses but also by additional certifications, and this
pattern has persisted throughout the three time periods we have examined.
The information so" far analysed, however, refers only to full-time
courses. It may well be that part-time courses are distributed differently,
though this would appear unlikely. The following and final section
examines this question.
Part-Time Education~Training Courses
The extent and nature of part-time education or training is only partly
ascertainable fi’om the interviews. Only questions on contemporary part-
time education or training were asked at each interview. So, what follows
significantly underestimates its extent. It should none the less satisfactorily
estimate the disn’ibution of part-time education and training oppor-
tunities. Table 2.8 contains the relevant information.
Even restricting consideration to the 3 interview points it is remarkable
how much part-time education and training has occurred - with 21 per
cent of all school leavers having taken at least one course.
Other than those leaving without any qualifications there is very little
variation by original educational level achieveci. Only a minuscule pro-
portion of the unqualified took any part-time course. Their self-imposed oz"
institutional exclusion is even more complete than [’oz" full-time courses.
There is very little variation amongst other educational levels (see bottom
row Table 2.8).
Compared to full-time courses, attefidance at which declines signifi-
cantly over time, part-time education and training persists strongly. By 1987
it had become as important as full-time education for the third-level
educated, while it is the only type of training of significance for those with
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a Leaving Cert. However, for those with only.a junior cycle qualification, it
becomes insignificant after 1984.
Table 2.8: Percentage I’articipalion in Part-Time Education or 7~aining on Each Occasion of
IntennJieTo: May 1983, NmJ. 1984, Nov. 1987
Iz, vel of l’dutation 1983
Participation in
Part-77me and I 2 3 4 5       6 7 7btalFuU-7ime Education
No Group Inter:.Post Leaving RTC Univen~ity
or Training Quals Cert. Cert. hltec Cert.
(N-) (135) (126) (181) (129) (727) (138) (183) (1,630)
-percent-
(1) Part-time and fidl-
time cdHcation or
ti,nining courses in
May 1983:
Part-time 1.2 9.9 11.6 10.2 12.5
- 8.6
Full-time 0.4 I 1.0 6.2 7.5 14.6 10O 10O 28.6
None 98.4 78.2 82.3 82.3 72.5 - 62.6
(2) Pcrccmage in part-
time and fifll-time
educ./tnfining in
Nov. 1984:
Part-time I.O 15.4 12.6 7.3 12.3 10.9 2.8 9.9
Full-time 4.7 2.6 3.0 2.4 7.8 47.8 87.0 18.9
None 94.3 82.0 85.6 90.3 80.0 41.3 10.2 71.2
(3) Percentage in part-
time or fu0-time
education/ti’aiifing
in November 1987:
Part-time 20.6 2.2 3.1 2.3 9.7 8.7 15.0 7.6
Full-time 0.9 0.7 0.6 2.1 5.2 20.5 3.9
None 98.5 97.8 95.5 97.2 87.1 86.1 64.5 88.6
(4) Percentage in at
least one part-time
education/training
course (on any of
the 3 occasions) 2.9 19.5 19.7 17.6 26.9 17.9 17.5 20.8
The nature of part-time courses varies significantly - from apprenticeship
~,pe courses, to other Vocational Training courses, to third-level Academic
courses (Table 2.9). Part-time apprenticeship courses are most common
amongst those with junior cycle qualifications - where ahnost a third of
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boys had taken at least one such course by 1987. Apprenticeship training is
less important for those with the "Leaving" but is still slightly more
important than third-level courses. The latter is more important for those
with a Leaving Cert or higher. In 1983 almost half (5.6 per cent out of 12
per cent) of the part-time courses taken 137 Leaving Ce,’t respondents were
third-level Academic type courses. By 1987 almost 8 per cent had taken such
courses at some time - a significant addition to the original third of such
second-level gt3duates who had gone direcdy to third-level (see Table 2.3.)
T;d)le 2.9: Sot~ CharacterL~tir.~ of Part-Time Coltrse.~ 7"(zken i . 1983, 1984. 1987.
I~.vel of Education (Ma), 1983)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
% of Each Educational CategoO’ who had taken colt~e
Total
(I) Had taken an
Apprenticeship
Course at some 5.8 18.9 31.1 19.5 12.0 2.,1 0.7 12.6
stage up to 1987
(2) Had taken a part-time
third level course:
1983 - - 5.6 -
1984 - - 2.7 7.1 0.5 2.1
1987 - - 0.9 5.0 3.6 8.,I 3.6
(3) Had taken a part-dine
third level course - - 0.9 7.5 8.6 8.5 4.5
at ~me stage in 1983,
1984 or 1987
Conclmion
To conclude, therefore, the following flow chart roughly indicates the
proportionate flow or 1981/82 school leavers, with various levels or initial
educational certification, into either full-time training/education or into
the labour market in their first year out of school, as well as the ctm~ulative
participation in full-time training up to 1987. Almost all of those who left
school without an),, or with junior cycle, qualifications entered the labour
market clirectly - with around I 0 per cent of them taking up some full-time
training courses during their first year out. The flow into further
training/education is shown with a broken line to indicate that peopte
entered such full-time training or education courses at various times-
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rarely immediately upon leaving school. And much of the movement into
training amongst the most poorly qualified appears to result more from
failure in the labour market than from anticipatory planning to improve
labour market chances. The only exception to this are those with a Leaving
Certificate who, proportionately, do appear to use further education and
training in such a planned fashion.
The choice, or the chance, to take fnrther training/education courses is
highly correlated with beginning educational advantage. And this relative
advantage of the better educated increases over time. In the first year out,
only 1 in 90 early leavers with no qualifications took a frill-time training
course. This increases to around 1 in 10 for those with junior cycle
qualifications, and to 1 in 4 for those with a Leaving Cert. And, while over
time this proportionate disadvantage of the poorly educated does not
deteriorate, the absolute advantage of those with a Leaving Cert, has
widened by 1987 to almost 20 percentage points from an initial 10 points.
As already indicated, however, a lot of full-,’ime training for the less
qualified is provided for unemployed youth, rather than being a fully
integrated part of the developing individual’s integration into work life. As
a restdt a lot of such "training" was provided to "take care" of this large
group of unemployed youngsters and may not have been paid much
significance in employment decisions. So, the fact that such training was
highly biased toward the better educated, while it certainly relieved their
burden of nnemploynaent, may not have contributed substantially to their
labour market chances. Since it is necessary to control for so many other
variables in estimating the employment effects of such training - such as,
for instance, gender, level of education and amount of time spent unem-
ployed - a ranch more extended and sophisticated analysis is necessary,
and has been carried out by Breen (1991). The direct relationship between
the number of training courses taken and unemployment in 1987 is nega-
tive - controlling for level of education. The more "training courses" an
individual has had the more likely is he/she to be unemployed by 1987
(Appendix Table A2.8). However, as Breen (1991) points out, since a high
proportion of those taking such courses had been unemployed before they
took them, when adequate statistical controls are introduced such
"u’aining" does have a positive impact on employment choices.
This study shows clearly a qtfite biasing and differentiating role of initial
educational certification levels, particularly on subsequent training and
educational decisions - whether made by the affected individuals or by
other, mainly institutional, decisionmakers. This effect of initial
educational certification persists through each of the time periods we have
Figure 2.5:Flow Diagram of School Leavers’(1981/82) Destinations to further full time education
or training or into the labour market, by educational level; to May 1983,Nov.1984,Nov.1987.
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identified and, as we have just seen’, may in fact become more
differentiating in effects over time. Those with the highest levels of initial
education tend to accumulate further certified training, while those with
lower levels of education - particularly those with no qualifications - have a
much lower probability of gaining fitrther training. Aald any training that
they do get is less likely to be formally certified. There is, therefore, a
strong concentration of educational advantage buih upon initial
certification levels. The effects of such initial certification attainments on
people’s attitudes and satisfaction will be explored in detail in later
chapters.
APPENDIX 2
Appendix Table A2. I: Employment 8tatus of ~chool leave~ in May following year of leaving school 1980 - 1989.
(Source: Annual School Ltavers Surveo,s
, 
Dept. of Labour).
~’e.ar of Survey (May)
Employment Status
al TimeofSurvey 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
% % % % % % % % % % 7_
At Work 68 60 55 42 46 41 ,t4 44 43 42
No. (’0OO) (43.3) (39.1) (33.5) (26.0) (28.8) (25.0) (28.2) (28.4) (28.5) (27.9)
n
Uneml)loyed 3 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 5
7.Seeking First Job 5 9 13 23 20 25 19 18 I,I I I .~
(% Entering Labour
b4arket) (75) (73) (72) (70) (70) (70) (66) (66) (62) (58)
Student 20 24 26 27 26 26 28 28 31 32 ~.
Not available 3 2 2 2 2 I 2 I I I
Emig~ued 2 I I I 3 3 4 4 7 10
©
% 10O 10O I00 100 100 100 100 IOO 100 1O0
Total: No. (0O0) 04. I 64.7 60.9 61.6 62.6 60.9 63.7 65.4 66.5 66.8
No. Entering
I.;Ibouc Markcl (000) 48.2 47.1 43.7 42.9 43.9 42.3 42.3 43.4 40.9 38.5
-/,OUilelllplOylllelll Rate (%) 10.1 17.1 23.3 39.3 34.3 41.0 33.3 34.6 30.3 9- -
Sourres: Dept. of l.abour School Lcaven’s Surveys, Econonffc 8tatus of School Leavers, 1980 to 1989. Breen, Whelala ;ulc[ Costigan,
"School l,cavers 1980-1985", Report to Dept. of l.abour. ESRI, 1986. ~-~
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Appendix Table A2.2: Estimated Outflow from Post-15imaD, SchooL+ 1978-79 to 1987-88
School Year Male Female 7btal % of Average
15-18(single
year cohort)
1978-79 31,900 32,200 64, I O0 99. 1%
1979-80 33,400 31,300 64,700 97.4 %
198081 3 I,I O0 29,800 60,900 91.4%
1981-82 31,200 30,400 61,600 91.1%
1982-83 32,400 30,200 62,600 92.7%
1983-84 31,600 29,800 61,400 91.6%
1984-85 32,500 31,200 63,700 96.4%
1985-86 33,300 32,1 O0 65,400 97.2%
1986.-87 34, I O0 32,400 66,500 98.4%
1987-88 33,900 32,900 66,800 98.2%
5?atrce: Department of Labour, SLS, 1980-1989, Department of Education, Statistical
Rcporks [’oz- the 1980s.
AppcndixTable A2 3" l’2stima - I Percentage Breakdow of Sd ool l~eavel~ by their Educational l.evel and Sex 1978/79to 1987/88
~’ear of I 2 3 7bt{d Qual~cations
r~eaving No Qualifications Group/Int~ I~aving/Matfic I 2 3 "lbtal
~chool Male Fmnalt Male Female Male Fema&
%’s add across x row --%-- %
1978/79 M 9                   40                  51 8 32 61 I O0
F 6            24            70
1979/80 M 12                  37                  51 10 29 60 I00
F 9            21            70
1980/81 M 7                   37                  56 8 28 65 I OO
F 8                   17                  75
1981/82 M 9                   33                  59 8 26 66 IOO
F 8            19            74
1982/83 M 9                   32                  60 8 25 67 I O0
F 7            19            75
1983/84 M 9                   29                  63 8 23 69 100
F 6                   18                  76
198,t/85 M 7            29            64 7 22 71 1 O0
F 7                   16                  78
1985/86 M 9                   28                  63 7 24 69 IO0
F 5                   19                  76
1986/87 M 7                   28                  65 7 23 70 I O0
F 6            19            76
1987/88 M 7                   28                  65 6 22 72 I00
F 6                   17                  78
Som’ce: Relevant School Lcavcrs Surveys. I)cpt. of Jail)our.                                                                                       ~-~
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Appendix Table A2.4: IYrcentage of 1980/81, 1981/82, 1984/85, 1987/88 and 1988/89 School
Leavet~ on Training or Wink Experience Schenze.~ in May following School Leaving: i.e., May 1982,
1983, 1986, 1989, 1990 by Level of Education
I~e’ud of Edu cation 1982 1983 1986 1989 1990
% % % % %
( I ) No Quals 3.2 2.9 5.2 9.9 12.6
(2) Group/
Inter Cert. 7.0 13.9 8.,I 7.3 5.1
(3) I.caving Cert. 3.8 8. I 4.6 1.9 1.6
Total 4.7 8.2 5.4 3.6 3.1
Source: Breen, v~qlclan and Costigan, 1986; rcle~mt School Lcavers Surveys, 1986, 1989,
1990.
Table A2.5: FulLTime and Part-Time F, ducational and 7~aining CouTxe.~ attended in May 1983 by
Level of Education and Type of b~titution
I~rvel of Education 1983
Type of Institution Full or I 2 3 4 5 7btal
Part-Time
(I) University and Full
Teacher’lYaining, etc. (Part)
(2) RTC and Other Full
Technical Colleges (Part)
(3) Agricuhural Full
Colleges (Part)
(4) School and Pri~ue Full
Secretarial Schools (Part)
(5) AnCO/CERT, etc.
(6) None
Total No.
- - 17.4 11.2
(5.7) (3.5) (I.0) (I.6) (1.9)
1.2 2.0 2.6 16.7 11.3
(0.7) (4.6) (4.5) (4.6) (3.9)
0.6 2.4 1.6
- 2.0 1.3
(1.9)    - (1.6) (1.2)
Full 0.4 9.8 3.9 4.3 2.2 3.0
(Part) (0.7) (I.7) (3.0) (2.9) (0.9) (1.3)
Full 99.6 89.0 93.8 92.5 59.3 71.6
(Part) (98.5) (90.0) (88.9) (91.0) (91.3) (91.7)
135 126 181 130 1055 1644
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Appendix Table A2.6: B~eakdown of Courses being Altended by 1981/82 School Leelve~ in
May 1983
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(1) Ihdl Time, Third Lcvcl Acadenlic Courscs: Univ:
RTCs:
(2) Full 71meP(FC
Vocational Courses:
(3) Part 77meUnivcrsity
Academic Course:
(4) Part-Time WFC
Academic Type Courses
(5) Part 77meRTC
Vocational Courses
(mostly block release al~prcnticc type coursc~ etc.)
(6) AnCO/CERT ctc.
FulL77me Vt~cational Courses
(7) AnCO/CERT etc.
I~arl-Time \tocationld Courses
(8) Agricultuftil/l)oliicslic Science
Full 71me Courses
(9) Vocalion;d Sch,.~ol and Private Secretarial C,.>llcgcs
Scc,’ctat’ial Col,,’scs: ~tll 7~me
8ccrctarial Cou,’scs: Pa~ Time
(10) Second Level Schools or Private Schools to
do Academic Second I.evel
Courses: I’art 77me
Total altcllding filly
COtll’S¢ full or part-time
I 1.2%
8.5%
2.7%
O.5%
2.1%
3.1%
3.0%
1.3%
1.6%
L3%
0.9%
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Appendix "l’able A2.7: Pmcentage of 1981/82 School I~avers Who I’articipated in, Completed, or
Dropped Out of Post-Second-I~’vel Educational o1 7Ya}ning Programmes by November 1984
Educational I~vel Achieved or Attending Full Time in May (1983)
Education and I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Training Courses No Group Inter Post Leaving RTCs Uni~;
taken, completed Quals Cert Cert Inter Cert etc.
or dropped by
No~ 1984
(N) (135) (126) (187) (130) (737) (140) (184) (1,639)
(1) Percen rage who
had taken at
least one fun-
Lime education or
training COil r,M~**
(2) Percentage who
completed an
educational/training
course and got a
qualification
(3) Percentage who
had "dropped out" or
left an incompleted
educational or
Training Course
(4) Percentage still
in a fifll time
educ. training
course by Nov. 1984
10.6%    21.2 18.6 16.8 42.3    95.5*    96.3* 43.7
2.7 13.8 12.5 I 1.6 27.8 51.2 4.0 20.7
2.3 3.3 2.1 4.2 8.6 19.9 14.6 8.2
4.5 2.7 2.7 2.5 7.3 47.0 83.8 17.8
* These figures should equal 100 per cent but by Novcmber 19844toSperccntofboth
groups said the)’ had i’lot gone on to third level.
** Figures here rel’cr to full-time courses whereas figures in Table 2.2 rcl~2r to all courses
both full an’~d part-time.
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Appcndix Table A2.8: Some Emplco, me~Tt Effects of Post~chool Full-Time 7)nining
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I 3 5 6 7
No Quals. or Intm" I~aving RTC Univ
C,,remp C, ert
% Unemployed (% Onemployme~lt/Late) in November 1987
(I) No frill-time 25.6 20.1 9.5% 0
T~ining (26.1) (22.2) (I 0.3) - 0
Courses (N=213) (N=241) (397) (5)
(2) e~t a part- or 39.6 24.8 I 1.4% 5.0 5.9
fifll-time (39.6) (26.5) (11.9) (5.,I) (8.3)
Course (N=35) (N=51) (246) (77) (100)
(3) Two or more 40.9 51.4 11.4% I I% 9.7
full-time (41.7) (52.9) (13.2) (I 1.8) (13.2)
Courses (N=I3) (N=I7) (N=85) (N--56) (N=76)
)’--.28 y=.22 y=. I O y=.48 y=.34
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FAZE YEARS LATER: DIMENSIONS (91: SCHOOL IJ£AVERS’ ASSESSMENTS
OF THE ADEQUACY OF THEIR EI)UCA 770N
Introduction
The main objective of this chapter is to describe the nature and struc-
ture of school leavers’ responses to almost 40 questions asked them abont
their assessments of the qnality or effectiveness of their education. As
indicated in Chapter 1, 6 different sets of questions were asked, corres-
ponding to the 6 Wpes of educational objectives. IAqlether the pattern of
our respondents’ perceptions, beliefs and evahlations correspond to the
pattern of the 6 categories of questions proposed is one of the main
questions explored in this chapter. As we shall see, in some significant
respects they do not.
These school leavers’ attitudes to the adequacy of their education
express their assessments of it in linked cognitive (beliefs), ",fffective (feel-
ings) and evaluative (normative) judgements. Attitudes are defined as rela-
tively enduring orientations - linked sets of beliefs, feelings and -- toward
education and its adequacy for adult life (Upshaw, 1968; McKennell,
1977). Since serious problems of reliability and validity exist when using
single items or questions in measuring such attitudes (See McKennell, op.
cit,) a muhi-itenl "attitude scale" approach is used to provide reliable and
valid measures. Only "closed", graded response categories - e.g., "very
satisfied" to "very dissatisfied"- are allowed to respondents to express their
level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the different aspects of education.
These responses to the different questions can then be scaled - correlated
from high to low satisfaction and, if valid and reliable, are added up to
provide an overall score which expresses each respondent’s level of satis-
faction. The detailed questions and response categories are given in
Appendix 3A.
These attitudes toward the adequacy of education are based on
reflections and evaluations which are articulated .5 years after respondents
had left school. They are evaluations - primarily cognitive and affective -
about the utility or effectiveness of what was learned in school, of what
competencies were buih up by schools or of general experiences while in
school; all of which had been "tested" by at least .5 years out in the labour
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market, and by related adolescent to adult developmental experiences.
They are, therefore, different fl’om equivalent attitudes or jndgements of
older students in school, oK" even of very recent school leavers. Taken at
face wdue they could be regarded as more mature, or more solidly
grounded, judgements - since the adequacy of schooling for adnlt life has
been more fnlly "tested". However, such more mature attitudes may also be
subject to posl-factum rationalisation - with those failing in the labour
market, for instance, "blaming" education for their predicament. We are
sensitive to this possibility in the analysis which, however, shows that
although some such rationalisation occurs it appears to be minor. The
similarity between the results of this survey and earlier ones such as that by
Raven el aL(1975), which was carried out with students in school, will also
be used to test the generalisability of the resulus.
The data come fi’om a national sample of school leavers carried out in 8
weeks fl’om mid-November 1987. This is a re-survey of the original 1981/82
sample of school leavers who were first interviewed in May 1983. The
survey was carried out for YEA/Ff\S. It is the third interview wave for this
panel of school leavers. First interviewed in May 1983, one year after they
had left school (Department of Labour, School Leavers’ Survey, 1983),
they were re-interviewed in November 1984 (Corcoran el al., YI:.A, 1986),
and thirdly in late 1987 and early 1988. An average of over 5.5 years had
elapsed, therefore, from the point at which they had completed their post-
primary education in 198t/82 to their third, 1987/88, interview.
In addition to dais 1981/82 sample a fiH-ther subsample of all third 1eve1
entrants in the 1980/81 school leavers survey was included. These were
first interviewed in May 1982 after they had completed almost one year of
third-level education. This provides a "double sample" of third-level
cntrants fi-om 1981 and 1982. This was done so that we would have a
sufficient number of third-level graduates and students, in order that their
progress could be compared with that of the majority of 1981/82 school
Icavers who had directly entered the labour market upon leaving school.
The following table briefly summariscs the sample and final interview
outcomes.
Tile completion rate at 84 per cent was quite satisfactor)~ In order to
avoid any sample biases however, tile sample was carefully reweighted to
fully reflect tile original sample characteristics first selected for tile May
1983 survey: by level of education, sex, size and type of school, region, etc.
In most cases in the following analysis.we use either the fully reweighted
1987 sample fi’om tile 1981/82 school leavers’ survey (N = 1,644) or-since
many respondents had migrated and could not be i)ersonally contacted -
tile sample of respondents who were personally interviewed (N = 1,114).
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There are some minor variations in tile numbers reported in different
analyses due to missing data - but these are very small differences.
In this first part of our ataalysis we focus on the beliefs and attitudes of all
the school lcavers who were interviewed. We pay particular attention to
their views about the adequacy of their own education: particularly the
adeqnacy of preparation provided for work and other adnlt roles over the 5
to 6 years after completing post primary education. The analysis mainly
focnses on the responses to arotmd 40 separate questions designed to tap
their assessments of the 6 different dimensions of educational preparation
described in Chapter 1.
We first deal with the main structure of their responses to 35 different
qnestions about level of satisfaction with schooling: that is, the manner in
which the various responses hang together, or are different fi’om each
other. The 6 different educational objectives we isolated were: basic
education and cognitive development, preparation for work, for other
aduh roles and for third level entry, personal and social development, and
civic education. Since, however, respondents nlay not view or assess tile
world in the same way as researchers we first neecl to establish whether the
pattern of their responses corresponds to the pattern hypothesised.
I?,efore we proceed to look at dais we first examine these school leavers’
views of the relative importance of these various dimensions of edncationa]
preparation.
Table 3. I : Details of Sample and hltervieno Completion Rate.* Novennber 1987 - February 1988
Intervienl*s of ! 981/82 School I~ravers Panel
Number Percentage
2,380 1 O0
(440)
(1,940)
1,990 83.6
127 5.3
59 2.5
149 6.3
55 2.3
Total Sample Selected
( 1980/81 3rd level)
( 1981/82 School Leavm’s
Total Sample)
Total Sample Interviewed
Total Refused
"lbtal Other Unattainable
(even with callbacks)
Total Deceased, III or Family
Moved and Uncontactable
Olher - Non-Conq)letions
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School Leavers’ Priorities and Satistactions with Education
I"riorilies
Not all educational objectives have equal priority - for either schools or
their clients, as both Raven et al. (1975) and Madaus et al. (1979) have
clearly demonstrated. If we were not aware of the priority attached to
various aspects of education we could assume that high client
dissatisfaction with one aspect of education which was not considered to be
important had more significance than moderate dissatisfaction with an
aspect of education which was considered vital. The following table
provides an overview of school leavers’ priorities in some maior aspects of
educational provision - and their general level of satisfaction with such
provision. Nine separate questions, testing 6 different aspects of
educational preparation, were assessed: (i) basic education and cognitive
development (Questions 1 and 2), (ii) preparation for work roles
(Questions 3 and 4) and (iii) associated adult roles (Question 5), (iv) per-
sonal and social development (Questions 6 and 7), (v) civic education
(Question 8), and fioa’lly (vi) preparation for third-level education
(Question 9). These are the 6 selected dimensions outlined in Chapter 1.
Table 3.2: ILelative P1iolity Placed Upon Diffelvnt FMucational Functions and GoaLr
Dimensions: ]te~ % who say % who say
it is "vet), these were
important" acluaUy
these shouM provided
be attained (a) "t~s’y (b) Not
well" at all"
I. 3Rs, Cognitive:
Development
11. Work Roles:
III. Aduh Roles:
IV. Personal
& Social
Development
V. Civic Life:
Vl. Third I,evel:
Reading, Writing and Calculating 98
Think things through and conic to cleat"
sohltions 84
Prepare well so ,as to be able to do a good
job well 93
Prepare well so as to get a good job 91
Prepare well for adult life when leaving school 91
Develop self-confidence and self-reliance 89
Preparation for life - develop and apply good
values to everyda), problems 85
Play an active role in public aft:firs 42
Prepare well for third level* 88
PEr gEIll
75     1
21 23
29 24
21 33
18 35
17 26
14 34
6 60
30 27
* tLsked only of those who actually went on to third-level education.
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It is evident that there is a very clear-cut rank order of importance: basic
edncational goals have almost 100 per cent support, but some aspects of
cognitive development (Row 2) are given a lower priority than preparation
for work life. Preparation for work life and for other adult roles is given
almost equal priority as basic education. Preparation for third-level entry, a
clominating objective in most Secondary schools, is given a slightly lower
priority than work even when the question was asked only of third-level
entrants.
The development of an assertively rational capability and of a moral or
evahmtive capability is given somewhat lower status, though nevertheless
over 85 per cent regard these personal and social development goals as very
important. Civic and political education is given the lowest priority of all.
Ahnost everybody, therefore, places the highest priority on the traditional
basic objectives of education - particularly the 31Ls. And a surprisingly high
75 per cent think these objectives were achieved to a high level in their
own case. This very positive evaluation of the more basic goals of education
is supported by similar questions asked elsewhere in the survey, where
around 80 per cent respond that provision for reading and writing in their
own education ]lad been very satisfactory - though satisfaction with
"calculating" appears to be less enlhusiastic. The priority attached to
"cognitive development" is not as great - though still over 80 per cent. But
satisfaction with it is very low with only 21 per cent very satisfied and 23 per
cent very dissatisfied. So while the more mechanical aspects of
conventional education - the 3Rs - get high priority and satisfaction,
satisfaction with the more subtle and emergent cognitive development
aspects of education is very low.
Only slightly less universally prescriptive is the emphasis placed on
preparation for employment and work life - indeed this is regarded as
more important than certain aspects of cognitive development. However,
satisfaction with tile achievement of these goals was very low - indeed even
lower than for cognitive development. At a maxinmm, 1 in 4 respondents
thoughl thin these objectives had been very well served/achieved in their
schooling, while up to I in 3 were highly dissatisfied with this aspect of
their education. The adequacy of preparation for other adult roles and
relationships - an ahnost equally prescriptive goal - was nluch less
satisfactory again with less than 20 per cent very satisfied with provision
and over one-third being very dissatisfied.
Only slightly less prescriptive as a goal of education is: (i) development
of self-confidence and self-reliance, and (ii) preparing young people to
develop the capacity to implelnent and apply "good" values in an increas-
ingly individualised world. It is clear, therefore, that the development of an
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individualism which is self-confident and sociall), and morally assertive is
given very high priority by respondents - almost as important as the
conventional 3Rs programme and practical "preparation for work". But
clearly these goals are not being achieved. The level of dissatisfaction is
particularl), high, with only 1 in 5 to 1 in 6 respondents being very satisfiecl,
and I in 3 or 4 being very dissatisfied.
Howevch education for, or socialisation into, one’s role in public life -
civil and political affairs generally - is not given very high priorit)’. Only 4
out of 10 gave it the highest priority, although onl), I out of 9 say it is not an
important goal of education. Nonetheless, in relative terms the proportion
dissatisfied here is the highest of all: only 6 pet" cent say this objective was
"very well" attained by the school, with 60 pet" cent saying it was not carried
out at all I)y the schools.
With the exception of civic/political education, therefore, almost all
other aspects of education previously discussed under the various
dimensions of education are given vet’;,, high priority by school leavers. Of
the high priority dimensions, therefore, it appears that satisfaction is
highest for "basic education", next highest for work anti acluh role
preparation, and lower again for personal and social development. The
lowest satisfaction level of all is for civic education - but it also has very low
priority.
With minor exceptions this rank order of priorities is rather close to that
in Raven et al.’s (1975) stucly of students’ values in education. Here
personal and social development values received even higher priority than
the basic BRs. Taking the 50 educational objectives ranked b)’ pupils as
"very important", intellectual development and development of self
competenc), goals were given the highest priority, as well as personality,
character and social development competencies. Around two-thirds of
respondents thought both of these were vet’), important. Next was the
¢levelopment of innovative, assertive and initiative taking competencies.
Education for development of the capabilities to construct good and
fnlfilling adult sex roles and familial relationships, and the capal)ility to
take on associated responsibilities had an equall), high rating, eXa’ound 60
per cent of respondents thought them to be very important. Next only in
importance came the more basic 3Rs, as well as development of
competencies in speech, articulateness, etc. After this came preparation for
adult work roles and associated life roles: while civic-political education
came lowest in the list of priorities as in our own case (ibid., pp. 5-10).
This low ranking of basic education in Raven’s stud), is surprising. We
should remember, however, that the study was carried out in the carli,
1970s when enaplo),ment opportunities, and preoccupation abotlt
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employment, was not as pressing an isstle: so that "personal development"
goals may have declined somewhat in importance since then, while basic
education and preparation for work life may have substantially risen in
importance. With the latter exception, however, Raven’s et al’s (1975) study
gives very similar rankings to those given by the school-leavers in our study.
The Structure of School Leavers’ Assessments
,’ks ah’eady discussed, in our questions to school leavers, we concentrated
on the following 6 important dimensions of educational socialisation or
"preparation".
1. Basic education: (a) basic language and arithmetical skills; as well as
(b) basic aspects of intellectual and cognitive development (9
questions).
2. Personal and social development objectives; moral and character
development (9 questions).
3. Preparation for entry to general adult roles (5 questions).
4. Preparation for entry to the world of work (8 questions).
5. Preparation for civic and political roles (6 questions).
6. Preparation for third-level entry (2 questions).
In addition respondents were asked 2 general questions about the main
educational deficits they had experienced and the extent to which tbey still
planned to correct any deficit in their education. There are obviously
other educational goals or outcomes that could bave been inclnded but,
given severe restrictions on the time available in the interview, these 6
appeared to be the most relevant dimensions.
A total of 40 attitudinal type questions in all were asked to tap these
various dimensions of educational assessment (see details in Appendix
3A). Their distribution over the 6 different aspects of educational
preparation are given above - with bet’ween 5 to 9 questions used to tap
each dimension (See also Appendix 3A). There is an overlap in a small
number of questions - they could fit into either of 2 dimensions. The
following sections analyse the response to these questions, as well as the
basic structure of respondents’ answers - as revealed through the
conventional method used to assess the dimensionality of scored, or scaled,
responses to such questions - tbat is, to factor analyse the correlations
amongst these responses.
Factor analysis is a statistical technique for analysing correlation matrices
- as, for instance, the correlations amongst all the scaled responses to the
above 35 questions asked of respondents. The technique enables us to
determine whether some consistent underlying pattern of relationships
exist in the data such that we can abstract out a small number of
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underlying "factors" or "components" that may be taken as "source
variables" which account for the observed consistencies in the pattern of
correlations (Kim and Mueller, 1978). One may Ihink of it as a way for
extracting the nfinimun~ number of clusters of hlglal), intercorrelated items
from the total 35 x 35 matrix; each cluster of items are highly
intercorrelated with each other but have low, or no, correlations with items
in other clusters. In this case we are using the naethod to test the
hypothesis that 6 underlying factors - the 6 different educational objectives
isolated above - are the "SOtlrce" of the pattern of association amongst the
scaled responses to 27 different questions asked of respondents about the
attainment of educational objectives.
One, therefore, needs first to "scale", or sittach at least an ordinal value
to, each of the responses given. For example, question 31(a) asked
respondents about their second level education:
To what extent have you fonnd that tbe things you learned there have
been of use to you in coping with employment and working life?
Responses were coded 1 if respondents said that their edueatiota had not
been of "any use at sill";" 2 if of "some but vet’), little" use; 3 if of "good use";
and 4 if of "great use".
The numher assigned expresses the orclinal "degree" of satisfaction -
i.e., more or less, higher or lower, etc. Next one needs to calculate the
correlations sitnongsl all of the scaled responses - the extent to which they
vary together. Finally, the restdtant correlation matrix is "lactor sinalysed"
in order to isolate the minimunl nunaber of underlying "factors", or
dimensions, which explain sis much as possible of the variance in the
correlation matrix.
The following table provides the main results from the factor analysis
(Principal ComponetlLs with Varimax Rotation) of the scaled responses to
27 different assessments respondents made of their education. Wwent), five
of these questions referred specifically to the first 5 of the dimensions
hypothesised ahove: l)asic education and cognitive development,
preparation for work and for other adult roles, personal and social
development slnd civic education.
The two questions dealing with the sixth hypothesised dimension,
adequacy of preparation for third-level education, were excluded from the
factor analysis because they were answered only by a small and elite subset
of the total sample - those going to third level. Bait two additional
questions were added to measure respondents’ views about specific deficits
in their own education. It was expected that these two items would "load
on" or I)e highly correlated with the "preparation for work" dimension - ,as
they were highly practically phrased.
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Table 3.3: Factor Weightin~,~.’, C~mmunalilie.s attd Eigenvalue.s for 3 7 Attitudinal I~lliable.s. 6-Factor
Solution, Pffndpal Components with Vanmax Rotation. (Weighting~ of.35 or greater)
I.l’ersonal and Sodal D~eloprtt~Jt FI F2
Faaors          Communality
F3 F4 F5 F6 h~
- Factor Loading~-
I. (3412) Helping you to get on with other people .72 - .63
2. (3403) Making new friends .71 - - .55
3. (3402) Self-confidence .62 - .54
,t. (3415) Talk and communicate well .58 - .56
5. (3406) Well balanced person .58 - .54
6. (340,t) Prepah’ation for adult life .49 - .45 .62
7. (3411 ) Think for yourself .47 - .48
8. (3408) Play a responsible part in society .44 - .45 .44 .59
9. (3511 ) Self-confidence and self-tell:race .39 .66 .6,1
10. (3407) Relations with opposite sex .38 .55 .47
II. Cameral Asse.~sment of oum Schooling as Preparation
for Adult life
1 I. (3513) Prepat’ation Ibr I.ife - and to apply
~dues to ever)’ day problems .72
12. (3511 ) Develop self-confidence .39 .66
13. (3517) Prepare well for adult life .65
14. (3516) Able to do a good job well .63
15. (3512) Ability to think through things .63
16. (3515) Preparation for role in Public Affairs .rio
17. (3514) Preparation to get a good job .58
.rio
-- .64
.64
.35 - .59
- .57
-.47 .59
.39 - .56
IlL Preparation for Ilbr/d of Ilbth and Adult Role.~
18. (3101 ) Genet3d assessment of utility for
work roles -.67
19. (3201 ) Genetzd prepat’atitm for adult life -.59
20. (3409) Increase chances of getting a good job .55
2 I. (3301 ) Education: lacked something -.52
22. (3405) Understanding world of work .48
23. (3404) Aduh li[~ it+ general .,19 .45
2,1. (3408) Responsible role in society .44 .45
25. (3514) Well prepared to get a good job .58 .39
26. (3516) F’repared to do a good job well .63 .35
- .56
- .52
-- .53
.50 .58
-.35 - .5,t
- .62
.41 - .59
- .56
-- .59
IE Basic Education
27. (3401 ) Education has given sufficient
reading and writing skills
28. (3510) t’]xtenl Io which ~hool provided
readi ng/writing/calcula ring skills
29. (3410) Gave sufficiem education for
ca]culilling amotln k~;
30. (3414) Time-keeping and being able to
concell tl~lte
.76
.73
.65
.43
- .64
- .56
- .43
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Table 3.3: continued
Faaors           Communality
I( Political~Civil Role~ F I    F2    F3    F4 1’5    F6    h~
31. (3413) Understand Politics - .76 .63
32. (3407) Good relalions with friends of opposite
sex .38 .55 .47
33. (3515) Active role in public affairs .60 .47 .59
34. (3408) Full and responsible role in your society .44 .45 .41 .59
35. (3405) Better understanding of world of work .48 .35 .54
Iq. Spedfic Educational Achievement D~ects
36. (3701) Educational qualifications you would
like to get
- - .84 .73
37. (3301) Education - lacked somedfing - -.52 - .50 .58
Eigen~lues 9.0    1.7 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.0 Cumulative
% of Variance Explained: 33.4 6.4 5.7 4.2 4.1 3.8 58%
The factor analysis yielded 6 cleat" factors with eigenvalnes3 greater than
1.0. The 6 factors combined extracted 58 per cent of the total variance.
Factor 1 was by fat- the most important factor (eigenvalue = 9.0), extracting
33 per cent of total variance. Factors 2 and 3 had eigenvalues of t.7 and 1.5
respectively, and each extracted an additional 6 per cent of the total
variance. Factors 4, 5 and 6 had eigenvalues of 1.2, 1 .l and 1.0, respectively,
and extracted 4.2, 4.1 and 3.8 per cent of the variance. If we use a factor
weighting of .35 as a cutoff point, the above tahle provides the "factor
weightings" - the "correlations" between individual items and the derived
"factor" - for the 6 factors extracted.
With some significant exceptions the dimensionality of school leavers’
assessments, as revealed by the [’actor analysis, does conform rather closely
to that originally proposed, as the factor "labels" and the individual items
included clearly indicate in Table 3.3.
The first and main factor extracted refers nlainly to respondents’
assessments of the attainment of personal and social development goals.
However, ability to "think for oneself", general preparation for aduh. life
3 Eigcnvahtes are statistical mt2asurcs of the total v~ll’i~lllC~2 extracted by tile factor. Their
I’~lativl2 size plovides ~ln illdox of ~lctors’ i’t~lati’¢c impoi’tallCe.
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and for public civic responsibilities, and cross sex relationships are also
moderately correlated with this factor. The most highly intercorrelated
cluster of items that represent this dimension is, therefore, very close to
that hypothesised (see Appendix 3A). It does appear, however, as if
preparation of such competencies in interpersonal relationships as ability
to communicate, self-confidence and assertiveness - the bypothesised
aspects of personal and social development - are also judged as modet-ately
correlated with ability to "think for oneself". Not too surprisingly, perhaps
- though not hypothesised - the development of all of these qualities
appears also to be linked to the development of ability to perform well in
aduh roles.
Clearly, however, the main dimension tapped here is that of personal
and interpersonal development, in which the development of self-
confidence and associated personal competencies, and of c~:pabilities in
constructing new adult interpersonal relationships and organisational
roles, are the most important aspects.
The second factor is much more general or diffuse in context but is
restricted to 7 adjoining qnestions in the interview schedule which asked
people to rate their own education, or what could be interpreted as their
own scbool, on how well it provided programmes of instruction in
personal, social and cognitive development and preparation for work and
adult life. With two exceptions (provision of basic education and
preparation for third-level entry) tile scaled responses to tlaese questions -
from "very well" provided to "not at all" provided - were highly
intereorrelated. Tiffs suggests that respondents were judging the adequacy
of their own school’s programmes in an overall or snmmary fashion - one
which did not distinguish between different programme evaluations in the
same way as the other more dispersed set of questions had done.
The main items here refer both to the adequacy of preparation for adult
life roles and to personal development, linking the development of
personal qualities of rationality, self-reliance and value assertiveness with
preparation for work and associated aduh roles. Whereas the first factor,
therefore, emphasised the effectiveness with which their education had
developed personal and social qualities and skills of use in later life, this
second factor is specifically directed towards assessing the adequacy of
provision of instrnctional or developmental programmes in their own
schools for adult life preparation. The hypothesised dimension of
preparation for aduh roles does not emerge therefore (see Appendix 3A).
Instead there emerges a mncb more general assessment of the adequacy of
schooling preparation for entry to "open society".
The third factor refers exclusively to very utilitarian assessments of
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schools as providing people with knowledge and skills of use in work life
and related adult roles in general. This factor, therefore, emerges as
hypothesised (see Appendix 3A).
Factor 4 refers to very basic educationall),-based knowledgc arid skills:
reading, writing and calculating competcncies; as well as mental,
attitudinal and personal discipline associated with good pnpil roles. So,
being able to concentrate and "keep time" are linked attributes.
Revealingly, the few general cognitive or intellectual development
questions (e.g., ability to think through things, etc.) do not load highly on
this factor but tend to be "scattered", particularly on F1 - dealing with
personal and social development, or on F2 - preparation for adult roles or
"open society". Again this pattern of response is not as hypothesised, but
these item responses are correlated with the set of items on 174 - though
not as highly so as with other dimensions.
Factor 5 refers to effectiveness of preparation for participation in public
or civic roles; but, interestingly, preparation for adult sex roles also loads
highly here. Since it also loads on FI (personal and social development), it
appears as if respondents view and experience such relationships as both
interpersonal and "public".
Finally, Factor 6 refers to respondents’ personal dissatisfaction with some
particular deficit in their educational background, or to a current personal
educational deficit that they wotdd like to or intend to correct. The
responses to these two questions are highly correlated, although responses
to one of the items also loaded highly on the "preparation for work" factor.
In other words the preoccupation about eclucational dejects is linked most
closely with evaluation of one’s educational preparation Ibr work. I-loweve,,
the two items jointly form a separate dimension and will be treated as such.
So, in most respects the originally hypothesised dimensions do appear:
"basic education", personal and social development, preparation for work
and adult roles, as well as preparation for civic/political roles, etc.
However, the evaluation of the intellectual-cognitive aspects of educational
development do not "load" on basic education - though they are
correlated; and preparation for work and adult roles tend to load together.
Perhaps there are too few items dealing with the cognitive development
aspect of education to allow them emerge as a separate dimension, but it is
revealing that the two items concerned are most highly intercorrelated
with factors other than "basic education". In addition to the above factors a
separate and very general dimension appears: a general ntilitariazl
assessment of one’s own school’s adequacy, which emphasises a more
general assessment of preparation for adnh and work life as well as ability
to think and act for oneself.
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The following sections detail school leavers’ satisfaction with each of
these separate dimensions of educational provision. In each case the items
are rank ordered in terms of level of satisfaction. We will take each
dimension in the order it emerged starting with the first and most
important factor - in terms of the total variance it explains - personal and
social development.
Dimension 1: Satisfaction with personal and social development goals
"lable 3.4 provides the results for dimension ] - the personal and social
development objectives of educational preparation.
Table 3.4: Items and Rt, sponses to Questio,zs on Dimzn,~ion I.
Ittwzs                                                                I~,~
"Yes "}~ "No
7b what extent ha,~ Mutation benefi~l or helput you A lot" Some" Help"
in the following ways ?
~gg tTgllt
I. (3403) "Making new fi’iends" 54.6 37.9 7.5
2. (3412) "Helping you to gel on with other people" 40.9 49.9 9.1
3. (3415) ~Falk and communicate well" 38.3 53.0 8.7
4. (341 I ) 1"hink for yourselff 33.2 53.4 13.4
5. (3,t02) "Increased your seltXconildence" 30.2 49.5 20.2
6. (3406) "Develop into a well balanced person" 22.0 56.9 21. I
7. (3404) "Prcpanltion tbr aduh lif~ in general" 19.9 47.1 33.0
8. (3,t08) "Play responsible pan in your society" 18.6 53.3 28.1
9. (3407) "Good relationships ~th persons of opposite sex" 18.0 35.1 46.8
Compared to the assessment of how well the specifically instrumental
educational goals - (the 3 Rs) - are evaluated, schooling performance in
achieving these personal and social development goals is not very
satisfactory. For interpersonal relationships (items 1 and 2) the general
level of assessment is moderately satisfactory- with around half feeling that
their schooling helped them "a lot" in making new fi’iends, and 41 per cent
feeling they were helped "a lot" to get on well with people. Ahnost half are
moderately satisfied and 1 in 12 or so are very dissatisfied. In general not a
bad restflt.
Satisfaction with schooling, in the sense of perceived benefits from it, in
iml)roving personal communication skills and being able to think through
things logically and concisely, as well as in developing the self-confidence
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necessary to act independently, rationally and decisively (items 3-5) is
much lower than this. Only around one-third are very satisfied, a half ace
moderately satisfied and one-cwelfth to one-fifth are highly dissatisfied. So
schooling is being moderately to negatively evaluated in these respects.
The related aspect of aiding the development of a "well-balanced person"
(item 6) is much less satisfactorily served by schooling.
An even less satisfactory position holds for preparation/socialisation for
those aspects of adult roles that demand a more public performance: both
in constructing interpersonal and organisational relationships and
forming good relationships with persons of the opposite sex (items 7-9). In
all of these respects schooling preparation appears highly inadequate. Less
than I in 5 respondents are highly satisfied and between a quarter to a half
are highly dissatisfied.
In general, therefore, as one moves from the general level of
preparation for coostcucting interpersonal relationships to personal com-
municational skills and tile development of personal qnalities of reasoning
and self-confidence, and then to preparation for aduh organisational Fotes
and heterosexual relationships, satisfaction percentages decline continu-
ously. It appears indeed as if successfnl socialisation becomes more
problematic as one moves from tile interpersonal to the public and
organisational level. There is one apparent exception to this trend:
prepat~ttion for relationships with the opposite sex - where dissatisfaction
is at its highest. It may well be, of course, that respondents conceive of’such
relationships less as private matters but more in tile context of
constructing new and initially more public relationships.
Dimension 2: OveraU a.~sessment of effective schooling ns prqmration for adult life
The 7 items involved in this factor are highly intercorrelated and form a
single scale. They constitute a quite specific assessment by respondents of
the adequacy of their secondary schooling as a general preparation for
adult life roles, as well as some linked personal qualities such as self
confidence, "abilit), to think through things" and ability to think for
oneself. It is, therefore, a very general assessment of the adequacy of one’s
educational i)reparation foc the transition to adult life - or for life in "open
society", to use the Department of Education phrase. In the following table
we give the 7 items in the rank order of their satisfaction - fi’om most to
least satisfactory. For comparative purposes we include respondents’
assessments of the effectiveness of teaching the 3Rs, as well as how well
third level entrants evaluated the quality of their preparation for entry.
Responses to all 7 items - excluding the first and last - are moderately to
highly correlated with each other and can be aggregated to form a single
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attitudinal scale of overall schooling assessment as a preparation for aduh
life.
Table 3.5: Overall Assessment of How Satisfactory Second Level Schooling was for Entry to "Open
s~ty "
School or Programme~
Rank Order of Satisfaction educational were "not at
of irene- programme.* were "very aU" prouided
well" provided for for
~. (3P.s)
2. Do good.job well
3. Preparation to get a goodjob
4. Think through things
5. Prepare for aduh life
6. Develop self-confidence
7. Prepare to implement ~Tducs
8. Role in Public Affairs
9. (Well prepared for tldrd level)
Per cent
(75) (1)
29 24
21 33
21 23
18 35
17 26
14 34
6 60
(30) (27)
As ah’eady discussed, schools are very highly evaluated on their basic
educational and direct curricular and pedagogical goals. With the "3 Rs"
98 per cent of respondents felt that the objectives were very important and
had been very well or moderately well provided for by schools. Only 2 pet"
cent were highly negative about this aspect.
However, evaluation of the less direct and less curricular-based objectives
are much less positive. It appears also that the more generalisable the
knowledge or skill required - the less tied to particular cttrrictflar contents
or to particular instrttctional arrangements - the less satisfied become
respondents. So general preparation for coping with adult life dilemmas,
particularly those which demand a self-confident and morally assertive
stance, appears to be least satisfactorily pro~fded for. General preparation
for work life is the most highly evaluated of the 7 aspects. But only bet~veen
a quarter to one-third of respondents are very satisfied with their schooling
in this respect, with a further 40-50 per cent, however, being moderately
satisfied. At the other extreme, are 24-33 per cent who are highly
di.~’satisfied. So there is considerable variation in the effectiveness of schools’
programmes in these respects.
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The next most satisfactory aspect refers to intellectual, personal and
social development goals: ability to think through things, development of
self-confidence and ability to argue one’s point. Only 14-21 per cent are
very satisfied wRh their schooling in these respects, although another 50 to
60 per cent appear moderately satisfied. This gives us a total of around two-
tbi/’ds who al)peal" to be at least model’,ltely satisfied. But at ~l~e other
extreme are 2.3-34 per cent of respondents who are very dissatisfied. There
is then not only higher dissatisfaction with schooling in these latter
respects - but there is also increasing polarisation in sebool-leavers’ views
abut the adequacy of this aspect of their schooling. The underlying reason
for this increasing polarisation will be dealt with later. Satisfaction wilh the
adequacy of preparation for public affairs is extremely low, with 60 per
cent saying theYe was 11o provision whatsoevel2
Dimension 3: Assessment of p,’q~aration for work life
There are 8 items which load at greater tllan .35 on this scale. The most
highly loaded items refer directly to the adequacy of preparation for work
life.
Table 3.6: Asse.~sment of lhe adequaeJ of lqqmration for ll~k t.ife
")2~, a lot" "~, "No", or
Item.~ or, "reO, l~ll" som~.hat ~not at all" (N)
I. (3516) Pl’Ogl,nmmes provicled Io be al)l~: Io do
a good job
2. (3,109) h~creasc cb:mccs ofgettb~g ;+ good.job
3. (351,t) Programmes prox~ded to prepare )’ou to
gel a good job
4. (3,104) Preparing you for aduh life in genei~d
5. (3,108) tlhility Io play responsible part in yolu"
society
6. (3405) lh’o~ided belier undersumding ~ffworld
of work
7. (310 I) Educalion fi~r work, coping wilh
emplo)lnent and working lili~
8. (3201) Educalion - prepal:uion "for aduh lilE
in genel~d"
per ten I
29.1 ,t7.4 23.5 (1130)
21.1 43.1 29.2 (1130)
20.6 ,t6.7 32.7 (1093)
19.9 47.1 33.0 0128)
18.6 53.3 28.1 (1131)
12.9 34.1 53.0 0132)
}ks, of 12s, quite Some but None
great use good little
5.0 25.0 41.0    28.0(1132)
5.0 29.0 38.0    29.0 ( I I 17)
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Satisfaction with practical preparation for work life is very low. Aa’ound
half are moderately satisfied, with the remainder split between being
highly dissatisfied and highly satisfied. In actually coping with everyday
work life (item 7), however, up to 70 per cent are clearly not satisfied.
Obviously different question wordings are giving different responses, I)ut
the overall pattern of response is negative - and much more so than for
the personal and social development aspects of education. Satisfaction with
the related aspect of preparation for adult roles and for life in general is
also negative with similar percentages being very dissatisfied or seeing their
education as of no use at all in these respects (items 5 and 8).
Dimension 4: Satisfaction with basic or fundamental educational skills or
Four items in all constitute this dimension of educational assessmenu
provision of reading, writing and arithmetic or calculating competencies;
as well as tbe extent to which a limited set of l)ersonal disciplines or
competencies were buih up by schooling; ability to concentrate,
timekeeping or time budgeting, etc.
The following results generally indicate a rather high level of satisfaction
with those aspects of education.
Ahnost 80 per cent of respondents appeared very satisfied with their
schooling in generating adequate reading, writing and calculating skills.
Seventy-nine per cent said that schools benefited them a lot in reading and
writing, and 75 per cent indicated that these important functions,
combined with calculating, etc., were very well provided for in their
education. However, between I to 3 per cent were highly dissatisfied. Basic
mathenlatical skills are not as highly evalualed as reading or writing skills -
with only 58 per cent of respondents giving it full marks, so to speak; and 8
per cent saying it failed badly in tbis respect.
As to rather basic personal skills and competencies, required for
modern "technically rational" society with its increasingly rigid
bureaucratic arrangements - like timekeeping, ability to concentrate,
ability to discriminate in time allocation, etc. - respondents were somewhat
less satisfied. ,’M-ound half were vet’), satisfied but almost 10 per cent were
very dissatisfied. Nevertbeless, compared to otber aspects of scbooling it is
obvious that it apparently does succeed in I)uilding up these competencies
to a greater extent than in otbel" areas.
As ah’eady indicated the selected "cognitive development" items did not
"load" or were not most highly correlated, with tbis dimension of
education - ahhough they were correlated at a rather low level. [f we
include these items and compare levels of satisfaction with "basic
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education" and cognitive development, the following order of satisfaction
enlel’ges:
1. Reading and writing (75 - 80)
2. Mathematics - calculating skills (60 - 70)
3. Timekeeping, concentration skills (50)
4. Ability to think for oneself (35)
5. Development of self-confidence (30 - 40)
6. Ability to think through things (21).
Table 3.7: Solisfaction with Basic 15ducational Pseparation
ICesponses
Items
"Ye~ "Y~,
"No
A lot" Some" Ilelp" (N)
Per ten t
1. (3401) Extent to which second level
education benefited helped "in 79.2 18.3 2.5 (I 131 )
giving you sullicient rcadhlg
and writing skills"
2. (3510) Extent to which schooling
enabled or provided ability to
"read, write ~lnd do C~llctllatioBs
well"
3. (341O)
,I.(3414)
Extent to which .~hooling gzwc
sufficient knowledge and skill to
c;dculate amounLs (etc.) for work
and cveryd:Lv life pur[zoses
Extent to which schooling helpcd
in deveh}pitlg "tilnckccping" skills,
;lnd "l~,~illg ~lhlt~ IO COBCe2Blt’;fle
well on doing things"
P)t nclion Some~t~hat m’
very u~,ll mMerately Not at all (A9
prm,ided pnmided for provided for
7,t.6 2,1.1 1.3 (1090)
"fi’S "fi’S, WO
A lot" Some" Help" (N)
57.8 34.7 7.7     (1134)
50.1 40.5 9.4      (1129)
So one could say that schooling is. o~enerallv. , very, satisfactory, in its direct,
currictdar based educational functions, adequate for the general technical
competencies that are clearly related to such learning (such as concen-
trating and timekeeping) but not very satisfactory in building up those
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aspects of "substantive rationality" that are oFcentral relewmce in modern
societies.
Dimension 5: Assessment of preparation for political~civic roles and responsibilities
A cleat" dimension of preparation for civic/public responsibilities and
roles emerged. Three separate political/civic questions were involved. The
responses to two additional questions - relationships with opposite sex
fl’iends and understanding of world of work - were also moderately to
highly correlated. However, since they deal with quite different subjects
and are included in other dimensions, they are exchtded here.
"Fable 3.8: Satisfaaion with Prqmration for Adult Civic~Political Rol.,.*
Items I~,~polt~es
I~rtent to which r~pondent felt that second "Yea "1"~ "No
level schcoling benefited or helped a lot" sonte" help" (’\9
Per cent
1. (34.13) Helping to undersumd Politics and
how to make political decisions 5.8 26.7 67.5 (I 129)
2. (34.08) Increasing ability to play a filll
and responsible part in socieq 18.6 53.8 28.1 (I 131 )
"Somewhat
well "Not at all
provided for" pmuided for"
"Very z~ell
plovided fof
3. (35.15) Extent to which school actively
provided/helped to develop
ability "to take an an active role
ill public affairs and ill contributing 5.7
to solving your cotn|try’s and
community problems"
34.7 59.6 (1088)
Here we can see that in civic and political terms the schools are failing
dismally: only 5-19 per cent are vet’), satisfied, while up to two-thirds feel
that schools do nothing to achieve this objective. However, as already
indicated, school leavers do not generally think this educational objective
is very important. So, if we limit high dissatisfaction to those who feel that
it actually is an important function of schools only 22 per cent are very
dissatisfied; with another 18 per cent dissatisfied but not apparentl)’ too
upset since they do not consider such civic/political education to be very
important. So, ah.hough it is least provided for of all objectives the majority
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viewpoint of clients suggests that they are not really too upset abont the
relative absence of civic education.
Dimen.~ion 6." Specific educational dtfects identified by school leavers
As ah’eady discussed a numl)er of questions deah with responclents’
specific disappointment with particular aspects of their education. Two of
then1, as we have seen, were scalable and were inchlded in the factor
analysis. It was expected that they would be most highly correlated with tile
more practical, or work related, evalualion of education. The scaled
responses to these two questions were so bighly correlated with each other;
however, that they emerged as a separate factor.
The first question asked "thinking of all tile education and training you
received, do you feel strongly that it lacked something or that there were
major defects in it?" Fifty-three per cent of respondents fch strongly thin it
was defective, 47 per cent indicated clearly that it was not.
The related question asked "Are there any qttalifications or certilicates.
or particular u’aining youwould really like to get, which you think would
improve your chances of getting a good job (or help you in your present
job)?" Forty-five per cent of respondents replied "Yes", thai they would like
to get additional educational qualifications, and 55 per cent replied "No".
On average, therefore, aromld half of these school leavers felt strongly
that their education had been defective in some specific way and roughly
the same proportion would like to or intended to get additional
qualifications to try and correct these defects. The nattn-e of these defects
and tile nature of tile additional qualifications sought will be described
later. Here we emphasise both the magnitude of tile dissatisfaction
involved, and tile correlation belxveen such dissatisfaction and intentions
1o correct it: around two-thirds of those who fell their education w:.|s
defective would clearly like to correct it.. Nevertheless over one-third did
not. In fact, less than one-third were definite in their intention to do so. So
tile experience of educational failure and the explicit perception of the
necessity for additional educational qualifications does not necessarily lead
to definite plans to correct this deficit for a tn~iority of school leavers. The
reasons why this occurs will be explored htter.
Dimmtsion 7: Assessment :f adequacy of preparation for third level
The questions dealing with the adequacy of preparation for third level
were not included in tile factor analysis because these questions were only
asked of those who had actually gone on to third level - around 1 in 4 of
the total sample.
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Two specific questions were asked. (i) The first asked: "how important ...
should ... [it be] .. to be well prepared for all the courses you had to do in
third level?". Eighty eight per cent said it was "very important", and less
than 1 per cent said it was unimportant. (ii) The second qoestion asked
"how well ... provided" were such courses in preparation for third level?
Only 30 per cent said such courses were well provided, but another 43 per
cent said they were moderately well provided. However, 27 per cent said
that they were "not at all" well provided. So, although a slight m~uority
exists on the very favourable side of the balance, a large minority is highly
dissatisfied with these aspects of second level education; particularly given
the emphasis on this objective.
Sunanaary and Conclusions
As we have seen respondents tended to view and judge the quality of
their educational experiences along 6 dimensions: (i) basic education and
related personal disciplines, (ii) personal and social development, (iii) a
general or overall assessment of preparation for aduh life provided by their
specific schools, (iv) adequacy of preparation for work roles, (v) prep-
aration for civic, political and public comnlunal roles. The sixth dimension
which emerged referred to specific educational defects that people had
experienced in their work and aduh lives, some of which they still hoped to
remedy. Because questions about it were restricted to third-level entrants,
assessment of the adequacy of third-level preparation is u*eated separately.
Cognitive development items did not "load", as hypothesised, on "Basic
Education’.
The level of client satisfaction expressed conformed to the above
ordering of the dimensions. The most satisfactory outcome, or goal best
achieved, was "basic education"; and the least satisfactory was civic and
political education. The following figure illustrates these resuhs clearly.
The figure reports the percentages who are very satisfied with each of the
Fnain assessl’nent dimensions of education isolated, using the items most
highly correlated with each "factor" or dimension of educational
assessment. Attitndinal type scales have been COl’lstructed for each of these
factors. Details about these are given in the relevant chapters and the
average dissatisfaction score for each scale is given in Appendix Figure 3A.
In Figure 3.1 the items are ordered in terms of the order of satisfaction.
As already discussed satisfaction with "basic education" is very high, with
personal and social development moderate, with preparation for work and
aclult roles moderate to low; and with "civic education" extremely low.
Satisfaction with third-level entry preparation is moderately high - roughly
on a par with that of personal and social development.
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Figure 3.1: Percentage of Respondents ’Very Satisfied’
with the six Dimensions of Educational Evaluation
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In general, therefore, 5 years after school leaving these young adults rate
their education highly to very highly oil tile achievement of the 3Rs,
associated personal disciplines and general cognitive development, but
generally have found it to be ranch less satisfactory oil nearly all other
dimensions- particularly oil preparation for effective participation in
public life. Peculiarly, after the 3Rs, schools get their next highest rating on
personal and social development edncation, despite the fact that
preparation for work and adult life in general receives a higher priority as
an educational objective. I-Iowever, as one moves away from tile vet’), basic
and very traditional educational goals there is not very much difference
amongst the other dimensions in respondents’ level of dissatisfaction -
except for political education.
In comparing these yourlg adults’ assessments of tile adequacy of
schooling with what they regard to have been essential to it tile following
conclttsions appear clearcut.
I. Basic education and the development of cognitive capabilities, as well as
certain personal disciplines, are both regarded as essential and generally
receive a high effectiveness evaluation.
2. Preparation for work and enu’y to adult or "open" society is ranked at an
almost equally high level of importance, but in general the level of
satisfaction with attainment is moderate to low - generally lower than for
personal and social development.
3. Personal and social development goals are perceived to be equally as
important as preparation for adult work and other roles but, peculiarly,
satisfaction with tile effectiveness of schooling programnles to achieve
those objectives is slightly more positive than with preparation for work
roles. Nevertheless, only about a third of respondents are very satisfied
with their schooling in these respects.
4. Dissatisfaction with preparation Ibr third-level entry (amongst those who
went oil to third level) is moderate - with only 30 per cent being very
satisfied. This is dramatically below the 75 per cent of respondents who
were very satisfied with their "basic education" provision.
5. Political and civic education is not given high priority by schools and is
lowly ranked by school leavers. So, although it shows tile highest level of
dissatisfaction of all - with over 2 out of 3 respondents vet’}, dissatisfied -
this dissatisfaction does not as seriously undermine young adults’ overall
evaluation of their education. Their much less severe disappointments
with school progranm/es oil preparation for work or with personal and
social development programmes, for instance, carry much more weight.
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Schools, therefore, still appear to act as rather isolated institutions which,
although they are supposed to prepare people for adult work and societal
roles, do not appear to do so effectively; at least according to tile views of
their graduates. This finding is not tmusnal in the international literature.
The OECD (1983) review in commenting on these rather comcnon
international findings gives 3 main reasons why this occurs: (a) the
cul’riculum ignores many of these goals, except insofar as particular
vocational courses are provided or particular guidance programmes are
effective; (b) the pedagog3, is "alnmst devoid of content relating to work
and has an air of isolation fl’om tile world outside tile school"; and (c) is
often taught by teachers who act as if teenagers were 5 ),ear olds, and who
do not, therefore, in their teaching indicate how best to live one’s life after
school, oc" even after school hours (ibid., p.50). Tile view then that
schooling should be about the world outside, especially about the world of
work, and tile frnstt~tion that it is clot, is ClOt only an h’ish view.
hish edticational provision expanded very rapidly after tile 1960s, and
this expansion was, to a large extent, premised on tile belief that it should
be involved in "preparing the young for economically productive roles.
necessac’y for I)oth national productivity and the individual’s ultimate
economic success" (ibid., p.50). Bnt as industrial and general economic
life becomes constantly transformed by rapid technological change the
difficulties of tile education system in trying to cope with these changing
demands has correspondingly increased.
These rapid economic and technological transformations suggest the
increasing importance of a good general (and generalisable) education.
The issues here are very complex, however, as well as being vet’), important.
While one could not, for instance, argue for tile uneqnivocal expansion of
immediately practical Vocational education, the very rapid expansion in
General educational courses that has occurred to cope with the rapid
senior cycle participation increases of the past 15 years, is clot likely to have
been the best provision available for average to low ability pupils. The
issues invok,ed, however, require much ftn’ther investigation before coming
to any practical policy conclusion. There is no doubt, however, about
school leavers’ conchlsions.
Perhaps it is pardy because of these rapid economic and technological
changes that schools have moved away from actual contact with tile world
of work as their progranmms have expanded in scope and coverage in
almost all OECD countries (ibid., p..51). Tile consequences, however, of
this trend toward a more General Aca(lemic education is likely to have
been least helpful for working class youth - whose home life is most
removed fi’om the Academic culture of tile school (Willis, 1977; Gaskell
and Lazerson, 1981; OECD, 1983, p..51).
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APPENDIX 3
A]~pendix 3A
Details of the attitudinal questions used in the factor analysis to tap the 6 hypodlesiscd educational
~ts~men t dimensions
I. C, eneral Intellectual and Cognitive DevelOpment C, otds, and Acquisition of l3a.~ic Educational Skills.
(i) (34( I I )) -To what extent do you feel that your second level education has benefited
or helped you to think for yourscll?
I~qmn.~es:    Yes, a lot ( ).      Yes, Some ( ).      None ( ).
(ii) (35(12)) "How important shotlld (the following) be?
~[’o think through things and come to clear and good solutions to problelns":
Respons~v    Very Impt. ( ).    hnpt. ( ).          Not hnpt. ( ),
(iii) (35(12)) and "How well provided ~’as it in yotlr education" - "to think dlrough things".
Re~pm~e~: Very Well ( ).     Somewhat ( ).      Not Well ( ).
(iv) (34(15)) "To what extent has your education benefited you "in t~:ing able to
talk and communicate well with others?"
/¢tspm~.~e~: ~s, a lot ( ).      Yes, Some ( ).      None (
(v) (34(14)) ~1"o what extent has your education benefited you in tilnekeeping, and being
al)lc to concel’Ltl’;ll¢2 well Oll doing things?"
Re.~ponse~: Yes, a lot ( ).      Yes, Solne ( ).      Noi’~e ( ).
(34 ( 1 )) "To what extent has your education benefited you in gkSng you sufficient
reading and writing skills?"
I~ponse.~:    Yes, a Iol (    ).      Yes, Some (    ).       None (    ).
(34(10)) "To what extent has your education benefited you in giving you sufficient
knowledge and skill in calculating amounts (mone); etc.) in work and ever,vday life?"
Re~potL~es: Yes, a lot ( ).      Yes, Some ( ).      None ( ).
(viii)(34( I )) "How important should this be in education?
(a) to be able to read and write well":
ICesponses: Very Impt. ( ).    hnpt. ( ). Not hnpt. ( ).
(ix) (35(10)) (b) "How well provided t~,’as (the following) in your education?" - "I’o be able
to read and write well?"
Respon.~:s: Very Well ( ).     Somewhat ( ).      Not Well ().
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2. personal, ,Social and Charaaer D~elopnumt Goals
~Fo what e~ctcnt do you feel that your education has/~:nefited vt}u: Responses
Yes, Yes,
A lot ~)me None
)
)
)
(34(12)) "In incre;~ing )’our self-confidence?"
(34(3)) "In making new fi’iends"
(34 (6)) "In helping you develop into a well balanced person"
(34(7)) "In building good relationships with fi’iends of the
opposite sex"
(3,t{ 12)) "In helping you to get on with other people"
{35(i}} %low important should goals be" and
{P,5(ii)) ~How well were they provided?"
{35(4))
hnportance?
Very Not
hnpt. hnpt. Impt.
(35(2)) "1"o have good programmes to help young l~ople’s
self-confidence and self reliance?" ( ) ( ) ( )
HOW Well Provided?
Very Not
Well Well    Well
( ) ( } { )
/ITTI}OPI:mCeP
Ver)’ Not
hnpt. Iml}t Impt.
"Good prcpanuion for lift: or in preparing yuung people ( ) ( ) { )
{levclop and apply good ~’ahtcs to everyday problems". Iqow Well Provided?
Very Not
Wett Wetl well
( ) ( ) ( )R
3. "Preparation for Adult life in General": ,School Goals
(32(a)) Thinking of things oil a Intldl wider scale than the
getting of jobs or of work, how much did you gain
fi’om your second level education in preparing you
for )’our aduh life in genelal
(3,t(4)) Ir~ preparing you well for aduh life in gene=-al:
Resl)onses
Yes, Yes,
Great Good Some
Use Use Use No Use
( ) { ) ( } ( )
Yes, Yes.
A lot Some None
( ) ( ) ( )
(34(15)) In being able to talk and communicate well with others ( ) { ) ( )
"l-low Important"
Very Some None
( ) ( ) ( )
"How Well Provided"
( ) { ) { }
(35(i)) "How imporuuat shotdd these goals be"
(35(ii)) "How well wcrc the)’ provided for?"
(35{8)) To prepare you well fi)r aduh life when you leave scho{}l
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4. Preparation for the World of Work
(31(a) and (b)) "To what extent have you found that the things Yes, Yes, Yes
you learned then (at second-level and third- Great Good Some
level) have been of use to you in coping with Use Use Use
emp|oyment and working life?" ( ) ( ) ( )
Nolle
( )
(34 (5)) "In gMng you a better understanding of world of work?
(34(9)) "In increasing your choices of getting a good job?"
(34(14)) "In timekeeping and being able to concentrate well on
doing things?"
Yes, Ves.
A lot Some None
)
)
(35(0) "l’low important should these goals be in education?"
How Important?
Very Some None
( ) ( ) ( )
How Well Provided?
(3500) "How well were the)’ pro~fded for?"                        ( )    ( )    ( )
(35(5) (i) and (ii)) ~ro be well prepared to get a good job?"
How [mportant?
Very    Some    None
( ) ( ) ( )
How Well Done?
Q.36(7) (i) and (ii)): ~1"o be able to do a good job well (when            Very Somewhat Not at all
you get one)." ( ) ( ) ( )
5. Preparation for Civic, Political and Community Roles
Responses
’&s,     Yes,
A lot    Some None
(34(8)) "In increasing your ability to play a full and responsible
part in your society" ( ) ( ) ( )
(34(13)) "In helping you to understand politics and how to make
political decisions" ( ) ( ) ( )
(35(0) "How important should these goals be?"; and
(35(ii)) "How well were they provided for?"
(35(6)) ’q’o take an active role in Public Affairs, and
be able to contribute to soh’ing your COlnmunity’s and
country’s problems".
How Important?
Very Some None
( ) ( ) ( )
How We;I Done
Very Somewhat Nolalal~
( ) ( ) ( )
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6. Specific Educational A chievemm~t Defects
(37(01)): "All)’ qualilicatiOns you would like to get which you think
would improve )’our chances of getting a good job or help
you in your present job?" Yes( )No(
(33(01)) "Do you feel su’ongly that your education I;icked solnething?" Yes ( ) No (
7. Prqmration for Third-I~el Entry
l-low.hnporl;ml? How Imporl:mt?
(35(i)) "How important should be in education"; Very Some None
(35(ii)) "How well were the)’ provided for?" ( ) ( ) ( )
(35(8) "To be well prepared for all the courses and things you How Well Done
had to do ill third level." Very Solllcwhal Not :it all
( ) ( ) ( )
Appendix Figure 3A: Average Satisfaction Scores*
on each of 5 Likert scales of Attitudes
Assessing Educational Outcomes
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Chapter 4
TRANSI770N TO WORK: SCHOOL I-EA VFJ~S’ EXPEIUENCES AND
ASST~SSMENTS OF TIqE IMPORTANCIg (91" EDUCe1770NAL A 77"IUBIf I’l:iS
FOR Ii,’MPLO YA4/:~NT
l’nl~’oduction: Education and the Labour Market
The main objective of this chapter nnd the next is to analyse school
leavel-s’ assessments of, and attitudes towards, their education, in telIlls Of
its value or utility for work: to get a job, to do a job well, to provide an
understanding of the world of work, and prepare them for work and
associated adult roles. While in the Ibllowing chapter we examine overall
satisfaction with the utilit), of education for work and perceived defects in
the provision of that edtlcation, in this chapter we focus more specifically
on both the experienced and perceived t-elationship between educational
outcomes and [abottr market success. In partictllar we analyse the
perceived importance among school leavers of the type of education and
the level of certification required to get a job. Before. howeveL we can do
this we need to briefly examine the actual relationship between education,
training and employment chances. This is examined in great detail in
Breen (1991).
International (OECD, 1989; Raffe, 1984; 1988) and h’ish research (Breen,
198,t; 1991; Hannah, 1986) has shown the central role that educational
attainments play in labotn" market access - to both the probal)ility of gelling
a job as well as the quality or status of tile job achieved. The central role that
level of educational achievement plays in initial occupational status
auainnlent has been isolated ~1-o111 the early 1960s (Blau and Duncan, 1967).
Equally, the serious labour market disadvantages suffered by poor
educational attainers or early school leavers, has been isolated from at least
the 1950s. Besides the level of educational attainment, the Wpe of curricuhml
specialised ill, or "track" or "stream" allocated to or chosen, has also been
shown to be very important in occupational attainment (Hallinan el al.,
1984; Hallinan and Sorenson, 1985; Shavitt, 198’0.
Tile significance or relevance of qualifications has been shown to have
grown in importance with the 1980s recession, as youth ttnemployment
grew (Raffe, 1988; Raffc and Courtney, 1987; Shelly, 1987). So, both the
possession of a portable educational or training qualification, as well as the
I01
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level or value of the qualification, plays a crucial role in labour market
access for young school leavers.
Education and the Labour Market: The Research Evidence
Common sense notions, as well as human capital and fnnctionalist
theor); suggest a direct relationship between the quantity and qualit), of
education or training received and both the probability of getting a job
and satisfaction with education: the "quantity" and "quality" of educational
resources available for sale in the labour market mainly determining
employment and the quality of occupation achieved. These ideas suggest
that it is the content or quality of the knowledge, know-how, and skills
possessed that directly determines employment chances and expected
labour productivity. This approach primarily emphasises the cognitive
development, or manual training, direct link with labour productivity. But
outside a very narrow range of occupations - for example, certain skilled
manual or craft occupations, and certain professional/technical
occupations - this "direct connection" is rarely obvious. Indeed, many
surveys of employers’ opinions, or studies of employment decisions,
indicate that a much broader or more general assessment of
educational/training contents and qualifications is used in employment
decisions (see Raffe (ed.), 1988; Brown and Ashton (eds.), 1987; OECD,
Employment Outlooh, July 1989).
Besides the main "human capital" approach, a number of other
explanations of the connection between education and work have been
proposed, particularly: (i) the "sorting", "screening", or related "queuing",
perspective - where employers use qualifications to sort and rank appli-
cants on the basis of certain beliefs about what they measure: and (ii) the
"socialisation" perspective which emphasises the role of education in
socialising yotmg people into work-related attitudes and aptitudes - e.g., to
carry out orders, timekeeping, concentration and work disciplines, ,as well
as social skills, etc. (see Blaug, 1980; OECD, 1989).
Unfortttnately, we do not have any direct evidence for h-eland of
employers’ perspectives on education nor the role educational
characteristics play in employment decisions. Nevertheless, the rapid
"qualification inflation" that occurred with the 1980s recession, as well as
the economic marginalisation of those leaving schools without any
qualifications (Raffe, 1984; Breen, 1984; Hannan, 1986), indicates clearly
the extraordinary significance of credentials or qualifications in modern
labour markets - and their growth in significance as employment declines,
even if the exact nature of the connection between schooling, employn’lefJt
decisions and work remains a problematic issue.
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This "tightening bond" between educational qualifications and labonr
market success would, therefore, suggest not only that tile possession of
qualifications and their level has a significant impact on labour market
success but that it would also be indicative of school leavers’ views and
attitudes about the useftdness and effectiveness of education. Certifications
or qualifications in this sense represent, or symbolise, differential achieved
"statuses" in adult society which are almost universally recognised, not least
by employers: e.g., University graduate, Leaving Certificate, hater or Group
Certificate holders. As a result, positive attitudes towards the utility of
education for employment access is hypothesised to be highly correlated
with possession as well as level of qualification, even independently of tile
attainment of employment or of level of occupational status achieved.
As’we are concentrating on evaluations of tile very practical or utilitarian
aspects of education in this chapter, it is also expected that the type of
education received - or tile curricular content specialised in - will also be
predictive of school leavers’ assessments and attitndes. As was
demonstrated clearly in Hannan with Boyle (1987), h’ish students are
severely differentiated by the type and level of curriculunl assigned to
them, particularly in schools which stream or "track" - tile majority of boys’
Secondary, Vocational and Comprehensive schools.
Upper streams are assigned Honours Academic curricula, usually with
Science, Languages and l-tonours Maths for boys, and in Languages and
History, Geography or Business Studies for girls (see also Hannan, Breen,
et al., 1983). Besides this highly academic specialisation at Leaving
Certificate level, there has been an historically rooted and equally "biased"
specialisation in Vocational/Technical subjects for hoys leaving at
Intermediate and Group Cert levels. This specialisation had become
crystallised in the apprenticeship directed courses in Vocational schools up
to the late 1970s; but is still a significant element in Vocational and
"Community/Comprehensive" education today (Barber, 1989). Since it is
so practically or vocationally oriented, it is hypothesised that pupils who
specialise in these subjects will have more positive attitndes than others.
An equivalent, non-academic curricular specialisation tbr girls, is that in
"Commercial Subjects" in tile Group Certificate, or in Commerce or
Business Studies at Leaving Certificate level. Either can be combined with a
subsequent "Comnaercial Course" (of typing and related Commercial
Training), mainly in Vocational schools. Again, here the very practical bias
of the course should equally be indicative of positive utilitarian assessments
of education.
The socio-economic and related socio-ctdtural background of students,
should be predictive not only of level of educational achievement but also
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of school leavers’ general evaluations of tile utility of their eclucation (see
Weir, 1989, for review). Early leavers are recruited mainly from lower
working class backgrounds, whose cultural and social-psychological
characteristics are generally not supportive of formal education. In
addition, such families are most likely to place the main emphasis on the
more utilitarian aspects of education. So, if education has failed them, they
are also fat" more likely to "blame education" for their failure.
There is, on the other hand, a possible corrective class bias in the
disproportionate selection of, or choice by, working class pupils of
vocational/technical subjects or "tracks" (Breen, 1986). Thus, while their
social class background may have a negative effect, the practical nature of
their courses may, as we hypothesised above, improve their positive
assessments of education. Such interlinking effects of social class and
curricular "track" will be investigated in the next chapter. First, howeve=;
we examine the actual experience of school leavers in the labour market.
The l’Vork Expe~eT~ce of School Leavers 1982 to 1987
Success in the labour market on leaving school was not only highly
correlated with level of education attained, but the relative advantage of
the better educated improved significantly over time. The following table
shows the relationship bet’ween employment chances, unemplo),ment rates
and level of education attained by 1983, 1984 and 1987.
If we start with the most striking comparison and restrict ourselves to
those who first entered the labour force in 1982/83, the unemployment
rate stood at 59 per cent of those with no qualifications in May 1983 while
it was 36 per cent for those with a Leaving Certificate: a ratio of 1.6 to 1.0.
By November 1984, this ratio had widened to 3.6 to 1.0, and by November
1987 to 3.9 to 1.0 (i.e., to a point when the unemployment rate was 43 per
cent for the unqualified and I1 per cent for those with a Leaving
Certificate).
These relationships are clearly illustrated in the following figure (4.1).
The rate of decline in unemployment is minimal for those without
qualifications, modest for the intermediately qualified, and quite marked
for those with the Leaving Certificate. Most of the improvement, however,
had occurred by the end of 1984.
Changes in the relative unemployment rate, however, understate the
growing disadvantage of the most poorly qualified because a higher
proportion of them gradually pulled out of the labour force altogether -
particularly females. Over a quarter of unqualified females had returned to
"home duties" by November 1987, for instance, compared to 8 per cent of
Leaving Certificate and I per cent of third-level graduates (see Appendix
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Table A4.1 and Figures A4.1 and A4.2). This withdrawal fi’om the labour
force appears to be strongly associated with marriage (80 per cent are
married), ahhough well over half of young married women have not
retired from the labour force. However, compared to others, young
marrieds not retired from the labour force are less likely to have children,
and those retired with children have more of them. In addition, the less
qualified the young women are the more likely they are Io retire fi-om the
labour force on marriage or on the birth of children. Over two-thirds of
poorly qualified married females have retired, compared to less than 30
per cent of those with the Leaving Cerc
Table 4.1 : Relationship Between Ix.vel of Education Attained by 1982/83 and Labour Market
Outcomes tO’ 1983, 1984, 1987
Ix:vel of l’L4ucation 1982183
I 2 3 4 5 6
¯ No. Group Inte~ Post- Lear. In Third
QuaLm. C~’t. Cert. Inte,: C~’t. I~tel Total
(n-114) (n=131) (n=237) (n.94) (n=640) (n=390) (n=1640)
(I) % Total
Employed
(2) Uncmplllymcnt
Rate 1983 59 42 35 37 36 5 38
(% of those in 198,t 50 31 28 27 14 31 2,t
lat~)ur fi~rce) 1987 ,t3 27 28 21 1 I 10 19
(3) % orToml nol 1983 8.5 1.6 6.5 9.2 12.3 90.4 28.3
in labour 1984 7.8 3.6 4.4 2.8 68.4 18.9
f~Jrce 1987 13.2 2.3 8.0 12.7 6.0 14,6 8.3
(4) % Sludents 1983 - 2.2 8.6 9.9 87.0 26.0
(ofToud) 198,t - 0.9 3.3 0.8 67.1 17.1
1987 - - - I.I 13.6 3.7
(5) % Home I)ulies
(female) 1987 26.6 7.2 13.7 26.6 7.7 1.1 9.5
?1 ill 1.1"~ l$rl(ly 83 (n-103) (n-125) (n.223) (n-86) (n-56t) (n-38) (n-1136)
1983 37 57 61 57 56 9 44
1984 46 69 69 71 84 22 62
1987 ,19 72 66 69 8,1 77 75
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Figure 4.1: Unemployment Rate of School Leavers with 3
Levels of Qualifications in May 1983, November
1984 and November 1987
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Overall, therefore, there appear to be 3 different paths into the labour
force or alternative adult roles: (i) directly into employlnent or into
relatively secure long-term employment after some initial job-search
difficulties. This appears to hold for around two-thirds of those directly
entering the labour force upon leaving school. The probability of attaining
such secure employment is highly correlated with educational level
achieved. (it) At the other extreme, there is a very deprived group subject
to very high levels of unenaployment - unemployment which has persisted
for 5 to 6 years after leaving school. This is over one-third of those leaving
without any qualifications - but appears to hold for less than 10 per cent of
those leaving with even minimal edttcational qualifications. (iii) Finally,
amongst the most poorly qualified and most deprived female school
leavers there is a minority pattern of %vithdrawal" into "home duties". This
is mainly due to marriage and new household formation, but a similar
minority pattern occurs without marriage for the very poorly educated.
These latter patterns of retirement on early marriage or early family
formation are ahnost exclusively working class.
The following figure (4.2) crudely sunm~arises paths of access of the
differentially qualified to the labour market.
Figure 4.2: Ifelationship Between Educational Qualification and Labour Market Success
I.evel of Qualification
Place in Leaving
l~d~)ur Poorly Intermediate Cert. Third
Force Qualified Quals. Quals. I.cvel
1982/83 Mostly Over half Over half Delayed entry
unemployed employed, employed, for between
(c. 60%) over one-third one-third 2-8 years after
uneml~lO)’ed unemployed second-level
schooling
’1984/85 Half employed, Over two-thirds Over 80 pet cent Then almost
half unemployed employed, but over employed, ~5th very complete
a quarter relnain little unemployinent absorption
unemployed
1987/88 ,,’ks al~)ve tks above Most employed
I-[igh withdl-a,~’al Modcl~ttc withth,’a~l Little, if an)" ~4th(tra~l by young
of }’olnlg WOtllen ofyotlng women into wonlen into "home duties" roles
from labour Ibrce "home dnties" roles
into "home duties"
on marriage
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So, given the above and the quite biased distribution of post-school
training opportnnities, with the almost complete absence of "second
chance" education for those with less tban a Leaving Certificate
qualification, one would expect a very cleat" relationship between both
level and wpe of education and school leavers’ assessments of preparation
for aduh work roles. If successful transition to employment is the most
satisfactory outcome for most respondents, then the more vocationally
relevant one’s education, and the higher its level, the higher the level of
satisfaction is likely to be.
Objectively, tberefore, level of education is very important for labour
market success - but to what extent do school leavers perceive dais to be
the case? In the following we examine the importance these school leavers,
with their varying labour market experiences, attach to level of
qualification and subject "track" in getting jobs. As we shall see, their
perceptions appear to conform closely to actual experience.
The Perceived Impm’tance of Certification
The preceding restdts bare clearly demonstrated the importance of
educational level and certification for employment.
What importance do educational certifications come to acquire in
school leavers’ consciousness, however, or how preoccupied do they
become about them? It is possible to get some idea of this fi’om questions
asked of school leavers about the importance they thought employers
attached to different aspects of education and qualifications.
These questions were, of course, asked 5 to 6 years after respondents
had left school and entered the hd)om" force - limiting consideration to
those who did not go on to third-level. The answers, tberefore, do not
directly indicate what these school leavers thought when they were in
school - but are subsequent reflections based on at least 5 years’ post-
school experience. They do, however, indicate the relative saliency of
different educational and training attainments for yotmg people recently
left school and are, therefore, tmlikely to be very mttcb different from
tbose of their younger peers still in full-time education. As we shall see
later, poor educational attaitaments do not appear to be subsequently too
serionsly rationalised or "explained away"- indeed, quite the reverse, in
that poor educational attainers with very poor employment experience
appear to overempbasise the role of educational credentials. Consequently,
these views can be taken as safely repl-esentative of the matnre reflections
of recent school leavers about educational priorities and the effectiveness
of educational provision for work life.
First, we asked respondents: "For your first job what importance do you
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tliink your employer attached to tbe following ... in you getting the job?’’4
Five different aspects of educational attainment were mentionecl: highest
certificate achieved, examination results, particular subjects taken,
particular courses taken - like pre-enlploynlent, etc., and particular
(AJaCO/CERT) training courses.
The following figure (4.3) reports tim percentage of school leavers who
felt employers had placed "a lot" or "some" importance on these 5
educational or training attainments.
The .5 aspects of education dealt with were clearly ranked in terms of
their ])erceived importance in the labour market. Certifications came first
with around two-thirds of respondents regarding them as at. least of some
impot-tance. Next came the inlportallce of examination l’estllts and of
particular subjects taken in these examinations - with over 1 in 2
respondents regarding both of these as important. Particular pre-
employnlent Vocational COtll’Ses were important for almost 1 in 4
respondents. AnCO/CERT courses were, however, regarded as important
by only I in 6 respondents.
If we limit considel°ation tO those respondents who have had at least one
job - almost 90 per cent of all respondents - and who, therefore, have had
direct experience of a successful job search, the above figures do not
change tbeir relative position. Indeed, the only tbing that changes is that
in each case the proportionate importance of each aspect of education
declines by 2 or 3 percentage poinL~: those who have been least successful
think each of these aspects of education are more important.
Of those who have bad at least one job since leaving school, the
importance attached to these 5 aspects of education or training varies very
substantially by level of education. And the 3 aspects which most vary are
the importance of educational certificates, of examination results and of
particular subject taken.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the higher the level of education the more
important the type and level of certification becomes in getting a job.
Certifications appear less significant for the majority of those with
unskilled manual jobs, and for those with casual or temporary low skilled
jobs; mainly the jobs obtained by the poorly qualified. On the other hand,
almost 8 in 10 third-level graduates regarded certification as important,
and over 90 per cent of those with a university degree.
Differences in the relative importance of examination results, as well as
particular subjects taken, are almost equally as pronounced: those with
,t(For those never employed: "hnportancc employers attach to the fidlowing things in
giving jobs?’)
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Figure 4.3:Proportion of Respondents who felt Employers had placed
’a lot’ or ’some’ importance on five different elements
of their education (or training) in deciding whether to
give them their first job or not
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Figure 4.4:Percentage of Respondents with at least one lob who considered
that their educational certificates have been at least of
some importance to their employer In getting their lirst job
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none or low level qualifications finding thatthey are relatively unimportant
while over two-thirds of those with some third-level education find them to
be important, almost 40 per cent finding them to be very important.
Obviously, as educational certification level increases, respondents have
found that the connection between certification, examination success,
educational content, and job type and level tightens.
It could well be, of course, that, given their increasing level of
investment in education, it is necessary for the more qualified to believe
that it matters! This question of the possible validity of their views will be
examined in detail later; bnt what is very obvious is that for the kind of jobs
obtained b), poor educational achievers, their educational certification,
examination results and type of subjects do not appear to them to be very
important; for the highly qualified, on the other hand, they are very
important.
As to particular Vocational courses taken in school - like Vocational
Preparation and Training programmes (VPT) or commercial courses, etc.
- the only educational group who have found them to be significant are
Leaving or Intermediate Certificate respondents who have actually taken
these courses. There are no statistically significant differences by
educational level for the importance assigned to AnCO/CERT courses -
with over 80 pet" cent of respondents finding them of no importance in
getting jobs.
However, only about 10 per cent of school leavers had taken any
AnCO/CERT courses - counting only bona fide education-training
courses. Of these, a substantially higher proportion - 35 per cent - thought
they were of "a lot" of importance in the decision by employers to give
them their first job, and only 45 per cenl thought they were of no
importance. And the probability of reporting such courses as of
employment importance increased with the number of such courses taken.
There was no statistically significant tendency for the more poorly
educated to regard such courses as of lesser, or greateh importance than
the better educated.
Peculiarly for those who have never had a job and who are not currently
in full-time education, the relevance of educational certification appears to
lye more, not less, important. Their lack of educational credentials appears
to them to influence employers’ assessments of them to a greater extent
than it does to those who have been successful in the labour market. The
following figure (’1.5) illustrates this clearly.
The perceived relevance of certifications, in other words, is mote salient
for those who were economically unstlccessful at all levels of education;
and the lower the level of education the greater this relative difference.
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Figure 4.5: Proportions o! early school leavers - and ofth se who left with
least the Leaving Cert. - who:
(a)have had at least one job;and
(b) have never had any job;
who report that educational certiflcationswere at least ofome
importance to employers in deciding to give people a job.
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This clearly suggests that post-faclum rationalisalion is not an important
element in economically successful respondents’ assessments of the
relevance of such certification, i.e., they do not exaggerate the importance
of certification because they got a job. In fact, those poor attainers who
have l)een at least somewhat successful in the labour market, appear to
have somewhat more realistic judgements of the importance of
certification (given the quality of jobs attained) than those who were
unsuccessful. The latter apparently attach much greater significance to
educational failure in accounting for their lack of economic success, h is
ahnost as if their lack of success in the labour market causes them to assign
even more importance to educational credentials than is warranted. And,
as we can see from Figure 4.5, the poorer the level of education the much
more likely this is to occur. Poor educational attainers with no jobs place
ahnost as much importance on educational attainments as a discriminator
as do the most highly qualified with jobs.
In both cases - the economically successful and unsuccessful - the
greater the level of education attained the greater the importance attached
to it. This pattern holds for certificates, examination results, particular
subjects or particular vocational courses taken.
To conclude, therefore, educational certification is perceived as
important in actually securing a job in the first place - as well as affecting
the level of job attained, and is also perceived to be the most important of
the 5 aspects of educational attainment. Significantly, however, the lower
the level of certification the lower the relative importance attached to it.
This tendency, however, is much less marked amongst those who are
unemployed, who appear to regard the absence of qualification as a major
blockage to their own attainments.
7"he Relative hnportance of Different Subjects and Other Aspects of Education for
Work and Adult Life
If respondents agreed that education was at least of some importance in
preparing them for work and adult life, they were asked which subjects or
aspects of the education they had received were most usefnl, in (a) their
subsequent working life, and in (b) their related adult roles. The two
questions were open-ended and respondents could give a number of
responses to each. Responses were coded in the order in which they were
given.
Not unexpectedly, given the context within which the questions were
asked, individual subjects are the most fi’equently mentioned as "most
usefiW’ (see Table 4.2). The most frequently mentioned subject is Maths,
with 22 per cent mentioning it as the most important for work life. English
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]]iblc 4.2: The Relalive hnportance of Different Subjects and Aspects of F.ducation for Work Life. or
tLeiated Adult Role.s: % Mentioning Subject at Least Once- 2 Q3testions Amalgamated
Priority of I~vel of Education
subjects for 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
aspects of No Group Int~ Post Leaving Third x Sea"
Education Quals. Cert. C~’t. hlttn: Cert. Level A’I F
_%_ -%-
(I) Maths 23 43 46 42 37 33 45 31
(38%)
(2) English 32 22 45 39 37 31 26 44
(36%)
(3) Personal
Development 10 26 19 30 24 26 25 23
and Social Skills (23%)
(4) Business I I 8 15 19 18 16 13
Studies* (16%)
(5) Vocational 25 46 22 8 7 2 26 0.5%
SubjecL~* (13%)
(6) Science I 4 3 17 12 14 13 8
Subject* ( I 1%)
(7) Home 22 ,t 13 15 12 3 0 18
Economics* (10%)
(8) Total Basic
Education 57 51 67 66 58 55 59 58
(English + Maths, (59%)
+ 3Rs, etc.)
N = 1130
* Business Studies = Commerce, Business org., Accounting, Economics, etc.
Vocational Sul~jcc~ = Woodwork, Metalwork, Engineering Workshop, etc.
Science = Science, Physics, Chemistry etc,
Home Economics -- Domestic Science, Home Economics I & II. etc.
is the next most usefnl at 16 per cent; then (at l0 per cent) Vocational-
Technical Subjects, and Business Studies subjects (at 8 per cent). Home
Economics and Science are next at 5 per cent. Very small percentages
mention any other individual subject. A minority of respondents did not
mention any particular subject but emphasised aspects of general
development they experienced while at school. General personal and
social development was the most important of such benefits, being
mentioned by over 6 pet" cent of respondents.
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The above table (4.2) briefly summarises the relative importance of 8
different sul)jects or aspects of education to either of the two questions
dealing with this issue.
"Basic Education" (almost exclusively Maths or English) is mentioned by
almost 40 per cent of respondents. Tbis reaches almost 60 pet" cent if both
are combined with responses like the "3 Rs", etc. But surprisingl}; given the
context of the questions asked, by fat" the most important other aspect of
education mentioned was personal and social development - at 23 per
cent. After that, Business Studies and VocationaI-Teclmical studies were
empbasised by 16 and 13 pet" cent of respondents respectively. Science and
Home Economics were mentioned by less than 1 in 9 of respondents.
The relationship of the subject mentioned to level of education is quite
pronounced in most cases - though not linearly. For Maths and English,
for instance, both the lowest and highest educational attainment categories
were amongst the least likely to regard them as important.
The direct relationship to education, however, is very pronounced for
Vocational-Technical subjects, as well as for Business Studies and Science
sul)jects. For Vocational-Technical studies the relationship is especially
marked, being substantially more important for those who leave school
early, particularly for boys with the Group Certificate. The opposite
relationship holds for Business Studies and Science - the higher the level
the greater the importance. The relationship of Home Economics to
educational level is the reverse, being most significant for the most poorly
educated girls.
The importance of personal and social development has no consistent
relationship to educational level - except that those who left without any
qualitications gave it extremely low priority.
~,’~q~at is noticeable, therefore, for the basic "3Rs" subjects is the greater
importance attached to them by those leaving school with intermediate
qualifications. It has ol)viously been experienced as most salient and
important for them. Over 2 out of 3 of Inter Cert respondents mention
one of these basic subjects/skills. It appears, therefore, as if the most
poorly educated, when in jobs, do not experience the need for basic
linguistic and mathematic skills to the same extent as do those with Inter
Cert qualifications. On the other band, the best qualified do not appear to
meet occasions where their objectively better linguistic and mathematical
skills are so stretched that they become preoccupied about them. Tbe
other "subjects" mentioned have a clearer relationship to educational level,
any discrepancies - as in Home Economics - being usually explicable by
gender differences.
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Gender is ahnost equally as differentiating as educational level, as is
eviclent from the last colunm of the table. While Maths is a male
preoccupation, English is a female one. But the most marked gender
difference is for Vocational-Technical subjects and Home Economics. Bolh
of these are ahnost exclusively single gender preoccupations - to the point
where Vocational suhjects equal English in importance for males, and
Home Economics ahnost equals Personal and Social Development for
females, l?,oth Vocational-Technical subjects and Home Economics are
particularly important for those leaving school with a Group Cert.
Conclusions
This chapter has examined the ever-tightening bond belween
educational certification and labour nmrket success over the 1980s, and
school leavers’ perceptions of the importance of their educational
outcomes in tiffs regard.
Three broad pathways into aduh life - if not always into secure
employment - exist amongst these school leavers: (i) relatively directly inlo
somewhat secure employment and associated aduh roles - particularly
amongst the better qualified; (ii) a deprived group subject to enduring
high levels of unemployment, particularly amongst the poorly qualified;
and (iii) "withdrawal" fi’om the labour force into "honle duties" by female
school leavers from the most poorly qualified groups. Thus, there appears
to be a clear failure of educational preparation for the lal)our market
amongst a significant minority of school leavers; a failure they themselves
clearly perceive.
In general, school leavers thought that their level of educational
certification was an important factor in getting a job, though perceived as
less important by the most poorly qualified, clearly reflecting their position
tit the lower end of the labour market. Those withont a job, however,
attribute an even greater importance to qualificalions as a factor in gaining
employment. This is especially so amongst the least qualified. The actual
labour market disadvantage of the most poorly qualified without jobs is,
therefore, clearly reflected in their own perceptions of educational failure
and its relevance.
Finally, as regards subject choice, while Maths, English and basic
education tire ahnost universally seen as !mportant for working life, there
was also a strong emphasis on Vocational/Technical subjects amongst boys
- particularly the less qualified; and on Home Economics amongst equally
disadvantaged girls.
APPENDIX 4
Appendix Table A4.1 : I’ercentage~ P2mployed, Unempho, ed, Student, Home Duties and Otlun in May 1983, November 1984 and
November 1987 by I~,vel of Education 1983
I 2 3 4 5 6
No Group Int~ Post Leaving Third
Quals. Can’t. Cert. Inte~ Cert. I~vel
M       F       M       F       M       F       M       F       M       F       M       F
Per ceTzt
% Employed:
May 1983 40 47 53 55 63 61 64 58 54 55 8 I I
Nov 198,t 44 53 67 65 70 67 85 67 76 80 23 20
Nov 1987 66 43 70 72 70 63 79 59 84 81 79 74
% Unemployed
1983 53 44 43 42 32 34 33 37 33 30 6 I
1984 53 38 31 27 27 31 15 23 14 14 10 10
1987 32 29 29 14 29 24 21 19 13 10 7 I I
Unemployment Rate (32.7) 40.3 29.3 16.3 29.3 27.6 21 24.4 13.4 II 8.1 12.9
% "Student"
1983 I 4 - 2 1 4 I 14 12 86 88
1984 I I - - 4 - 2 I O 3 64 69
1987 2 .... 3 2 14 13
% ~Home Duties"
1983 I 6 - 3 I 4 - 4 I - -
1984 5 - 5 - 9 3 - I
1987 26 - I I 12 - 21 7 - I
% ill, disabled 6 2 1 I - I 1% 2% - -
or other 3 2 I - 2% -
(i.e., discoui,’aged) 2 - 1 1 I - I% 1%
)-
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Figure A4.1: Unemployment Rate (% unemployed of those in thelabour force) of differentially
qualified school leavers;May 1983, November 1984,November 1987.
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Figure A4.2: The Change in the Proportion of those with ’No Qualifications’ who are
Employed,Unemployed or in "Home Duties’, for each Gender 1983 to 1987
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Chapter 5
SCHOOL Id?.A VERS’ ASSESSMENTS OF THE IfI’ILITY OF THEIR
EI)UCATION FOR WORK AND ASSOCIATED tlDULT ROLES
Having examined the actual and perceived importance of educational
qualifications in preparing school leavers for the labour market, we now go
on to analyse these school leavers’ assessments of the utility of their
education for work and related adult roles. The main objective of the
chapter is to explain why these assessments wiry so nluch - why so positively
ewlluated by some and so negatively evahtated by others. The main
hypotheses guiding the analysis have been elaborated in Chapters I and 4
attd will be detailed in summary form here. tLs we have hypothesised that a
large nunWer of variables interact with each other to infhtence such
assessments we use mnhiple regression methods to nleasure their relative
effects. However, betbre we examine the joint effecL~ of all tim independent
variables on the overall attitudinal scale measuring school leavers’ general
assessments of education as preparation for work, we briefly illustrate the
relative importance of the most important social background and
educational mediating factors on school leavers’ assessments.
First, we look briefly again at school leavers’ own educational priorities:
particularly the priority of educational preparation for work roles.
Secondly, we examine the patterns of satisfaction with the achievement of
this goal. Thirdly, since level of education and certification appears to be
one of the most important variables predicting employment chances, we
examine in detail its relationship to school leavers’ assessments of the
utility of their schooling in this respect. Besides level of edncation, the type
of education received is also attended to, particularly the type of subjects
speclalised in, or "track" chosen, or assigned to - for example, a highly
Academic, Honours level "track"; a Vocational-Technical "track"; or a lower
"general" Pass level curricular "track". In addition, one’s soclo-economic
background, gendei, and remoteness of place of origin are also likely to
affect both employment chances and one’s satislaction with education - in
that they are likely to both influence e:~pectations for schooling, as well as
satisfaction with it. Having middle class parents, being male and being
fi’om more urbanised areas is likely to both increase level of expectation
and level of dissatisfaction - all other relevant variables being controlled.
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Fourthly, we will try to explain what lies be.hind the differences in school
leavers’ satisfaction with the ~work utility" of schooling. Besides their actual
success or failure in getting a job and their assignment of responsibility for
these labour market outcomes to educational attainments - which we
examined in the last chapter - we will also examine variation in school
leavers’ expectations for such utilitarian schooling priorities as preparation
for work, and in their complaints regarding the fulfilment of these
expectations.
Prio~ties and Satisfaction with Education for Working Life
As we saw in Chapter 3 there is an ahnost universal emphasis among
school leavers on education as a preparation for work life and adult roles.
It is assigned an only slightly lower priority than "basic education" and an
almost equivalent priority to personal and social development. The strong
priority given to these utilitarian employment aspects of education is
emphasised by some results discussed later, where preparation for work
figures strongly among unprompted complaints about defects in
education, whereas tile absence of personal and social development
programmes does not (see Table 5.5). These priorities are somewhat
differentiated by level of education as we saw in the previous chapter.
There is a slight tendency for the better educated - particularly those
"choosing" Academic "tracks", and third-level entrants, to place less
priority on utilitarian goals, and more priority on general preparation for
aduh life goals. But these differences are minor, so that the priority of
preparation for working life seems to be an almost universal one among
school leavers of all levels.
Howevm, while a very high priority is placed on education for working
life, the level of satisfaction with tile provision of such education is in
general very low. Tile general level of satisfaction is measured by the
responses to the questions on the third evaluative dimeosion identified in
Chapter 3- that of "Preparation for Work Life". As we saw, those 9
attitudinal items load moderately to highly on factor 3, which broadly
indicates attitudes towards the adequacy of education for work life and
related adtflt roles. Tile scaled responses to these 9 items are highly
intercorrelated and the overall scale constructed has very high overall
reliability (alpha = .84). The detailed responses to these questions have
been given in Chapter 3 but Figure 5.1 below summarises those responses
which relate specifically to work life.
As can clearly be seen from these responses, the average school leaver
does not have tile highest opinion of her/his second-level schooling as a
preparation for working life. Between one-third to one-half have positive to
Figure 5.1: School Leavers’ Assessments of the Adequacy of Their Education
for Work Life
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6: "Programmes Provided to help get a Good Job"
7: "Programmes Provided Preparing you for Adult Life in general"
8: "Increased Ability to Play a Full and Responsible Part in Society"
9: "Better Understanding of the World of Work"
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very positive views while about the same proportions have very negative
views (see also Table 5.1). Dissatisfaction with second-level education
progranames as an adequate preparation for work life and related adult
roles is, therefore, general but widely variable. Dissatisfaction appears to be
greatest with the provision of coping skills for everyday work life.
Table 5. I : Percentage of Rt.spondmtL~ with very Negative Asse.ssmtnts of the Ade~tacy of Education for
Work Life, by Level of Education by 1983
I~vel of FMucatlanal Attainment in 1983
I 2 3 4
Post-
Pro Group Intec Inter
Qua& Cert. Cert.    Cert.
5 6
7btal
Leaving hi Third Correlation"
Cert. 12vel    (Pear*on)
(I) (3101) Extent-things
learned have been of use
in coping ~dth work life
(2) (3201) Extent towhich
gained from education in
preparing you for adult
life in genetzd
(3) (3409) Extent to which
education "increased
chances of getting a
good .job"
(4) (3405) Education provided
"a better understanding of
the world of work"
(5) (3514 ) Percentage saying
that educational pro-
grammes were not at all
provided - to prepare
people "to get a good job"
% Sa)qng K, tucation was of"No Use"
54 37 32    29    24
% Saying Fducation was of"No Use"
65 33     31 28 25
% Saying it was of"No Help"
69 29     37 39 22
%Saying~Vot At AU Provided"
64 38 47    52    52
%Stoqng"Not At A~Provided"
67 41     38 34 28
23     r =-.18
23     r = -.20
19 r = -.25
62 r = .07
22 r =- .20
File correlatmns wtth the remaining 4 items were:
(6) (3404) "Prepareyouwellforadnltlifeingcneral":
(7) (3408) "Able to playa full and rea.~onable part in your society":
(8) (3516) "Able to a goodjob well":
(9) (3301) Felt strongly that education qacked something or major defects in it"
( i.e. the higher tile level of eduention, the more respondent felt it was
defective. This anomaly with be deah with later).
r = -.06
r =-.11
r =-.18
r = +.14
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As clearly indicated in Chapter 4 level of education is one of tbe most
discriminating characteristics in gaining enlployment and is thought by
school leavers themselves to be the factor of most significance. How dais
affects school leavers’ views about the adequacy of their education for work
life is therefore examined next.
Educational Level and Satisfaction
As educational level attained is strongly related to labour market success
we would expect it to have a su’ong impact on school leavers’ assessments
of the adequacy of their education for work life. It is no surprise then that,
taking, the most typical item and those most highly correlated with the
general, 9 item, scale, the above table (5.1) shows a very clear relationship
to educational level attained for most items.
Tbere is obviously a quite pronounced correlation with level of
education attained for all but one of these items - with the most highly
dissatisfied in all cases being the most poorly educated. Up to two-thirds of
tbose leaving without any qualification have extremely negative views about
the adequacy of their education for work life over almost all items. Tbis
declines to between a quarter to one-fifth of tbose with Leaving Certifcate
or bigbcr qualifications. Given the more practical or vocational character
of the education received by those leaving with a Group or Intermediate
Certificate, dais is rather surprising. The reason, of course, may well be, as
we have ah’eady seen, the increasing probability of employment with level
of certifcation received.
In general, the highest correlations appear to be with items that deal
with help in getting jobs or generally coping with jobs and associated aduh
life roles. And the lowest correlations are with those items which deal with
specific knowledge or understanding of the world of work. In other words,
increasing educational level achieved is being assessed as succeeding more
in providing access to employment, or in providing knowledge or
understanding about work life itself. Those leaving schools witb an
Intermediate or Group Certifcate, for instance, having mostly specialised
in the more vocational or practical curricula, were, not surprisingly, the
least dissatisfied with their education in providing them with an
ttnderstanding of the world of work or specific knowledge and skills that
were of direct use.
Subject Specialisation and Satisfaaion
Besides level of education, the type of second-level education received -
whether an Academic, Vocational-Technical, or "general" Pass level, subject
package - is also likely, it has been argued, to affect satisfaction witb
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students of Vocational oriented courses being likely to be the most
satisfied. In Appendices A5.1 to A5.2 we show how we developed a set of
subject/level categories ("tracks") in which pupils specialised.
Broadly, 7 "track" types are isolated: (i) those without any qnalifications
- about whose subjects we have no infornmtion; (it) "High Academic" - at
least 3 Honours Academic subjects, besides h’ish, English and Pass
Maths. These academic specialisations are usually in Science, Languages
and Honours Maths.; (iii) general, Pass level, "academic" subjects;
(iv) Vocational-Technical (more than 2 vocational subjects); (v) History/
Geography with Business Studies, or Arts (Art or Music) subjects;
(vi) "General", with Home Economics; (vii) general, shallow and wide
range of Pass level, mostly non-academic, subjects.
As is cleat- from the resnhs in Table 5.2, "track" allocation/choice is
highly correlated with level of education attained, as well as with gender.
Table 5.2:" l’rack "Alloca mn by level of Educatton" and Gender"
F~ducational I~el
I 2 3       4
71’ack No QuaLm. Group Cert. Inter Cert. Leaving Cert.
+ Matffc.
Gender       Gender       C~rnder      C~u~er
M     F     M     F     M     F     M     F
-Per Cent.
(O) No Qualifications
(No Information). 100 100 - -
(I) High Academic
- - 1.1 0.8 49.7 44.7
(2) Genc~l Pass
Academic Level 1.5 5.0 10.2 6.3 7.5 5,8
(3) Vocational-Technical - 74.3 - 50.8 12.9
(4) Social Science -
Commerce Subjects or Arts
- 7.2 35.0 25.4 53.5 20.6 24.4
(5) Home Economics +
C.e n el ,’al courses
- 35.0 0.6 21.1 0.6 20.0
(6) Pztss level
Shallow or General Curricular
(more limited no. of subjcct.s) - 14.9 25.0 12.4 18.8 8.6 4.9
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
(N) 68 68 105 20 177 128 465 586
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Males leaving with a Group Certificate have ahnost exclusively "specialised"
in or were allocated to, Vocational-Technical subjects. Those leaving at
Intermediate Certificate level were almost equally Vocationally specialised.
Poorly educated females were more evenl), scattered across three broad
general eotu’se types, all at Pass level: the social sciences with Commerce,
or Arts, or Home Economics with other general subjects; or a broad and
general, Pass level, course across many other subjects. At Intermediate
Certificate level, while over half the male leavers have taken Vocational-
Technical stnbjects, the rest are scattered over a range of Pass level
"general" courses. For eqtfivalently qualified females, on the other hand,
the main "specialisation" was in "Social Science", Commerce and Arts, with
Home Economics as all alternative Pass level option.
At Leaving Certificate level the dominant "track" is the Honours level
Academic one; with males more likely to take Science and Adwmced Maths
courses than females. While I in 8 males had specialised in Vocational-
Technical subjects at this level, almost twice as many had taken the Social
Seienee/Commerce/Art~ options. So the Vocational-Technical specialisation
is primarily a junior cycle one, with only around 1 in 4 of such Vocational-
Technical "specialists" having a Leaving Certificate. While Social Science
with Arts subjects are mainl), female options, the main differentiating option
for females at senior cycle level is that of Home Economics.
In the following figure (5.2) we summarise the relationshiI) fouud
between subject specialisation, or "track" as named in the American
litefa, ture, and school leavers’ satisfaction with their education for work life
(see Appendix Table 5.3 fox- more details). The two items selected here are
the p.vo work relevant items most highly correlated with the general "work
factor" (see Chapter 3).
Clearly, those leaving without any qualification are the least satisfied.
Those with a Pass level, "general Academic", education, on" those with a
broad but shallow (on" non- specialised), Pass level, option are the next most
dissatisfied. But those specialised in Vocational-Technical subjects tend to be
generally as satisfied as those leaving with a high Honours Academic
(Langtmges, Science, l-lonours Maths) speciality; although even here only
about a third of those school leavers are fully satisfied with their schooling.
So, the order is much as predicted for the responses to questions about
education for "getting a job", or preparation for working life: the most
academieall), qualified are the most s.atisfied, while the completely
tmqualified are the least satisfied in all cases. But after these tmqualified
school leavers, the next least satisfied were those who had taken, on" been
assigned, a broad and shallow, Pass level, sul)iect package (with generally
one subject taken in each specialist area).
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Figure 5.2: Percentage of Respondents who say their
education was ,
(a)of ’quite good or ’great’ use. in coping with
employment and working life
(b)increased ’chances of tting a good job ’a iot’
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~ (a)coping with work    ~ (b)getting good job
1: NO Qualifications (No Information)
2: High Academic or High Honours Specialised
3: Low Honours (3) and General Academic
4: Vocational Technical Specialised
5: Social Science and Commerce/Art
6: General Less Academic Low Honours and Home Economics
7: Shallow General Non-Academic Pass Level Courses
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In these respondents’ views, therefore, the most satisfactory ctlrricuhlnl
was tile high Academic one - with three or nlore Honours level subjects,
almost exclusively at Leaving Certificate level. But tile second most satisfied
group of customers is tile Vocational-Technical group, usually with
Group/hirer Cert qualifications. This advantage of tile high Academic
curriculum occurs despite tile filct that it is assessed as the least satisfactory
in providing an "understanding of the world of work", while the
VocationaI-Teclmical speciality is assessed as tile most satisfactory in these
respects (see Appendix Table A5.3). There is also an interesting gap
between respondents’ assessment of the practical usefulness of their
Vocational-Technical speciality (42 pet" cent found it useful) and the extent
to which it was Felt to increase the chances of getting a good joh (only 30
per cent responding positively). This suggests a bias in enq)loyment
decisions against Vocational-Technical specialities, given the actual
experience of school leavers of this education as useful at work. Such a gap
does not show up to such an extent for any other subject track.
So, assessments of tile adequacy of one’s education for work life vary
significantly by level of education, as well as by curricular track. One
interpretation of these restilts is that it is because "Pass level" school leavers
are assigned, or facilitated to "choose", a Pass level "Academic general"
(History/Geography with Arts or Comnlerce) "track", that their educational
experiences are the least satisfactory. These options are "l)ackaged" by the
school, but perhaps perceived by tile pupils and by employers, as general
"Pass level" tracks which have clear labelling effects.
It appears, therefore, as if the residue of a strong Vocational bias in
education still occurs for boys with poorer academic prospects and who
leave school with junior cycle qualifications. Within tile education course,
per se, there is no equivalent Vocational specialisation for girls. They tend to
be catered for by "general courses" in History/Geography, Business Studies
and Arts or Heine Economics. There is, however, substantial "post-
educational" vocational training given for such girls, once tile)’ complete
their examinations. These, generally "Commercial", Vocational courses
appear to function in much tile same way for tile less academically able girls
as tile Vocational/Technical specialisation does for boys. Neither of these
options, however, now provides a secure route into either craft or clerical
type jobs, as tile), (lid ten years ago. They still provide important bridges into
tile labour force, however, and, as we have seen, are generally very positively
assessed by school leavers.
Why Educational Assessment.s" Vary - The Joint l’2ffects o fAil Va14ables
The combined or joint effects of various independent variables on
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attitudes to the adequacy and utility of education for work life are analysed
using multiple regression. The main hypotheses guiding tile analysis are
those proposed in Chapter 1.
The main variable to be explained is the 9 item attitudinal scale which is
a su’aightforward Likert-type summative scale of all the scored responses to
the 9 items included in Factor 3, ah-eady described in Chapter 3. The
scaled responses to all these items are highly intercorrelated - with an
average inter-item correlation of .36. The overall reliability of dais scale is
very high (Alpha = .84) - indicating a much more reliable, or "purer",
measure of the underlying construct "assessment of the adequacy of
educational preparation for work" than any of the individual items. Since
the item dealing with "defects" in education detracts slightly from the
overall reliability of the scale, and has a somewhat different meaning for
the other items, it has been excluded fi’om the scale. It will be dealt vcith
later in the chapter. The scale values vary from 1.0 to 3.0. The higher the
score the more negative the attitude. The 8 item scale has a mean value of
2.08 and a standard deviation of .507. The average attitude therefore tends
towards the negative pole.
As ah’eady discussed in Chapter 1 and elaborated at the beginning of
Chapter 4 the variables hypothesised to affect such "work adequacy"
assessments were: first, ascriptive social background factors - father’s
occupational status, level of education attained by respondent’s mother, and
whether fathers were unemployed - are the main family status factors used.
In addition, the individual’s gender and the degree of remoteness of the
individual’s place of origin is also included. The 4 family status variables are
measured using conventional social scales. Occupational status is a 6 item
occupational social status scale (see O’Hare, Whelan, Commins, 1991 for
details). Mother’s education is scaled from 1 (primary education) to 5
(university degree). Gender and father’s unemployment status are dmnmy
variables (1 = female, 0 = male; 1 = unemployed, 0 = not). Remoteness is a
"size x distance" measure of the respondent’s home community which varies
from a score of 1 for Dublin to a top score of 580 for small area country
communities in North West Mayo (see Sexton, Walsh, Hannan, McMahon,
1991 for details). It measures the extent of rurality and remoteness of places
of origin indicated by last school attended.
Educational attainment level and type of education are measured by a
number of variables. Level attained by 1987 is scored from I for early leavers
without qualifications to 9 for those with a university degree. Subject "track"
is indicated by 2 variables - the number of purely Academic, Honours level
courses taken, and the number of Vocational or Technical subjects taken. In
addition whether the individual had taken a full-time post-examination
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Commercial-Vocational course or not is used in the analysis.
Post-school employment experience is measured by two variables. The
first is the proportion of time the respondent spent unenaployed while in
tile labour force and tile second is the proportion of her or his fi-iends who
are unentployed.
Tile results are given in three multiple regression equations in Table 5.3.
Equation 1 examines tile direct effects of the social background variables.
It showed that three variables are of significance: fathers’ occupational
status, fathers’ unenlp]oynlent and t’emoteness. Neither gender nor
mothers’ education are of any significance. The lower the status of the
father the more negative tile attitude - and respondents whose fathers
were uneln[)loyed were also more negative in their views. As we can see in
Equation 2, however, these socio-economic effects are fully mediated by
educational level and type. Working class respondents are more negative in
their views largely because they receive a poorer education. Remoteness,
however, is a far more important and robust predictive variable. The more
urbanised the community of origin tile more negative tile assessment of
educational i)reparation for work. And controls for educational level
attained do not to any great extent mediate or reduce the effect. Level of
expectations appear to be the only likely explanation - persons fi’om the
more urbanised communities expect more from education.
Equation 2 examines the effect, of educational level and t),pe - using tile 5
variables already described. Almost all of these prove to be significant. Tile
higher the level of respondents’ education and the greater the number of
Honours Academic or Vocational-Technical subjects taken the more positive
their evaluation of educational preparation for work; and the more likely
tile), are to have taken a post-examination Vocational preparation course tile
more positive their views also. All of tile educational-vocational hypotheses
are, therefore, strongly supported. The most negative school leavers are
those who left school without any or with very poor qualifications,
particularly those who had taken a Pass level general "track". Tile most
negative are those who had not gone on to take a Vocational preparation
course once they had completed their state education examinations.
It is not surprising, perhaps, that the more vocationally oriented courses
taken the more positive the attitude - thotlgh it is unexpected that the
combined effects of the two variables measuring this are greater than for
level of education attained. It is even more surprising that attendance at a
Vocational school has an additional positive effect- with none of the other
school types showing any effect. Obviously the ethos anti Vocational bias of
the Vocational school has clear - though minor - positive effects on school
leavers’ attitudes.
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Tal)le 5.3: Multiple Reg’ression Coefficimtl.~ of Effects of 12 Indepmldent I/ariables on l~ponse~’:
Altitude~ toward the Adequacy of Schooling as a Prqmration for IVork life
Etptation I Fquation 2 Equation 3 Pearson
Ind~endent Effects of I + Effects I + 2 + Fffects CorrelationVadablez
Education of Social of Subsetp~ent Coefficient
and Traiaing Background Unemployment and + IVork
I~triable.~ Level of Occup. Attitude~
attainment
Beta Beta Beta r
wls. wt.~. wls.
A. Social Background Factors
I. Father’s Occ. Status
.08* .01 .03 .09
2. Mother’s Education .03 -.01 -.02 .05
3. Father’s Unemployment .07* .04 .02 .08
4. Remoteness -.15"*
-.11"* -.12" -.14
5. Gender -.03 -.07
-.04 -.03
B. F~ducation
6. Level of Education
-.18"* -.16"* -.18
7. Whether had taken a post-
cert. vocational u-aining
- .I 3** -. 12** -. 15
course immediately on
completing Group/Inter.
or Leaving Cert exam.
8. No. ofAcademic honours
courses taken in
- .08* - .05 -. 13
Leaving Certificate
9. No. of Vocational and
technical subjects taken -. 17** -. 15**
-. I 0
10. Attended a vocational scfiool
-.09** -.10"* -.09
C. Post~School Employment
I1. % of time spent
unemployed since entered
.14"* .20
Labour Force
12. Proportion of Friends
.07* .14
Unemployed
R2= .034 . I I I .136 .025
F= 6.1 10.9 11.4
N = 883 883 883
p < .01 < .01 < .01
** Statistically significant at .01 level.
* Statistically significant at.05 level.
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Equation 3 examines the additional effects of post-school enlpto)’ment
experience controlling for all preceding variables. It shows a very clear
additional effect of tmemployment - the longer the period tmemployed
the more negative the attitude. And the more respondents are involved in
high tmemplo),nlent fi’iendship - and, as we have ah’eady seen, family -
networks, the nlol-e negative the attitude. The contextual and reference
group effects of being members of high unemployment groupings are
therefore significant though small. One’s own unemployment experience,
however, irrespective of level and type of educational attainment, has a
much clearer negative effect. To a limited extent, therefore - accounting
for somewhat less than one-fifth of tile explained variance - post-school
employment or’unemployment experience is influencing evaluative
judgements of preceding schooling quality independently of the level and
nature of the education received.
The addition of these unen~ployment variables to tile regression,
however, has very little influence on the effects of the preceding social
background and educational variables. So, irrespective of actual I:lbour
market experience, better and more vocationally educated respondents
from more remote areas evahlale their education nluch more positively
than others.
Very poorly educated urban males with no Vocational-Technical subjects,
no post-certificate school based training and with a poor employment
history (over two-thirds of time in the labour force spent unemployed),
Imve an average score of 9.39 - a highly negative evaluation if we compare
them to the average score on the "work-attitudes" scale at 9.08. At tile
other extrente are rural males with Leaving Certificate qualifications but
with at least some Vocational-Technical qualification, or with some post-
school vocational training. These have an average score of 1.88.
So on this delimited dimension, schooling is being evaluated positively
on the basis not only of level of education attained and certification effects
on employment, but also in terms of its Vocational-Technical content, as
well as extent of post-school Vocational training. Most of the latter did help
in attaining employment (see Appendix A.5.4). But, even irrespective of
this effect, both level of certification and type of education had positive
attitudinal effects. It appears, howeveh to be only the VocationaI-Teclanical
content of education that has such attitudinal effects, not I-lonours levels
or strength of Academic contents, even though the latter has a stronger
effect on employment chances.
Interestingly, it is not level of education or certification, perse, that is tile
most important predictive variable in unemployment reduction but
membership in a high (HonotH’s level) Academic track. But Vocational-
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Technical qualifications are also significant. Both "track" specialisations
have positive and independent effects, therefore, on unemployment
reduction; but only membership of Vocational-Technical "tracks"
significantly affects school leavers’ attitudes independently of level of
education.
So, while class of origin and type of track - or educational/training
channel, appear to be important discriminatory variables in explaining the
extent of tmemploynlent experience (see Appendix Table A5.4) it is levelof
certification, as well as specialisation in a Vocational track, that have the
main discriminatory effects on education-for-work assessments. In the
latter case both socialisation and "certifcation" effects are present, as well
as some presumed correspondence between applied curricular contents
and work demands.
As was clear fi’om the results of the factor analysis in Chapter 3 ahhongh
the recognition of defects in education was closely linked to feelings of
dissatisfaction with education for work - and is included in that factor,
responses to this item were also so highly correlated with intentions to
correct defects (which was poorly correlated with the work factor) that
the), both emerged as a separate factor in the analysis. However, given our
hypotheses and the inclusion of the "defect" items in the "work factor", we
will discuss the main restllts here.
Perception of Defects in Schooling and Intentions to Correct Such Defects
We have already seen in Chapter 4 the general recognition of the
importance of educational qualifications in employment decisions,
particularly among the less successful. We have also noted the almost
universally prescriptive nature of the utilitarian priority of education for
work and adult life, again particularly strong among the less well educated.
In this chapter a striking concentration of dissatisfaction with utilitarian
education has emerged (see Tables 5.2 and 5.4) and we have identified the
most poorly educated and those with no Vocational-Technical
specialisation as the most dissatisfied. We would expect, therefore, in line
with our hypotheses, that the more poorly educated wou]d be far more
likely to fault or find defects in their education; though they may be less
likely to articulate precisely what it is that is wrong with it. To investigate
this the following tables provide school leavers’ answers to questions about
perceived serious defects in their education as well as their intentions to
correct thenl.
Table 5.4 shows clearly that those "rational" hypotheses are not supported
- at least in regard to strongly held explicit critiques of education: in Fact,
the most critical are the most highly educated.
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Table 5.4: Extent to which I?~spondeTtts Felt that Education Lacked Something or that Thm’e Were
Major DefecL~ in It
Level of I’ducation
Was I’-ducation I 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Defective ?
%
% Yes, it w,~s
defective 44        40 36 55 60 60 53
(n) (77)     (90) (158) (70) (397) (224) (1052)
x2 = 66.5 p < .001
just over half of the sample say that their education was defective, with
the more highly educated most likely to be critical. Around 40 per cent of
those leaving at or before the hater Gert are critical compared to 60 per
cent of those at Leaving Cert or higher levels. The most positive are those
with an Inter Cert, the least positive are those with a Leaving Cert, while
the least qualified hold an intermediate position. Given our findings on
level of satisfaction with schooling for work, why has this unexpected result
occurred? Obviously there is a very high level of stratification of school
leavers’ expectations - of what they want, or think they can gain, from
education. Given the counter intuitive nature of these results, it appears
that their expectations for education and their beliefs that it can intervene
successfully in their lives are very highly structured. While those with most
qualifications expect most from it and obviously believe it can deliver,
those with few qualifications expect less from education - and appear less
likely to believe that it conld provide useful resources to them. Those with
poorest education of all, however, obviously cannot have expected more
from it than the intermediately qualified. So, their greater fauh finding
with education has to be explained by other and more material motives -
mainly the failure to get satisfactory employment.
The nature or kind of criticisms made of education by those who
thonght their education had been defective also shows this counter
intuitive pattern (see Appendix Table A5.5). Two main criticisms emerge:
the narrow Academic hias of tile curriculum - particularly tile dominance
of subject based Academic content, aud tile lack of practical or utilitarian
relevance of the education received for work life or for the practical
demands of living after school. Almost 60 per cent of all respondents gave
either of these critiques. Interestingly both were most characteristic of the
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senior cycle "earl), leavers" - and much less so of the early junior cycle
leavers. The latter were more likely to be critical of the way schools were
0his)managed or run and of interpersonal relationships and curricular
and instructional arrangements within the school. Such earl}, leavers were
also fat" more likely to make very generalised criticisms which they found
very difficuh to tie down to specific defects.
Interestingly, when we take specific volunteered complaints - given
without prompting (Table 5.5) - defects ira the general (non-vocational)
preparation for life after school, or complaints about the absence of
personal and social development programmes, do not figure as serious
preoccupations. Obviously it is the very practical utility of schools, and
preoccupation about the defects of the everyday conventional operations
of schools, that draws attention.
Table 5.5: "/’lie Nature. and Rdative Extent of "Complaints" made, by School Leavers about Educatimz,
by LeTml of Education and Gender
Defects ? Educational I~v, tel
(I) Too academic and too
intellectually biased -
too narrowly fi)cuscd:(%)
/ 2 3 4 5
%
40 41 41 53 55 62
(p < .05)
(2) Inutility ~raduh
li~:(%) t6
(3) Inutility for Work
Life:(%) 9
(4) Critique of school
organisadon, school 36
classes, curricula,
teachers, etc: (%)
27 37 45 42    38
(p < .05)
28     36     21 32     26
(p, n.s.)
42     26     25 27     31
(p, n.s.)
Total(N) (34) (36) (58) (38) (240) (133)
Total
%
-S~x-
6 M F
53 53
(53)
39     37
(38)
28     30
(29)
29     30
(29)
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Respondents were, in fact, allowed two open-ended responses to the
question on educational defects. B), combining these in the above table
(5.5) we find that around half of them made at least one complaint about
the over-academic nature of the curriculuna, and somewhat over half about
the lack of pracdcal relevance of their education for work or related adult
roles (see Appendix Table A5.6 for fnrther detail).
As to the criticisms of inadequacy of preparation for work and adnlt life
the most critical respondents tended to be those with Inter Cert
qualifications, and the least critical those with no qualifications. The
Academic "bias" criticisms tended to be most characteristic of those with
Leaving Certificate or higher" qualifications. On the other hand, the
generatised cri’tiques of schools as organisations, of the qnalit), of
relationships witb teachers, and other school-specific factors, teraded to be
most characteristic of the most poorly qualified. Of course, as Hannan with
Boyle (1987) show, the schools with the greatest differentiation between
pupils and the most rigid structuring of education tend to be those with
predominantly working.class pupils, especially bo),s. This system of rigidity
and differentiation leads to higher levels of within-school stratification, to
greater polarization amongst the pupils and to higher dropout rates. This
may account in part for the more generalised school-based criticisms of the
most poorly qualified, as their experience of the school as an institntion
may be significantl), different fi’om, and less satisfying, than those of the
better qualified pupils. However, in each of these cases differences are
minor and are statistically significant only for critiques of preparation for
adnlt life and of the Academic bias of the school -where in both cases the
better edncated tended to be the most critical.
There is no consistent overall relationship to gender, but there is a quite
marked interaction effect between educational level and gender on
attitudes. A more clearcut relationship between eclucational level and
critique of education exists for males. The following table provides some
summary statistics.
The effects of educational level depend on gender: more highly
educated females tend to be nlttch more critical of the Academic bias of
their schooling, while being less critical than their male peers of their
education as a preparation for life. On the other hand, the poorly educated
males were much more critical than their female peers of their schools on
organisational and interpersonal relationship grounds. It appears ,as if more
poorly educated females in general experienced a better preparation for
adult life and better relationships to teachers and school attthorities.
So, in general, the more highly educated were more explicitly critical of
their education, and were also more specific in their criticisms. This is
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despite the fact that they had actually gained greatly from it and, as we
have seen, had much more positive attitudes towards it than the less well
educated. It is as if being more positively oriented towards their education
and having gained substantially fi’om it, they felt that, being an effective
institution, it could stilt have done better for them. The less well educated
appear to be much more alienated from the institution in general and feel
that it really could not do very much better for them as currently
structured: so they feel less able - or perhaps less concerned - to specify
particular defects in it.
Table 5.6: Correlation.~ between Fducational l~vel and Each Dimension of Critique, for Male and
Female School Leavers
Gender of Inutility for Over emphasis School
ti2.sponde~lt Adult (life) on Academic I~kLtionships
Exam.~ Critique
Males r = .19" r = .06 r = -.I 1"
Females r = .01 r = .20* r = .04
* 13 < .05
Rationales for Dissatisfaction
Besides coding the content of these questions on defects in education
we also coded the underlying rationales as to why respondents gave the
views they did, in so far as these rationales were obvious or were clearly
implied by their responses. Four relevant rationales were found: (i) a
practical or utilitarian rationale related to work or income generation;
(ii) similar utilitarian rationales about other aspects of the practical
demands of adult life: (iii) conventional intellectual or cognitive
development rationales: (iv) negative emotional or attitudinal responses
about the subjects taught or the teachers involved - including boredom and
lack of interest, etc. The first three rationales are roughly of equal
importance - with about 3 out of 4 respondents using either utilitarian
rationales about preparation for work, adult life in general, or about the
intellectual failings of their education.
If they gave reasons, those who leave school earl}, or with junior cycle
qualifications are relatively more likely to use utilitarian, work related,
rationales (see Figure 5.3). They are less likely to use rationales referring to
preparation for adult social life in general. Here only 10 per cent of early
leavers use this rationale compared to 25 pet" cent of those with at least a
Leaving Certificate. Clearly, therefore, educational inappropriateness for
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Figure 5.3:0f those who think their education was defective
percentage whose specific critique was related to
(1) lack of practical utility for economic life
(ii) lack of practical utility for adult life generally
(iii) intellectual or cognitive development failures
(Iv)unspecified,unstated or unclem.
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work is a greater relative preoccupation for .the poorly educated, while lack
of preparation for entry into open society - or tile practical demands of
everyday living - is relatively more important for the better educated. This
might be explained by their more assured labour market position.
An equally clear differentiation holds for the use of intellectual rationales
- over 31 per cent of the Leaving Cert respondents but only 21 per cent of
the early leavers used this type of rationale. And the type of critique also
varies - in the former case focusing on the inadequacy of their education
and in the latter on its academic dominance. The early leavers are somewhat
more likely to use emotional rationales, and are more likely also to use a
wider range of individualistic rationales: referring, for instance, to individual
teachers or peculiarities of their own school, etc. In many respects their
dissatisfaction with education is much too inchoate or too diffused to
articulate clearly; or too focused on individual level experiences to
generalise easily. The data in the above figure illustrate this clearly where
over a third of early leavers do not spell out their critiques of the defects of
their education compared to less than 1 in 10 of those with a Leaving
Certificate.
In general, therefore, we could conclude that the more highly educated
people are the more satisfied they become with their education. However,
they also expect more fi-om it and become increasingly conscious of
individual failings in it, and are more able to articulate these failings.
Although generally less positive ahout the adequacy of their education,
those completing it with lesser credentials appear to be less preoccupied
about individual defects in their education, and are also less able to
articulate the nature of their dissatisfaction with it. The), appear, in other
words, to have less regard for schooling generally as a relevant and credible
source of personal resources which can be of use in the labour market. A
small minority appear to be so alienated fi’om it that the question of
correcting its defects does not enter their minds.
"Defect" or "failure" seems, therefore, to be interpreted in most cases to
mean that some aspect of a person’s "education" is consciously recognised
as missing or defective. As seen in Chapter 3, this recognition of defects in
one’s education is correlated with plans to correct these defects. So it does
appear as if the recognition of such a "defect" is being, in the majority of
cases, interpreted as something missing that needs to be corrected. It is,
therefore, linked with actual intentions to correct these defects. But both
the recognition of and the plan to correct such "defects" appear to depend
on level of success already achieved in education. For those who have
ah’eady failed, this connection between recognition of defects and
intentions to correct them it is not likely to be very pronounced.
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Future L~pectations: Aspirations to l~edress Defects
The pattern of diffnse or inchoate dissatisfaction amongst the more
poorly educated is even clearer in response to the question about future
educational aspirations/expectations. This question (Q 37) asked each
respondent about tbe educational qualifications or training sbe/be "would
really like to get" and which "you think would improve your chances of
getting a good job (oz" help you in your present job)?"
Forty five pet" cent of respondents did aspire to such educational
qualifications. This was moderately correlated with educational level (r =
-.15). Less tban 1 in 3 of early school leavers aspire to such future
educational certification compared to over 50 pet- cent of Leaving Cert and
higher achievers. Nevertheless there is still up to a third of the early school
leavers wbo do want to improve tbeir education.
Of the 460 (45%) sampled respondents who did aspire to sucb qualifica-
tions, 36 pet" cent named ones which were additional to, or were designed
to "top up", their current professional, technical or craft qtmlifications (see
Table 5.7). The remaining 64 per cent referred to ones which had no
apparent direct connection with a person’s existing qualification - but
were rather later additions to these.
Third-level graduates were most likely (42%) to want to improve upon
their current degree or professional qualifications by aspiring to a higher
degree or diploma in tbeir area of specialisation. Tbe remaining third-level
respondents were roughly evenly split between those who wanted to get
additional commercial, language or computer applications qualifications,
and those who aspired to third-level qualifications which were unrelated to
their existing qualifications, or, apparentl); to their current work roles. So,
of the third-level respondents who wanted additional qualifications most
(around 3 out of 4) wanted additional post-graduate or higher (including
diploma) qualifications which were either directly linked to their current
qualification or had connections to tbeir current job requirements, or
likely job/career prospects.
At the other extreme most of the early leavers aspired to craft and
apprenticeship qualifications or to othez, usnally work-related, qnalifications.
Only a minority, as we can see, aspired to specific educational certifications
like the Group, Intermediate or Leaving Certificate examinations. Most of
these craft type courses and qualifications, however, do not appear to be "on-
line", and many appear bigbly unrealistic; for example, young men without
any educational qualifications aspiring to craft apprenticeships, etc. So in
general this educational demand cannot be satisfied by ordinary second-
level courses, and is somewhat unrealistic even if directed towards the
acquisition of practical and work-related knowledge, skills and certifications.
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Table 5.7: Perce~ztage Di,~tribution of Respondents of Different Educational l~:vels by 7"~Oe, of
Aspiration for furtheT" I’Sducation or Certification
I~,oel of Education
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
A. Additional ~alifications/
Certification - 3rd I~vel
(I) Additional Professional or
Semi-Professional qualitZ-
ication: (all 3rd level)
(2) Additional Technical or Semi-
Professional e.g. nursing
quals, or upgrading of
diplomas or degrees
% %
- - 20.2 5.6
6.4    21.9    7.5
B. Additional Skilled Manual
or Commer~al Q~LaL~.
(3) Additional craft 9uals.
(4) Additional Commercial or
Bt=sine~ quals.
(Secretarial, Accountancy,
Management)
11.9    14.1    21.8    11.3    10.3 1.4 9.9
2.2 7.4     8.8    19.5 10.5 13.1
C. Additional UnrelatedQ1Lalifications
(5) Other Professional or Semi-
Prol~ssional Quals. 8.0 12.7 6.4 4.1 5.3
tmrelat(2d tO curl’cnt quals.
(6) Secretarial/Commercial/ 6.0 5.0 10.8 20.2 13.4 17.4 13.7
Languages
(7) Other C~,’aft, technical, or
other qtlals, unrelated to 54.5 67.7 38.0 36. I 27.7 13.8 30.4
current quals.
(8) Computer Science Quals. or
Prograndng Skills - 12.3 4.9 3.4 13.9 9.9 10.2
(9) Basic Educational Quals. 17.3 17.4 7.6 2.5 0.9 4.9
or Certifications
Total% 100    1O0    1O0    1O0    100    100    100
No 23     32     54     39     139    112    459
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We tested the realism of those aspi~,’ations or expectations - to measure
"effective demand" so to speak - by asking respondents whether they had
"definite plans to get this qualification or u’aining". Table 5.8 below shows
that only a minorit)’ of respondents had such definite plans, and there is an
even smaller minority amongst those with vet’), poor levels of education.
Even taking the most liberal view of plans to go on for further education
or training only I in 2 of those respondents who had some such plans
could be said to have an), realistic intention of going on. This falls to
almost I in 4 for those without any qualifications but increases to 6 in 10
for those who got their Leaving Certificate and went on to third level.
Indeed it is only those who have such high levels of education who appear
most likely to go ’on. Arotmd l in 4 definitely plan to go on - compared to
I in 8 for those with the lowest level of education. Even those amongst the
most poorly qualified who would like to go on generally recognise such
aspirations as unrealistic.
Table 5.8: I’erctnltage DL~trib~tion of I¢,’.spondenlt~ ,~th I#srying /.e~mL~ of Education IO’ having
Definite Plans for Further Education or Training (Percentage of Those Who IVo,ld Like to Get
A&litional Qualifications):
HowOefinite
areplans? I 2 3 4 5 6 7btal
%
"Dcfinitel)’ Yes" I 1.9 14.8 8.0 2.5 32.3 28.5 23.8
"Probably Yes" 18.9 14.0 34.1 34.2 32.7 3,1.9 31.5
"No" 69.2 71.2 58.0 63.3 35. I 36.7 ,14.7
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100
No 24 32 54 37 198 I 12     457
x2 =,14.1, p < .001
r = -.25
The main reasons given for not proceeding with (aspired to) further
education or tl"aining are: current timeconstraints and work and family
responsibilities which do not allow them to I)roceed currently (46% of all
responses); and the financial costs involved - direct and indirect - in
i)roceeding with tlae course (10%). Lack of qualifications (I I%) and a host
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of other miscellaneous and individualistic, reasons (31%) complete the
picture. Time and money constraints are the main factors affecting the
highly educated (41%). Such consu’aints are only relevant for 24 per cent
of those who have no qualifications at all. Lack of required educational
qualifications are only of relevance (20%) for those with Group or
lnternlediate Certificates.
Conclusions
- School leavers had in general a low opinion of the utilit), of their
education as a preparation for work life, with up to half having clearly
negative assessl~len ks.
- Positive assessments of preparation for work life increased with
educational level. Up to two-thirds of the most poorly qualified have very
negative opinions compared to less than I in 3 of those with a Leaving
Certificate.
- In multivariate analyses level of education, specialisation in Vocational-
Technical subjects, ann the taking of post-school vocational courses, all
had independent positive effects on attitudes to schooling as a
preparation for work life. As hypothesised, positive attitudes are more
characteristic of those with Vocational-Technical specialisations.
- With the above independent variables conu-olled for, socio-economic
status of origin does not have any independent effect. Remoteness
however does - with the most urbanised being the most dissatisfied. The
experience of unemployment also has an additional and independent
negative effect - though dais does not influence the effect of preceding
schooling variables.
- Objectively, and subjectively, the least well qualified - in either academic
or Vocational-Technical qualifications - are, and feel, the most
disadvantaged by their education. However, they are far less likely than
others to isolate particular defects in their education, or to plan to
correct their, self-recognised, educational disadvantages. Clearly most
objectivel), disadvantaged and most attitudinall), negative of all
respondents, such educationally disadvantaged respondents are least
likely to make any explicit complaints about education; neither do they
appear to have any frith that the educational s),stem can correct itself in
ways that can benefit them.
- This inchoate negative orientation towards the adequacy or relevance of
education is reflected in their greater teodenc), to advance diffuse and
particularistic critiques of their schooling.
On the other hand the most highly educated appear to take for
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¯ grained the legitimacy of the current organisational arrangements for
their schooling, as well as its potential for improving their life chances,
and focus their" much more severe, explicit and more extended critiques
on the adequacy of its curricular and pedagogical deliver),.
- Perhaps as a result of their more diffuse alienation from current
schooling arrangements, even when the more disadvantaged recognise
the relevance of educational qualifications and their own educational
defects they do nol. intend to correct them - at least within current
arrangements.
- Relating back to the findings reported in Chapter 2 it is clear that the
curricular and examination system rigidities within h’ish second-level
education with its extreme rigidity of "framing" (Bernstein 1966) - in
content, i)ace, timing, packaging, examining, and degree of isolation
from work and community life, coml)ined with difficulties in delivering
second chance education, means that, as currently structured, it
effectively cannot correct its obvious defects for the most deprived
groups isolated here, at least at the point at which school leaving occurs.
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APPENDIX 5
Appendix 5.1 : The Derivation of Subject Specialisation Categories
To derive a reliable set of categories of subject specialisations by school
leavers we first factor analysed the intercorrelations amongst 9 parallel
subject specialisations - given in the attached Appendix Table A5.1:
Languages, Science, Business Studies, Vocational-Technical subjects, Social
Science, Home Economics, Honours Maths, etc. The factor analysis-
Principal Components with Varim,’Lx Rotation - yielded 3 factors for males
and 4 for females.
Factor 1 is, with one exception, common to both genders: a dimension
which indicates that school leavers can be arranged by whether they have
taken Hons. Maths courses or riot and the number of HOnOLIFS, L.anguages,
and Science subjects taken. People who take Honours Maths tend also to
take one or i]]Ol’C subjects from each of these subsets; operating at an
Honours level in most cases. The reverse also tends to be the case. Those
operating at. a Pass level tend not to take any or only a few of each of these
subjects. For boys, such an Hononrs Academic course is negatively
correlated with the choice of Vocational-Technical subjects. Not
surprisingly, given that most take none, this is not so for girls but is
negatively correlated with the number of Home Economics subjects taken.
Factor 2 (Males) has an analogue in Factors 2 and 3 for females. A Business
Studies speciality is negatively associated with Science and Vocational-
Technical choices for boys. It is positively associated with a "Social-Science"
(mainly History and Geography) specialisation for boys. For girls, while
Business Studies is negatively associated with Science subjects its take-up is
not associated with Social Science. The latter, Social Science, is positively
associated, on the other hand, with Art/Music for girls - while such
aesthetic subjects appear to have no significant presence for boys. So while
Business Studies is more a "Pass level" general studies option for boys, it
tends to be taken as an alternative to Science specialities for girls, and
tends to be a more honours level option. Social Science and Arts are
clearly separate and positively associated options for girls.
Factor 3 (Males): has no analogue in the girls’ choices. In the rare cases
where it occurs for boys, Art and Music choices are associated with Home
Economics options taken in Coed schools. For girls, on the other hand, Art
and Music options are positively associated with Social Science options,
and have low negative correlations with Home Economics options. Home
Economics, on the other hand, tends to be a separate pass level option -
still taught as an alternative to Vocational subjects in toed schools.
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Appendix Table A5.1 : The De6vation of Subjea Specialisation C.~aegori~*: Faaor A nalyse.g (iqlffmax
Rotation) of 9 Subject Choice/A Ilocation subseLs I9, School Leavers in A II ILraminations
Male Female
Degree ofSpedalisation Factor Factor Factor Commun- Factor Factor Factor Factor Commun-
in "Subject Packages" I 2 3 ality I 2 3 4 ality
Factor Analysis h2
N tllll]X:r of subjects
taken ill each category
(1) No. of Languages
(2) No. 6fScicnce
Subjects uiken
(3) No. of Commerce/
Business Studies
Subjects qaken
(4) No. of Vocational-
Technical Subjects
Taken
(5) No. of Social
Science Subjects
Taken
(6) No. of Home
Economics Subjects
Taken
(7) No. of Arts~Music
Subjects Taken
(8) No. of Honours
Maths Subjects
Taken
(9) No. of Honours
Level Subjects
Taken
Factor Analysis h2
.71 .52
.5,5 -.53 .50
.71 .57
-.58 -.49 .59
.54 .32
- .72
.53
- .73 .55
.64    - .45
.84     - .72
.65 .53
.,17    -.36    .51 .62
- -.85 .76
-.22 - .77 .C~
- .72 - .52
-.35 - -.65 .54
.72 - .83
.70 - .63
.82 - .68
Eigen Value 2.40    1.41 1.04 2.14    1.19    1.09    1.05
% of Variance 26.5    15.6 11.6 53.7    23.8    13.3    12.1 11.7    60.9
Explained
Language: No. oflanguage/lite~tture subjects exchlding Irish and English: i.e., French, German,
Italian, etc.
Science Sukje¢t~: Science (junior ~’cle), Physics, Chemistry, Biolo~’, Agricuhnral Science elc.
Commerce/Business Subjects: Commerce (junior cycle); Economics, Business Organis~tion, Accountancy,
Economic History, Agricuhural Economics and Typing etc. in Group Curt. courses.
Vocational/Technicak Woodwork, Metalwork, Mechanical Drawing, Engineering Workshop,
Construction Studies.
Social Science Subjecis: Histor); Geogrnphv, Humanities, Civics, Environmental Studies etc.
Home Economic.~: Home Econonfics I and I1: Domesfc Science; Cooking, Needlework, Laundry (Group
Cert.)
Art:Art and Music.
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Appendix A5.2; The Derivation of Mutually Exclusive Categories of
Students who have Specialised in Particular Curricular Packages or
"Tracks" in Their Courses and Examinations
For males there appear to be at least four separate types of associated
choices: (i) Honoors; Science, Languages; (ii) Vocational Technical -
which is negatively associated with (i); (iii) Commerce and Social Science
options, which tend to be negatively associated with both Science and
Vocational-Technical options; and (iv) Art-Music. Home Economics is, by
and large, irrelevant.
For females while (i) Factor 1 is common with males,(ii) Vocational-
Technical options are irrelevant; (iii) the taking of Commerce subjects is
not associated with Social Science subjects - as with males - and tends to
be an hononrs option. (iv) Social Science on the other hand is associated
with Art and Music for females but not for males; (v) Home Economics,
however, is clearly an important pass level option - highly negatively
associated with all honours academic options.
The following - composite-variables - were computed to reflect the above
results:
(i) NACADHI = the number of Languages (excluding h’ish and English),
Science, Honours Maths subjects taken plus whether person had
taken 4 or more honours level subjects.
(ii) NSOCART= Number of Social Science and Art/Music subjects taken.
(iii) NCOMSOC= Number of Commerce and Social Science subjects
taken.
(iv) NVOCADHI= Number of Vocational-Technical subject taken where, at
least, 2 "acadhi" subjects are also taken.
(v) NGENERAL = Number of"general" subjects taken at Pass level: counted
as follows - if at least one subject is taken in each area - Languages,
Science, Social Science, Commerce, Art, Home Economics.
From these and the original subject sets we constructed the following 9
category set of "tracks", subject by level packages, in which school leavers
had specialised.
1. Acadhi 1: At least 3 honours subjects taken with at least one subject from
three of the following 4 subject sets: Science, Vocational-Technical,
Languages, Honours Maths.
2. Acadhi 2: Acadhi 1 but less than 3 choices taken from the 4 subject sets.
3. General (Pass) Academic Option: As Acadhi 1 but number of honours
subjects less than 3 and number of "general subjects" (including
Languages and/or Science) greater than or equal to 3.
4. As for 3 but with number of Science subjects greater than or equal to 1.
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5. Vocational-Technical (Pass): Acadhi less than 3. NHons. less than 3, and
NVocTech greater than 1.
6. Comm-Soc-Art: Acadhi less than 3, NHons less than 3, and NVocTech less
than 2, and NArt -- 0, and "Comm-Soc" greater than or equal to 2.
7. ,,ks for 6 but N.Comnl = 0 and "Soc-Art" greater than oK" equal to 2.
8. I:¥~s General + Home Economics: As for 6, but NFlomEcon are greater
than or equal to 1.
9. I’ass Level Non Academic: As for 3 but "NHons" = 0. NLangs = 0, NSci = 0
and NGen is greater than or equal to 2.
In many cases Tor practical analytic purposes we use the following 7
categories which are derived directly fi’om the above:
1. No Qualification.s- those for whom we have no information on subject
track.
2. High Acadmnic- combining Acadhi 1 and Acadhi 2 above.
3. General Academic- combining 3 + 4 above i.e. the pass academic
options.
4. Vocational-Technical- the same as Vocational-Technical (5) above.
5. Social Science and Commm’ce/Art- combining 6 and 7 above.
6. Pass General and Home Economics
7. Shallow General Non-Academic- the same as 9 above.
Appendix Table A5.3: Attitudes Towards the Adequa9, of Schooling or a Preparation for Work Life and Associated Adult Roles by Type or Category of       cat
Curriculum Specialism in (or "7"ratio" Taker)                                                    ¢~
0 I 2 3     4     5 6 7 8 9 I0
No Acad Adac Gen 3 C~z 3 Vocat. Comm. Art C~z. Re*tr- Restr-Qual high high toed + Sci. Teeh. + Soc. + + Home icted icted
(or no + So. - So. F.duc. lang.. Spedal Sot.So. Soc. Econ. gemrral general
Subjects) + lan~ + langs + langs -isation Sc. no So. + So. or
langs, lang,.
7btal
(I)(3101) Educ.
utility for working life
% of good + Great use
% Not of use
II 36 34 22               21               4235 27 30 21 29 30
49 18 14 32 38 27 26 22 32 45 34 28
X2=91"1" P<001 0
(2)(3201) How
much gained .. in
preparing you for
aduh life in general
% gained quite a lot
or immensely
% gained nothing
%
14 41 42 27      48      35 32 31 33 31
52 22 22 29 22 32 29 21 22 33
x2 = 73.1 p < .001
;Z
35 33
38 29 0
7_
(3)(3405) %
Understanding
world ofwork
% "~salolofhelp: 13 4 10 18 II 19 14 16 12
%’No Help’: 60 60 56 56 51 42 54 42 532
16 15 13
46 54 53
x~ = 38.2 p<05
Appendix "lable A5.3: continued
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
No Amd Adac C,,en 3 Gen 3 Vocat. Comm. Art
C/en.
I~tr- Rv~tr-
Qual high high toed + Sci. Tech. + Soc. + + Home icted icted
(or no + Sc.
-,~.
I’Muc. lang,. Special Sot.So. Soe. Econ. general ge~,ral
Subjects) + langs + langs ÷ langs -isation Sc. no So. + &. or
langs, tangs.
Total
7~
(4) (3409) %
] f~cre~e chaf~ces Of
getting a "good job
% "A lot" 12 35 36 29      28      30 28 213 254 26 21 28
% "No help" 57 18 19 21 20 27 29 31 30 28 48 29
x-9 = 73.3 p < .001
©
c
.-1
O
(5)(3514) %
Prepare well ~r
getting a job >
% ~vcrywell" 7 22 21 18 26 25 19 30 17 20 12 21
% "Notatall" 55 21 26 30 33 31 33 40 26 39 50 33
7:
,,..i
~t
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Appendix A5.4: I~gre~sion of 10 Inttepmzd~t [÷lriable~ on Percentage of Time in Labour Foree Spe~Ll
Unempl¢~,~l
IndeJ)endent Variably I£qTtation
(IJtta wts.)
A. Education and Training Variablez
I. Level of Educaticm
2. No of Honours level high academic subjects taken
3. No. of Vocationnl-technical subjects taken
4. No. of’Gene~d’, non-specialised-p:lss level subjects taken
5. %%qlcther took :~ posl-ccrtification (junior or senior cycle)
in-school u.’aining course
6. Post school .lppn’enticcship type qualitications attained
B. Social Backg~und l~triabl~
7. SES
8. rcn~oleness
9. Gender
C. Ocotpalional Status Achieved or A.q)ired 7b
10. [.evel of Occupational Status
-.06
-.16"*
-.10"*
-.02
-.08*
-.10"*
.11"*
.06
-.14"*
.07
R2 = .113
F = 10.2
N = 808
*p <.05
**p < .01
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Table A5.5: Percenlag~ Distffbution of Fducationally Critical Respondent,s of Different I’~ducational Lt~ml,~
by Type of Critique Made of It
Critique
Level of Education
Post
Pre- Post- LC to
Group Group Inter. Intel: Leaving 7"hil~l 7btal
C~’! C,m’! Can’t
C~’I Cert I~M
(I) Not P~,-tctical Enough
for Work Liliz or I~w the
dcmaflfls o1" living after
~hool
% % % % % % %
25.6 36.4 ,t3.8 40.0 36.5 33.6 35.6
(2) Narrow Academic Bias 21.3 12.1 16.4 37.2 23.2 24.2 23.0
of School
(3) Critique of School
Management or School
Pl’;ICliCe
17.0 27.3 I 1.0 5.0 10.8 15.1 13.4
(5) Specific Subjects-
ab~nce or presence 10.8 9.1 15.1 I I.,’~ 23.6 18.1 19.0
(6) Olher: not specified 19.1 15.1 8.2 2.9 1.6 3.1 ,I.7
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Nil 47 33 73 35 2’19 265 702
(4) Prep:u,’ation Ibr Life-
Social and ]:~¢1"$111|~11
Skills and Competence
4.3 - 5.5 - 4.0 6.1     ,I.5
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Table AS.6:percentage who Felt Strongly that There Were "Major Defects" in Their Education and
percentages Who Made Particular Criticisms of 7"heir Education
Items Level of l~lucation
I 2 3 4 5
7btal
6
% Say it had
"Major Defect"
N
If "Defective" in what ,nay?
(I) Not l’~tctical
or useful enough
(2) Too narrow
academicall)’ oz"
too directed to
exams and points
(3) Criticism of
particular schools,
classe$~ [eachel-~ elC,
(’t)lzlck of Can’een"
Guidance
(5) Other subjects
missing on" 11Ol
taught:
43 40    36    55    60    60
79 91 159 70 398     224
%
24.6 32.7 47.7 41.0 38.9
19.2 5.3 15.5 22.6 22.6
53
"l~tal N 35     36     59     37     239     132    549
20.6 26.0     10.5     6.7      11.7     19.7
7.9 2.5 8.5 9.1 7.0
5.8 17.2     6.8 8.3 9.9
15.2
7.3
9.1
33,6 36.9
25.4 22.0
Chapter 6
13ASIC IJ)UCA 770N AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMI’2~\rl" OIfI’COMES (91"
I~)UCATION: SCHOOL IJ’2AVEIL~’ EVALUATIONS
In our original h),pothesised dimension of cognitive development and
basic educational development we proposed 7 items which we felt
minimally tapped this proposed dimension of basic educational
development. Given the severe space limitations in the interview schedule
these were the maximum affordable number of items. The following
outlines the 7 questions asked.
1. Education has given "sufficient reading and writing skills". (3401)
2. Education has given sufficient capability in "calculating amounts
(money) or heights and weights etc., in work and cver)’da)’ life". (3410)
3. Extent to which schooling provided or developed capabilit), to "read,
write and do calculations well". (3510)
4. Education has given ),ou sufficient capabilit), "in helping you to think
for ),ourselF’. (341 I )
5. Education has developed, or prepared you sufficiently "in time-
keeping, and being able to concenu-ate well on things". (3414)
6. Extent to which schooling provided for a developed capabilit), "to
think through things and come to good and clear solutions to
problems". (3503)
7. Extent to which schooling developed the capability to be "able to talk
and conamunicate well with others". (3415)
Tile intercorrelations amongst the scaled responses to these 7 questions,
and tile other responses, as revealed by factor analysis, clearly indicated,
howevel; that some of these items - particularly the last 3 - "loaded" more
heavily on other factors, particularly Personal/Social Development.
However, since for conceptual i-easons, wc also wish to investigate illore
fully those wider dimensions of cognitive development - rather than the
narrower dimensions of "basic education" revealed b), tile factor anal),sis,
we will initially examine the responses dealing with school leavers’
evahmtions on all these 7 questions.
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Basic l’2ducation and Cogv*itive Developmevzt
In fact the scaled responses to the 7 questions are all moderately to
highly intercorrelated as is clear fi’om "Fable 6.1 below. The table also
includes the item correlations with the total score - the sum of all
individual items scores. Individual item responses are scored fi’om 1.0 to
3.0 - that is, from "very satisfied" to "very dissatisfied".
Table 6. I : I ntercorrelatimL~ Amongst the ,Scaled I?espm~se~ ( I, 2, 3) to the 7 Items Formerly Mentim~ed
- II~ich 7hpped Co~litive l)truelopment and Basic Eductition Goals of Education
Ite~#L~ (numbered a,v shown on left)
Ittnn.r I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I 3401 1.00
2 3410 .36 1.00
3 3510 .52 .38 1.00
4 3411 .24 .30 .26 1.00
5 3414
.27 .34 .30 .33 1.00
6 3512 .21
.24 .27 .35 .28 1.00
7 3415 .25 .29
.28 .42 .43 .35 1.00
8 Aggregate
score .45 .47 .50 .51 .50 .,15 .54     1.00
9 Avci~gc
score IA3 1.50 1.26 1.80 1.58 2.05 1.71    ll.ll
So, the scaled responses to the 7 items are sufficiently highly correlated to
constitute a single scale. The item by total score correlations given in the
second last row of the table indicates the relative consistency of the overall
scale. In [’,act, the reliability of that scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .77) is almost
equally as good as that for the more "pnre" "Basic Education" scale isolated
in Chapter 3. So, for the purposes of this chapter, we will regard it as a single
dimension: the summary scale measuring evaluations of the effectiveness of
provision of basic education and cognitive development. The scale has an
average score of 1.59 and a standard deviation of .389. Table 6.2 gives the
level of school leavers’ satisfaction with each of these aspects of cognitive
development and basic education for each level of education attained.
As ah’eady discussed in Chapter 3 the great majority of school leavers
(over 75%) are very satisfied with the basic 3Rs teaching, althongh there is
much less satisfaction with "arithmetic". However, this is clearly not the
case for the most poorly qualified - where less than half are very satisfied
with development of reading and writing skills, and around 10 per cent are
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very dissatisfied. Tile proportion of tile poorly qualified highly satisfied
with their mathematical education is less than half these figures, and the
proportion highly dissatisfied more than double.
Table 6.2: LeveL~- of Satisfaction with Ba.~ic-F.ducation/Cognitive Dmmlopment Aspects of Educeltion IO’
Leuel of Education. Items Ordm’ed IO, LmM of Satisfi~aion
LmJel of Edu cation
Items I 2 3 4 5 6 "lbtal
(Rank olzlered IO,
"satisfaaion’) - Pm’centnge very satisfied -
[1] (3401) "Reading and 46 65 67 85 88 90 80
writing skills" (r = -.31 )
[2] (3510):"Read, write 43 67 63 28 81 84 75
and do calculations" (r = -.28)
[3] (3410): "Calculating 21 61 ,18 63 60 74 58
amounts", etc. (1" = --.2 I )
[4] (3414) "Time(keeping, 25 ,12 35 62 60 5,1 51
... concentrating (r = .2 I)
[5] (3415) ~’alk and 28 43 3,t 35 43 35 38
communicate well" (r = -.09)
[6] (3411) ~Fhink fi)r 20 28 31 42 ,10 26 33
yourself (r = -.07)
[7] (3512) Think
through things and 10 18 17 18 18
come to clear (r = -.23)
SO]lltiOnS"
[8] Average value of
the "Basic Educmion 1.98 1.67 1.65    1.54    1.5 I
and Cognitive (r = -.26)
Development" scale
31 20
1.52    1.59
The relationship between level of education and "concentration/time-
keeping" shows somewhat the same pattern with one significant exception.
There is roughly the same magnitude and pattern of dissatisfaction/
satisfaction by educational level as with "calculating", except that the most
highly educated are somewhat less satisfied than those with intermediate
levels. Whereas satisfaction with "basic education" was most marked amongst
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third-level entrants this is cleaHy not so for concentration/timekeeping. It is
as if the salience or importance of concentration/timekeeping has been
tested and found wanting to a fay" greater extent anaongst those who went on
to third-level. The same pattern of increased dissatisfaction for third-level
entrants holds also for 2 other items: verbal communication, and thinking
for oneself. Again it is as if these "emergent" capabilities have been more
stringently tested and found wanting amongst the third level educated -
since it is highly unlikely that they have actually received poorer preparation
in these respects. In hoth of these latter cases levels of dissatisfaction are
substantially higher than with the previously-mentioned items. The most
seriously under-educated respondents are also those with the highest levels
of dissatisfaction, with between 25 to 30 pet" cent of respondents being very
dissatisfied. The item that drew the most dissatisfied comments of all,
however, was that dealing with "thinking things through". Here over half
(55%) of those without any qualifications are very dissatisfied - declining to
I 1 per cent of third-level entrants.
Overall, therefore, the highest satisfaction on this dimension is with
"basic education" and the lowest with development of rational calculabilit),.
In all cases the most dissatisfied customers are those without any
qualifications and generally the most satisfied are those with the highest.
Besides educational level attained, other factors in respondents’
backgrounds, the level and nature of education attained, and post-school
employment experience is likely to have significant effects on schools
leavers’ cwduations - as hypothesised in Chapter 1 and as tested in the
preceding chapter. The same set of independent variables are used as in
the regression for evaluations of the adequacy of educational preparation
for work in Table 5.3. In Table 6.3 we report the results of a multiple
regression of the joint effects of these 12 social background, educational
level and type, and unemployment characteristics on satisfaction with
basic-education/cognitive-developmen t.
Taken on their own, three of the social background variables have
significant effects: father’s occupational status, gender, and remoteness.
Working class respondents and males, particularly those from more
urbanised communities, are significantly less satisfied with basic educational
provision and cognitive development. These results are very similar to those
for attitudes toward the adeqnacy of schooling for work life (Table 5.3).
The results in Equation 2 shows that most of these effects disappear
when we introduce controls for educational level and type: the effects of
socio-ecouomic background and remoteness are fully mediated through
education. Gender retains a slight effect - but this also disappears when
further conu’ols are introduced.
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Table 6.3: Regress/on of l 21nde4~dmlt Variables on =Baslc Educa wnal" A i udes
Fqt t Eqt 2 Eqt 3
Independent vanable, s Sodal + +
Peal~on’s
background School/educ. Current I"
effecta effecta"
unemploy.
(Beta wts.) (Beta wL~.) (Beta wts.)
A. .Social Backgro~lnd:
1. Father’s Occup. Status
2. Mothez"s Educ. Status
3. Father’s unemployment
’I. Gender (I = female)
5. Remoteness
B. Education
6. I..evel of education
7. No. of Vocational-
Technical courses taken
8. No. of Ifigher academic
COI.U’SeS I.~ll<~ I I
9. Post-cer tificate;
vocational co tl z’s¢~
10. Type of school attended
C. Post-School Emplto’me~tt
I I.Percentage of time
in labour force
unemployed
12. Percentage of friends
unemployed
.09"* .04 .02 .11
.03 -.04 -.05 .06
.06 .04 .02 .07
-.10"* -.07* -.06 -.10
-.06* -.03 -.03 -.05
-.19"* -.17"* -.23
-.09"* -.08"* -.02
-.11"* -.09** -.20
-.19"* -.19"* -.19
-.08* -.08 .06
R2 =
F=
p --
N=
.03 .12 .I,t
5.3 11.8 10.9
<.O01 <.0Ol <.OOl
882 882 882
Notes: *Statistically significant at .06 level.
**Statisticall)’ significant at .01 level.
Both educational level and type have equally significant effects to those
for adequacy for preparation for work - with type of education received
being as important as level attained. The higher the Vocational, as well as
the Honours Academic, content of this education the more positive
respondents’ evaluations. This is surprising in an objective sense, but
subjectively it is clear that higher Vocational-Technical content of
education increases positive feelings toward it on most dimensions. School
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type - whether Vocational, Secondary or Comprehensive - has a slight
effect¯ Attending a Comprehensive-Conlnaunit), school has a slight positive
effect while attending a Vocational or Secondary school has a slight
negative effect on attitndes.
Conclusions
- Seven separate questions were asked respondents abont their level of
satisfaction with preparation in hasic education and cognitive
development. The scaled responses to these questions (from very to least
satisfactory) were sufficiently highly correlated with each other to allow
us to construct a highly reliable (alpha = ¯77) Likert scale which has, at
face value in any case, relatively high validity.
- Satisfaction was very high with basic educational standards achieved -
i.e., the 3Rs, although less so with arithmetic. But general dissatisfaction
was evident with the more indirect, or emergent, cognitive development
aspects of education: mainly technical-rational processes and related
personal disciplines.
- Satisfaction was moderately correlated with educational level attained,
with the most dissatisfied being those with the poorest level of
educational attainment. It is revealing that such poorly qualified school
leavers appear to judge their own relative underachievement according
to internalised general societal standards of literacy, numerac), and
rationaliW which they apply in relatively the same way as most middle
class respondents would. This, howeveh is more characteristic of the very
practical, 3Rs, aspects of education than of its more emergent or
indirect cognitive development aspects.
- Some evidence of differences in expectations or standards of judgement
occurs for the most highly qualified for some aspects of cognitive
development: particularly verbal communication skills and ability to
concentrate and "timekeeping". Here it is clear that those at third level
have been "tested" on these qualities/capabilities to a greater extent
than those with middle level qualifications and have consequently found
them wanting to a greater extent.
- Again, as in the previous chapter, those specialising on Vocational-
Technical subjects have significantly more positive attitudes toward
educational preparation for "basic education’. Judging their assessments
on objective achievement grounds, either such vocationally educated
people are selective of those who had objectively better standards or
their subsequent "Vocational education" had been more successful than
the alternatives in improving their basic educational standards. Neither
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of these possibilities appear plausible. So, it appears that either their
generally greater satisfaction with education "overflows" into these
specific evaluations or else their cognitive development expectations
and "requirenlents for the job" are lower.
- Social background effects on evaluation of such basic educational
attainments are almost fully mediated through level of education
obtained.
- Having controlled for all of these social background and educational
attainment effects, post-school employment experience and context
retain significant effects - the greater the personal and group
experience of unemployment the more negative the attitude. Although
the additional effect is not very substantial it is statistically significant. To
a small extent post-school experience of unemployment negatively
affects one’s retrospective views of education.
Chapter 7
PERSONAL AArl) SOCIAL DI’SVI£LOPMENT ASPEC7S OF EDUCA770N-
SCHOOL If~AVERS’ EVALUA77ONS
Introduction
There is a general consensns on the importance of personal attd social
development goals in edncation by almost all involved. Ninety per cent of
our respondents consider it an important goal of education, only somewhat
less important than "basic edncation" or education for work, as we saw in
chapter 5. The newJunior Certificate reflects an increased commitment to
this goal - with even the new Maths syllabus stating as one of its aims the
development of attitudes that lead to appreciation, confidence, initiative
and independence in the young person (Department of Education, Rules
and Programmes, 1989/90, p.39). One of the stated objectives of History
and Geography is to teach yotmg people to be open-minded and respectftd
of the rights of others to be different (ibid., p.72). Italian aims to inculcate
self-awareness, confidence and an insight into personal potential (ibid.
p.124). The Civics syllabus, designed to be complementary to other
subjects, clearly intends the course to address the social and personal
development needs of pupils (ibid., p.175). This commitment is not so
clearly stated at the Leaving Certificate level. While the English syllabus
does mention social and personal objectives they are closely intertwined
with academic prowess, that is to say, if young people are "good" at English,
they will also benefit fi’om the social and personal development aspect of
the course. The Pbysical Education syllabus also aims to foster mature and
responsible behaviour, self-confidence and development of principled
behaviour (pp. 360-366). The mnch more clearly stated social and personal
objectives of the transition year project, however, highlights the absence of
such a clear statement fi’om the rest of the Leaving Certificate programme.
This commitment to the social and personal development aspect of
education is also visible in an international context. The Training and
Vocational Education Initiative (TVEI) which was introduced in Scottish
schools in 1984 aimed at giving 14-18 year old boys and girls a more
relevant and practiced preparation for adult and working life. Within this,
more attention is paid to personal and social development (Bell and
Howieson, 1988, p. 222). The new Dutch foundation cttrriculnm, which in
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some respects is quite similar to our Junior Certificate, states that personal
development and fi’uitful participation in society are among its basic goals
(The Netherlands Social a~d CTtltu’ral I~;’port, 1988, p. 163). There appears in
most OECD reports on education a general acceptance that edttcation
should be actively engaged in preparing young people not only for
working life, active citizensllip and future adult roles, but also that personal
and social development is a crucial requirement (OECD, 1985, p. 12;
OECD Observes, 1985, pp. 18, 52).
It seems, therefore, that both nationally and internationally there is an
acknowledgement of the importance of personal and social development
in eclucation. In this chapter we examine school leavers’ assessments of
how well this goal is realised and analyse some of the t~ctors affecting their
level of satisfaction: socio-economic status of origin, gender, level and type
of education, and own and friends’ employment situation. Overall, as we
noted in Chapter 3, satisfaction with personal and social development
through education turns out to be moderate, varying from well to
moderately satisfied with preparation for interpersonal communication, to
moderate to low satisfaction with personal development (self-confidence,
initiative taking).
Method
Each respondent was asked 10 questions ahout the adeqnacy of
personal, social and character development goals:
(1) Did education help increase your self-confidence?
(2) Did education help you make new fi’iends?
(3) VJas education helpful in preparing you well tot aduh life in general?
(4) To what extent did it help you develop into a well balanced person?
(5) To what extent did it help you build good relations with fi’iends of the
opposite sex?
(6) To what extent did it increase your ability to play a full and
responsible part in your society?
(7) Has ),our education helped you to think for yourself?.
(8) Did education help you to get on with other people?
(9) Did your education increase your ability to talk and conamunicate well
with others?
(10) How well provided were programmes to develop sell’- confidence in
your education?
As can be seen from Table 7.1 below, the scaled responses to the 10
questions are all moderately to highly interrelated, being snfficiently
intercorrelated to form a separate dimension in the Ihctor analysis which
was reported in Chapter 3. "Relations with the opposite sex" is the only
Table 7. h Intercorrelations Amongst the Scaled Responses to the I 0 Questiotts Used to Assess Izvels of .~tL~faction with the PeTsonal and
Social Doaelopment Goals of l~tucation
I 2 3     4 5 6 7
Self Making Prqmm- I~ll I~lations Play Think
Confid- Fdends tion for Balanced with part for
ence Adult PeTson Oppo,~ite in your-
Life Sex Society self
8 9 I0
C;et on Commu ni- How well
with rate weU pro~Jided were
other idth programmes
people othel~ to develop
setf-ro,~fid~ce?
(I) Self-confidence 1.00
(2) Making friends .44 1,00
(3) Preparation for adult life .53 .39 1.00
(4) Well balanced person .50 .36 .55 1.00
(5) Relations with opposite sex .32 .30 .35 .32 1.00
(6) Play part in society .48 .30 .52 .53 .42
(7) Think for yourself .39 .31 .37 .40 .30
(8) Get on wilh other people .40 .51 .38 .43 .35
(9) Communicate well with others .41 .40 .37 .41 .29
(I 0) How well provided were
program rues to develop .47 .32 .41 .41 .23
self-confidence?
1.00
,44 1.00
.41 .49 1,00
.42 .43 .54 1.00
.37 .34 .36 .37 1.00
O
M
,,a,,
c
( 11 ) Total Attitude Scale .74 .63 .74 .74 .47 .71 .67 .72 .69 .66
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item which deviates fl’om this - it is more weakly intercorrelated than tile
other items. Ill Chapter 3 we saw that this item loaded more highly with
tile political/civic factor than with the personal and social (levelopment
factor. Conceptually, however, it appears more acceptable to consider
enhanced capability to have good relations with memhers of the opposite
sex as part of social and personal development than as part of tile
development of political/civic roles.
The reliahility of the Likert scale, constructed fi’om all the h),pothesised
items, is very higll (alpha = .87) and removing any item, even that
concerning relations with tile opposite sex, reduces this reliability. For this
analysis, therefore, we retain all of tile items previously hypothesised rather
than adhering rigidly to the narrower dimension of personal and social
development revealed h), the factor analysis.
The summative scale constructed fl’om tile scores on all 10 items ranges
in value fi’om 1.0 to 3.0. The higher the score the more negative the
attitude. The average score is 1.87, slightly toward the positive pole. The
standard deviation is .47~
Sati.~faction with Personal and Social Development through Education
Nationally al]d internationally, as we have seen, personal and social
development is seen as an important goal of education. It is also recognised
as a priority by pupils themselves. However, our respondents did not fcel
their education had been very successful in achieving this goal. Only one-
third were highly satisfied that their second-level education had helped
increase their sellZconfidence. Over half felt that their school had helped
them a lot with regard to making new fi’iends, but at the other end of the
scale only 1 in 5 thought that it had prepared them well for aduh life in
general or had assisted "a lot" in their development as a well balanced
person. The overall picture then, is one of a moderate to low level of
satisfaction among school leavers with the adequacy of their education in
terms of their personal and social development. Compared with "basic
education", therefore, satisfaction with personal and social development is
low. It is somewhat higher, howeveJ, than satisfaction with preparation for
work roles. In the rest of this chapter we examine variations in the level of
satisfaction and, as in previous chapters, look at some factors that might
explain this variation.
Level of Education
The following table shows the percentage of respondents at each level of
education who were very satisfied with the different aspects of personal
and social development. Items are ranked from most to least satisfactory.
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Table 7.2: Percentage Very HigMy Satisfied with PeT~ontd and Social Development Aspects of
F, ducation by I~vel of Education
Level of l~ucation
I 2 3 4     5 6
AspecL~ of Education No IIqth With Bqzile I~aving 3rd I~vel 7btalQuals. Group Inter Studying
for Leaving
(I) Making New Friends
(r -- -.04)
(2) Get on with other
people
(r -- -.09)
(3) Communicate well with
others
(r =-.ll)
(,t)Think for yourself
(r = -.09)
(5) Self-Confidence
(r =-.10)
(6) Well Bal:mced Person
(r= -.10)
(7) How we0 provided were
prog~unmes to develop
self-confidence?
(r =-.13)
(8) Play part in society
(r =-.11)
(9) Prel)aration for aduh life
(r = -.06)
(10) Relafons with opposite
sex
(r = +.06)
-%Very Satisfied -
44 57 46 64 59 ,t9 55
26 41 38 43 44 41 42
28 43 34 35 43 35 38
20 28 31 42 40 26 35
12 32 32 35 32 31 32
5 26 20 29 22 23 22
9 23 16 16 14 22 17
I1 26 18 24 18 19 20
12 30 20 17 19 17 20
9 32 14 29 16 16 18
( 1 I) "Ibtal Scale (A~ ~ore) 2.19 1.86 1.87 1.87 1.82 1.88
(r =-.13) (N = 1019)
Interestingly the most satisfactory aspects are those dealing with the
development of interpersonal social skills - i.e., bttilding interpersonal
relationships (items 1 to 3). The next most satisfactory aspect is personal
development - developing a self-confident, rational and well balanced
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person (4 - 7). The least satisfactory is preparation for more public, or less
interpersonal, roles (i.e., "role in society" etc.).
It is clear that the most poorly educated are the least satisfied. Only
slightly more than 1 in 4 of these are "very satisfied" with interpersonal
skills development (items 1 to 3), only about 1 in 9 with development of
self-confidence, and only arottnd 1 in 10 are equally satisfied that their
education provided an adequate preparation for adult life dilemmas. All of
these satisfaction ratings are substantially lower than for those with higher
levels of education - on many items being less than half.
Satisfaction with personal and social development education does not,
however, increase consistently with level of education. For most items two
categories share tile highest satisfaction ratings - those with a Leaving Cert
and those with a Group Cert. Tile former, with those completing a Pre-
Leaving Commercial Course, tend to give tile highest ratings for inter-
personal skills development as well as self-confidence growth (I-6); while
those with tile Group Cert give much higher ratings than others to
preparation for adult life and adult sex roles. The least satisfied
respondents are those without any qtmlifications and those who went on to
third level, the former it would appear because of tile clear objective
ineffectiveness of their education, and tile latter because of their higher
expectations and greater experienced need for interpersonal and personal
capacities. Why Group Cert respondents, predominandy male and with a
clear Vocational/Technical speciality, should be more satisfied with their
education as a preparation for adult roles (items 8-10) in tile society is not
at all obvious - but there is no doubt about their judgements. It may be
that tile}’ think of these roles more narrowly than other groups and that
work and Vocational roles have greater importance for them so that tile
direct work preparation in Vocational tracks "spills over" into personal and
social development. However, this does not explain their greater
satisfaction with preparation for adult sex roles - where overall satisfaction
tends to be least amongst those completing second level. As we shall see
later, attendance at a Coed school is positively correlated with sttch
satisfaction and since most Group Cert respondents attended Coed
Vocational schools this may partly explain their greater satisfaction.
Gelzdel"
Given that boys and girls with tile same level of education and even with
the same number of honours in the Leaving Certificate, and who have taken
tile same courses, end ttp on very different life paths (Hannan, I?,reen et aL,
1983, pp. 284-5), one might expect that this would lead to a substantial
gender difference in their evaluation of tile social and personal dimension
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of their education. There are, however, no significant differences. (See
Appendix Table A7.1). Girls tend to be more satisfied that their edncation
helped diem ill nlaking fi’iends, getting on with others and most other
aspects of personal and social development, but hoys tend to be more
satisfied that their education helped them to build good relations with
fiiends of the opposite sex. Those differences, howevm, are minor. Again,
some of these differences may be related to the higher proportion of girls in
single-sex schools. As we shall see late~, Coed schools appear to provide
more satisfactory social and personal development programmes, or a peer-
group context which is more conducive to such developments.
The Effect of Employment Status
Current employment status is likely to affect assessments of the adequacy
of personal and social development education for, at least, nvo reasons: the
general level of well-being of respondents and of their social environment,
and tile extent to which formal work and adult roles require higher levels of
skill and flexibility in informal and formal social relationships.
Ut~enlployment has substantial negative effects on individuals’ well-being
(see ~’~qlelan and Hannan, Creighton, 1991). As a Centre for Educational
Research and Innovation (CERI) Report (1985) points out, employment
still remains the main mark of adtdthood and is essential to most people’s
psychological well-being and acceptance ,as honoured adult members of the
comnlunity. Unemployment, particularly persistent unemployment, is
damaging in far more ways than strictly financial ones, as it undermines
positive transitions to adulthood. Furlong and Spearman (1989) used the
General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) to compare the psychological well-
being of a nationally representative sample of Scottish 17 ),eat" olds in a
range of education and labour market situations. They found that those
who suffcred tile most traumatic effects were young people who had failed
to make a "successful" transition fi’om school to the labour market (p.52).
Such unemployment is highly concentrated anlongst young poorly
educated working class youth. Their demoralised status is, therefore, most
likely to affect their general fcelings of inadequacy but their education itself
is also disproportionately likely to leave them inadequate in various other
respects - particularly in handling tile private personal and interpersonal
difficulties typically faced by such unemployed young people.
There is a range of other social backgrotmd and educational factors
affecting unenlployment levels that are also likely to influence attitudes
toward the adequacy of schooling. These will be controlled for in later
multivariate analyses. The following results (Table 7.3) show that while the
unemployed tend to be consistently more negative in their assessments
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than the employed they are not the most negative. The respondents with
the most negative attitucles are tile students, the unemployed are tile next
least satisfied while tile employed and those in "home duties" and other
statuses are tile most satisfied. Here, however, "students" refers only to
those selected few who were still in third-level education 5 years after they
completed second-level education.
Table 7.3: Pm’rentage "l~n), Satisfied" with Personal and Social Development Education by
Emplt~unenl Status in 1987 (% I~’y Di.~salisfied in Palenthese,O
Personal and Emplo’ment Status
Social Development Empbo, ed Unemployed Never Student Other 7btal
Assessment IlettL~ Empl~’ed
% Vet7 Satisfied
I. Self42onfidcnce* 32% 24% 33%       139’o       33% 30%
(20) (19) (36) (29) (16) (20)
(p < .05)
2. Well Ikdanced* 24% 15% 6%       16%      239’0 22%
Person (19) (30) (27) (27) (16) (21)
(p< .01)
3. Prepah’alion fin-* 20% 16% 22%       12%      21% 20%
Aduh I ,iti~ (30) (4’I) (42) (38) (36) (33)
(p <.01)
’1. Average Score lbr 1.85 1.96 2.10 2.10 1.86 1.88
total I~ERSOC"
Likert scale (Nos.) (814) (188) (29) (28) (75) (1 I%t)
*These arc dm three highest correlated ilenls with the overall l,ikcrt Scale (See Table 7.1 ).
Tile resuhs for such students are tmexpected. They have the highest
level of education, tile best examination results and generally tend to be
most satisfied with the more conventional aspects of their education. It is
obvious here, however, that in terms of personal self-confidence, of
interpersonal presentation "performances", of social interaction skills and
of adequacy ill formal roles, these remaining third-level students feel the
most inadequately prepared. Of course in many respects their expectations
and requirements for these roles are more complex, difficult or
demanding than in other cases - especially for the upwardly mobile. So,
tested against their more exacting standards, their educational
preparation, at least in Otis respect, is found more wanting.
Two post-school sources of dissatisfaction are therefore, identified: the
diswelfare effects of tmenlployment on general feelings of well-being and
the more demanding requirements of the third-level educated. In both
Eases, however, those effects are minor.
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The Unemployment Context
As we have already seen unemployment has a significant, though small,
effect on assessments of the adequacy of personal and social development
education. However, the group contexts within which respondents make
their judgements - particularly the nnemploynaent rate within
respondents’ social gronps - are likely to have additional significant effects
by varying the standards within which people make judgements. We
measured some aspects of these group contexts by asking respondents
what proportion of their fi’iends were employed/unemployed. Five rank
ordered responses were allowed; "Ahnost all" or "most" employed or
unemployed; and "half employed and half nnemployed". Responses were
scored from 1 to 5 - the higher the score the more unemployed the
context. The correlation between the scale and the overall (9 item) Likert
scale measuring attitudes toward the adequacy of personal and social
development edttcation was r = .16; the higher the ttnenaployment rate the
more negative the attitude. For most of the individual items indeed, those
in the highest employment group contexts are cwo to three times more
likely to he vet’), satisfied with their educational preparation than those in
the highest unemployment contexts.
Of course the employment status of fi’iends is not independent of one’s
own employment status, or of one’s level of edttcation or social background
characteristics. A later multivariate analysis will estimate its independent
contribution, lqerc, however, we examine one additional relative, or
comparative, reference group effect of one’s own and one’s friends’
employment statuses. Neither are perfectly correlated - with many
entployed respondents with all/most friends unemployed, and many
unemployed respondents with all/most fi’iends employed.
Reference group theory would suggest that employed respondents with
unemployed fi’iends would have more satisfactory attitudes than those with
employed fi’iends. In comparative judgemental group terms they should
feel relatively better off- the higher the group unemploynaent level the
more positive the attitude. The reverse, however, would be the case for
those unemployed people with employed fi’iends who would be more likely
to be most dissatisfied as, in comparison to their fi’iends’ status, they are
substantially worse off- the higher the group nnenaployment level the
more negative the alternative. In other words there is likely to be a
pronounced interactive effect between these two variables.
The results presented in Table 7.4 however, do not support this
hypothesis. The p, vo effecLs, in fact, appear to be completely additive. Both
one’s own unenlployment, and one’s friends’ unemploynaent, affect one’s
assessment in a purely additive way- they jointly increase the level of
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negative assessments. So it appears, therefore, that tile main (reference)
group effects are normative: respondents use tile standards of their
different membership groups to judge their own situation, rather than
using relative status comparisons.
Table 7.4: Reference Group I"ffecL~ of Me,nbership of High or Low Unempl~.ment Netn,o,ks on
Employed and Unemployed Ifea-pondenLC Assessment of the adequa9’ of Peraonal and Sodal
Developn~l Education
Ifespondents Respondent
Employed Unemployed
Most/all Most/all Most/all Most/aUf~end.~ fri~& fi~ends friends
employed uneJnployed employed ltnemployed
(1) AVeh’agc ~ore 1.82 1.92 1.92 1.98
on 9 item Likcrt (623) (38) (88) (42)
"P¢21"5oc" sCa}C
(2) Correlation (Pcarsonian) .
be tween % friends r =. I I r =. 13
ullemplc, yed and (n = 81’1) (n = 217)
"Pcrsoc" Scale
&hoot Effects
Unfortunately we have no information on tile actual provision of personal
and social development courses by individual schools. Howeveh we do know
the identity of the authority running each school, as well as its size, and
whether it is coed or single sex etc. ~Ls we saw in Hannah with Boyle (1987,
pp. 25-67) and Hannah, Breen et al. (1983, pp. 80-114) tile religions order
running the school, and whether it is a Vocational or Community/
Comprehensive school, had clear curricular and ethos implications. We
would hypothesise, therefore, that coed schools, schools run for elites (like
fee paying schools, or schools run by religious orders catering mainly for the
middle class) and the new Comprehensive schools, will have more extensive
and more effective personal and social development programmes or
contexts. "File effects of such school type wu’iables will be examined later.
Besides tile school authority another school context [hctor is likely to be
very important - coeducation. There has been an ongoing debate within
the sociology of education for many years concerning the merits of
coeducation. Dale (1974) claims coeducation is more favonrable in this
respect, as does Feather (1974), who says it is a more natural preparation
for the wider social context. Ormerod (1974), however, shows that the
evidence favouring coeducation is quite dubious; while Kelly (1978) points
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out the importance of other factors - like the social organisation of the
school, the philosophy of the teachers, integration of parenks, etc. - which
may lead to as much variation within school types as between them.
However, when we examine the percentage of young people very satisfied
with the personal and social development aspect of their education by type of
school, a definite pattern does emerge. Ex-pupils of single sex schools are
consistently less satisfied with each dimension of their personal and social
development education than ex-pupils of coeducational schools (see Table
7.5). The most satisfied group are those who attended cocci Secondary
schools, and Comnmnity/Comprehensive schools - ahnost all of which are
coed. Since to a large extent the same orders run both single sex and coed
Secondary schools and their philosophy is likely to be quite similar, the sex
composition of the schools - both pupils and teachers - would appear to be
important. This would suggest that what is important in boosting satisfaction
is not so much the conscious action of school authorities in terms of
curricular/pedagogical initiatives but the opportunities offered for
interaction between the sexes in the school environment. It is interesting too
that the most stark differences relate to the question regarding relations with
the opposite sex - 3 per cent of pupils fi’om girls’ Secondary and 10 per cent
fi’om boys’ Secondary schools are highly satisfied, while at the other end of
the spectrum 36 per cent of pupils fi’om coed Secondary schools are satisfied
that their education helped them build good relations with melnbers of the
opposite sex. Vocational schools occupy an intermediate position between
Coed Secondary, Community/Comprehensive and the single sex Secondary
schools.
Table 7.5: Perctmtage Very .Satisfied with Personal and Sodal Development AsJ~ect, i of l’ducation by
Type of School
Sch~l T)pe
Aspects of Personal and Social Cirls’ Boys" Coed. Community/ Vocational
Developmmlt I’Mueation Secondary Secondary Secondary Comprehensive Schools
(TbtaI N i t.015) (256) (222) (115) (130) (292)
- % Very Satisfied -
(I) Self-con fidencc                  26 33 26 41 27
(2) Making fi’iends 52 53 61 57 53
(3) Preparation for aduh life 13 14 24 26 22
(4) Well balanced person 21 18 26 23 21
(5) Relations with opposite sex 3 I0 36 33 21
(6) A~: Score on Total 1.91 1.95 1.83 1.79 1.87
Likcrt Scale
(I-" = 3.05; p < .02).
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Coeducation, therefore, is obviously a very important school context
factor in personal and social development. However, it is also correlated
with other factors so we will await the multivariate analysis before coming
to any definite conclusions.
The Combined Effect of all Vm~ables
In the following analysis (Table 7.6) multiple regression is used to
estimate the joint effects of 5 social background characteristics, 4 schooling
provision factors, 3 school type t~actors and 2 unemployment variables on
the summary attitudinal scale (9 items) used to measure school leavers’
asse.ssment of the adequacy of schooling for social and personal
development. These are almost the same set of independent (predictive)
variables as were used in previous regressions with the exception of
"coeducational schools" which is hypothesised to have significant effects
here but has little influence on other aspects of educational evaluation.
In Equation 1 it is shown that only remoteness has an)’ significant effect.
More remote respondents have more positive attitudes. However, these
effects are minuscule - explaining only 2 per cent of the variance in the
dependent variable. Socio-economic status has no effect - school leavers
fi’om all social backgrounds appeal" to be equally satisfied or dissatisfied.
Equation 2 adds in the effects of educational level and type variables, and
these have much more significant effects. The higher the level of education
attained, the more Vocational-Technical the o’ack taken in school, and the
more post-educational Vocational training courses taken, the more positive
the effect on assessments. Interestingly it is not those who took the high
Academic track that have the most positive attitudes - but those with
Vocational-Technical specialisations. It appears, therefore, that for personal
and social skills development, as with preparation for work, those taking
Vocational-Technical courses are at an advantage. Gender has a slight
persistent, thottgh not significant, effect - with girls having more positive
attitudes. Remoteness, obviously because of its relationship to educational
level achieved, drops out of significance after Equation I.
A number of the school type variables have clear effects. Coeducational
schools and Comprehensive schools have a significant advantage over
others; with most of the preceding variables retaining significance. Being
educated in a coeducational school, therefore, apparently mostly because of
its organisational context and ethos, appears to provide significantly better
personal and social development opportunities than single sex schools.
None of the other school type variables retain any significance. Combined,
all these variables however explain only 6 per cent of the variance in the
dependent variable. As we shall see later the total "between-school" variance
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is far greater than this so that what schools actually do to satisfactorily
supply education for social and personal development is very inadequately
measured by these school level variables. Nevertheless - even with these
crude measures - differences in school type do have significant effccts.
"l.d~lc 7.6: ICegwession of 14 Indqmndent I~lriables 072 Satia~lction with P~sonal and Social
Developmm~t A,qmcL~ of Educational Preparation (Beta wL~. )
Eql. I Eqt. 2 Eqt. 3 Unfimriate
I~’edictor Sodal
I+ 2+ Correlation
t~zriab~ Background I’Mucational Unemploy- (Pearson)
Effects /h~uision ment
Effects Status/’fleas
(Beta (Beta (Beta
wL# rule) wts)
(i) Social Background
(I) Fa’s Occ. Status .05 .03 .01 .04
(2) Mo’s Education -.03 -,05 -.05 -.02
(3) Fa’s Unemployment .06 .05 .04 .06
(4) Gender -.06 -.07 -.06 -.06
(5) Remoteness -,09" -.03 -.04 -.09
(ii) Educationaland
Curdcuk~r Effects
(6 I aevel of Educ. - -. 13* -. I I ** -. 13
(7) No. of Honours - -.03 -.02 -.07
cotlrse taken
(8) No. of Vocat.-Technical - -.11"* -.09** -.05
CollrSes taken
(9) Taken post Educ. Vocal - -.I I* -.I 1"* -.14
T~fining Courses at School
(iii) School 7),pe EffecL~
(10) Cocd. Sec. School -.09** -.09** -.06
( I 1) Vocat. School -.07 -.08* -.03
(12) Comp. School -.1 I** -.I 1"* -.09
(iv) Une, nptoyment Status Effects
(13) % Time in LF .08"* .14
Unemployed
(14) Proportion of .09"* .13
Friends Unemployed
R2 .02 .06 .08
F 3.14 5.46 5.75
p <.01 <.01 <.01
N 886 886 886
* p <.05
**p<.01
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Besides school type, however, tile tmenq)loyment context within which
individuals live has a substantial additional effect on assessments: the
greater the proportion of time spent unemployed and the greater the
unemployment rate amongst fi’iends the more negative the attitudes,
independently of all other preceding variables.
Conclusions
- While personal and social development is generally recognised b)’
pupils, and at an official level, as a very important goal of education,
satisfaction with the realisation of these goals in h’ish education is only
moderate to low. Between a third to one half of respondents were vet’),
satisfied with personality development (self-confidence, etc.) and
interpersonal skills development aspects. However, only one-fifth were
equally satisfied with prepar::ifion for adult life roles and relationships
with fi’iends of the opposite sex. Satisfaction was generally highest with
the development of interpersonal social skills, next highest with the
development of a self-confident, rational individuality and lowest with
preparation for more public roles and for relationships with the
opposite sex. There is sigtfificant variation in these attitudes, however,
and a numher of important factors are related to this variation.
- While overall satisfaction tends to increase with level of education
attained the relati~inship is, in fact, curvilinear. The most satisfied
groups are those leaving with the Group Cert and those who took a post-
Inter or Post-Leaving Cert Vocational course. Althottgh there is some
focus on personal and social development in these Vocational courses
this would not explain the higher satisfaction among Group Cert pupils.
The popularity of Vocational-Technical courses amongst such
respondents appears to I)e important - as such courses appear not only
to prove satisfactory for entry to work but also for other developmental
aspects of education.
- The individual’s own employment status and group context was
hypothesiscd as an important discriminator, as getting a job is so crucial
to a successful transition to adulthood. However, those presently
unemployed have only slightly more negative attitudes. What does have
an important effect is whether the individual has ever had a job - with
both students and those still seeking their first job having the highest
levels of dissatisfaction. Those respondents whose fi’iends were mostly
unemployed, however, were 2 to 3 times more dissatisfied with their
personal and social development education than those in a primarily
high employment context. The combined effects of the individual’s own
unemployment and this unemployment context are additive.
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- There are few significant differences by gender. However the sex
composition of the school itself does have a hig impact, independent of
school type. Those in coeducational schools are more satisfied with their
personal and social development. It would seem that this is mainly due
to the environment of the school and not necessarily to any particular
actions on the part of the school authorities.
- Most of the individual variables identified as important above retain
their significance in the multivariate analysis. There are some small
social background effects with girls and those from more remote areas
being more satisfied. Educational effects are quite clear - the better
educated are more satisfied in general with their personal and social
development education and those taking Vocational-Technical subject
tracks are also highly satisfied. These two variables have the most
significant effects on attitudes on this dimension. Coed Secondary and
Comprehensive-Community schools also show greater levels of
satisfaction. Once again also the unemployment experience and context
are both seen as having significant negative effects on respondents’
assessments. The most positive effects on these assessments are a high
level of education, taking a number of Vocational-Technical subjects,
attending a coeducational secondary or comprehensive school, and
being employed and having fi’iends who are employed.
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APPENDIX 7
Appendix Table A7. l : Percentage Highly Satisfied with I’e~onal and Social Development Aspects of
Education by Sex
Aspecta- of Education
(1) Self-confidence
(2) Making fiiends
(3) Prepai’ation for aduh life
(4) ~Vcll balanced person
(5) Rclations with opposite sex
(6) Play part in sociel),
(7) Think Ibr yoursa~lf
(8) Gcton with others
(9) Conlmtnficate well with olhers
(10) Flow well provided were programmes
to develop self-confidence?
Ma/e
30
52
18
21
21
2O
31
37
37
16
Fe~nale
30
56
20
22
14
17
34
4,1
39
17
Chapter 8
GENFRAL EVALUA770N OF THE ADEQUACY OF SCHOOLhkrG PROVISION
As was indicated in Chapter 3 one of the unexpected dimensions of
schooling evaluation isolated was a general assessment of an individual’s
own school’s provision of progranmaes of preparation for aduh life; that is,
providing programmes which helped develop a self-confident, rational and
morally assertive capability in work and other adult life roles. Tile 7
questions (items) asked were grouped together in the interview schedule
and appeared to have been interpreted as an overall evaluation of the
qtmlity of edncational programmes provided in a respondent’s last school.
Tile scaled responses to the 7 items were highly intercorrelated and
formed a highly reliable Likert scale (alpha = .86).
The 7 questions were asked as a group in response to a general con-
textual question which queried respondents firstly about the "importance"
that 9 different aspects of education should have; and then went on to ask
for each item - "how well were these programmes actually provided in your
education?": "very well" (1); "somewhat well" (2); "not at all well" (3).
There was a high level of intercorrelation anaongst 7 of the responses to
these 9 items. The exceptions were 1 question on b~ic education, and 1
on thlrd-level education. For these 7 questions respondents appeared to
ignore differences of meaning in question content which, in the other
more dispersed qnestions, they had clearly distinguished: i.e., differences
between questions dealing with personal and social development, cognitive
development and preparation for work and associated adult roles were
ignored in this case although they were clearly distinguished otherwise.
Tile scale is diffictdt to interpret, therefore. However, given the high
intercorrelations amongst the item responses (see Appendix Table A8.1), the
attitudinal scale constructed assesses the general adequacy of respondents’
schools’ provision of courses/programmes for cognitive and personal
development and an adequate preparation for work and adult life roles. It,
therefore, reflects an assessment of some of the most important goals in
modern education - a combination of technical-rational socialisation,
personal and social development and other ,aspects of preparation for adult
life. And, given the context of the question, it appears to be a specific
assessment of one’s own (last) school’s adequacy in these respects.
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Although attitudes were generally negative there was considerable
variation. In this chapter we examine that variation and attempt to explain
it. Initially we examine tile relationship to level of education attained. Next
tile type of curriculum, and after that a number of "school type"
characteristics which are expected to influence both school programmes
and their evaluations. Finally we examine tile effects of individuals’ social
background characteristics and ctlrrent employment status.
Hypotheses
As in previous chapters- pacticularly Chapters ] and 4, and for tile
reasons there outlined, we hypothesise that favourable assessments would
be most characteristic of tile better educated, of those taking both highly
Academic and Vocational-Technical "tracks", and of those who received
substantial in-school and out-of-school Vocational preparation courses.
School type also is expected to affect assessments, with Coeducational schools
and Comprehensive schools particularly I)eing at a distinct advantage.
Unemployment of self and friends is also likely to have significant negative
effects.
Levd of Certification and Subject "7)’ack "
Level of education, or educational certification, attained is, as previously,
the most high[y correlated of tile educational variables with assessments of
tile overall adequacy of schooling preparation for adult life.
The level of satisfaction with educational preparation for adult roles and
relationships increases with educational level for each of the 7 items
included (see Tal)le 8.1 ). Level of satisfaction is greatest for job preparation,
next for cognitive development and preparation for aduh life, next for
personal, social and moral development, and by far the least for civic/
political education.
Tile majority of the most poorly qualified are clearly dissatisfied for all
items - from up to 67 per cent clearly dissatisfied with job i)reparation to
over 80 per cent highly dissatisfied with civic education. For those with
third-level qualifications, levels of equivalent dissatisfaction vary only fi’om
up to 22 pet" cent for work preparation, to a maximum of 43 per cent
clearly dissatisfied with civic/political education. Tile correlation between
level of education and the 7 item summary attitudinal (Likert) scale is r =
-.21. So, the longer one remains in school, and the move extended and
difficult the courses and curricula taken, and examinations passed, the
greater tile satisfaction with educational preparation for adult life.
Presumably, however, there is an element of selection involved - those who
are most satisfied are most likely to remain in school.
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Table 8.1 : Percentage of Respondents l.lqlo are VET), Satisfied that Their Education (School) had
Provided Prog~-ammes which Adequately Prq)ared thtnn for A dull Life over a Number of
Aspects of Educational Preparation (l~anked by, level ofF, ducatiot0
14oto well zoere the~e
programme~ aaually
provided in your
education ?
I.~,vel of Education 1987
1 2 3 4 5 6
No Group Inter Post Leaving Third(~a!a C, ertCert Inter Cert level
Entrants
7btal
% "lieD’ Satisfied" or programme I~’ts provided
"reD’ we, ll" by school
(I) (3516): "Prepared to do 12 34 22 29 27 40 28%
a good job well (% "Not (52) (23) (27) (30) (22) (13) (24)
at all" provided) (r-~.20)
(2) (3512):’Fo think through
things and come to clear 12 16 17 19 19 32 26%
solutions" (% "Not at (55) (30) (32) (23) (19) (1 I) (23)
all" provided) (~.24)
(3) (3514):"To get a good job" 9 30 17 23 14 18     19%
(% "Not at all’) (66) (39) (39) (35) (31) (22) (34)
(r=-.21)
(4) (3517):"Prepare for aduh 8 27 17 20 15 20 18%
life when left school" (67) (33) (34) (36) (34) (23) (34)
(% "Not at all") (r~.13)
(5) (3511): "Develop self-
confidence and ~lf- 11 23 16 16 14 22
reliance" (% "Not at all") (50) (33) (27) (22) (26) (16)
17%
(26)
(r-~.13)
(6) (3513): "Prep:ire to develop 13 17 12 10 12 21 14%
and apply good ~"alues to (52) (32) (34) (42) (37) (21) (34)
everyday life" (% "Not ;it all’) (r’~.10)
(7) (3515): "Active role in 4 9 6 9 4 8 6%
public affairs clc." (81) (63) (64) (65) (61) (43) (60)
(% "Not at all") (r~.14)
Overall Scale Mean Vahle: 2.51 2.15 2.20 2.18 2.17 1.97 2.16
( 7 items) (r’-~.21 )
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As in previous cases there is an interesting discontinuity to the gradual
improvement of attitudes with educational attainment - so that the
"selection effect" of satisfaction affecting decisions to stay does nol hold
universally. Those having left with a Group Cert qualification - particularly
boys with Vocational-Technical qualifications who, in any case, constitute
the majoriW of Group Cert school leavers - tend to be more satisfied than
those leaving with an hater Cert, and even those with solely a Leaving Cert
qualification. So this particular Vocational-Technical "course type" is being
evaluated very positively - particularly for job-preparation, but also in self-
confidence htfilding, etc. The following table shows a clear relationship
between "track" specialisation and such school assessment ratings.
Table 8.2: Avm’age Vahtes of’School Attitudea" by Curlqcldar 7~ack "lbkern in SchooL~
High "Pass Vocal.- General Home Very No Quals, 7btal
Academic C~leral" Technical utith Economi¢.~ Restricted (No
Traeh (Unn.s- Soc./Sd./ General information)
trlcted) Art/ Pass on subjects
Commerce Coltry, eetc)
Aver:age Sc:o,’e on
Attitude Scale
"S~:hool Attitudes" 2.0,1 2.27 2.15       2.18 2.1,t 2.20 2.41 2.16
(n) (311) (52) (lC~,t)    (2,t9) (103) (113) (102)
F = 5.93: df=9; p <.001; Et~l = .25
Tile most satisfied school leavers are those who took the highly academic,
university preparation, courses; but the next most satisfied are those who
took the Vocational-Technical courses (usually those with junior certificate
qualifications) or those with a Home Economics specialisation. Although the
actual differences are small they are highly statistically significant. The most
dissatisfied respondents are those who had either left without any
qualifications or had taken the "Pass" level general academic course at
Leaving Cert level or an even more restricted set of Pass level, non-specialised
courses, at Inter Cert level.
This relationship to curricular "track" is clearly illustrated in the
following fignre which gives the percentages of respondents who are
satisfied that their school provided adequate preparation ("very well") for
"aduh life". Here those who speeialised in the Vocational-Technical courses
are more satisfied than those who sl)ecialised in the highl),Academic
curriculum. This relative advantage for tile Vocationally educated is even
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Figure 8.1:Percentage Respondents who were satisfied that
Schools provided programmes for "preparation
for adult life",’very well".
3O
25
2O
15
10
..... ’% Very Satisfied’- ....
(programmes ’very well provided’)
24%
..... 19%" .....................
:3£" !’.
1.2 3*4
Highly Pass
Academic General
20%
15%
.
I ...........
5 6°7
Vocational So¢-8ci *
-Technical Ar t/Comm.
¯ i ~.;~
....... 11%
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nlore pronotlnced in education ~o II work but does not hold equally for
programmes dealing with personal and social (levelopment.
So, in general (with the exception of those with the Group Cert), there
is a linear relationship between level of education and satisfttction with
schooling. There are also three important "track" effects. The greater
satisfaction of the high Academic tracks reinforces the satisfaction of those
at the higher levels of education, while being in tile Vocational-Technical
track has a mitigating effect oil tile dissatisfaction of those finishing at
junior cycle, particularly Group Cert, level. In addition it appears that
those taking tile Pass level general (or non-specialist) academic courses are
almost as dissatisfied as those without any qttalifications.
School Charrtctel~sgic.~
As we saw in previous chapters for other din~ensions of educational
assessment it is likely that respondents’ schooling evahlations are likely to
be highly dependent on the nature and quality of the school attended - :is
well as tile level of educatiola attained and ihe type of cttrricultlnl followed.
So type of school (whether single sex or Coed, Secondary or Vocational),
as well as the ethos of religious orders running the school, are all likely to
have significant impacts on schooling adequacy assessments.
As to school type, and examining univariate relationships, there is a
slight tendency for Vocational and Comprehensive schools to have a better
rating on work preparation courses - though not on other din~etlsions. ,’ks
regards Secoildary schools run by religiolts orders a clearer rel:llionship
does exist. Christian Brothers’ Schools (CBS) and other Brothers’ schools
are more positively evaluated on work preparation. On personal and social
development, laowevet, the orders running high status schools, Protestant
schools and the Comnlunity-Coml)rehensive schools, are more positively
cvahtated. "l,lking tile average score on the stlnlnlary Likert scale, however,
the high status (generally fee paying) schools, Vocational schools, and
schools run by the Mercy Order have tile most positive evaluations. Some
types of boys’ schools, Conlprehensive schools, and some run by female
religious orders have the most negative evaluations. I-Iowever, these
differences are very small and since such school characteristics are
correlated with both tile social background of pupils and school size, as
well as with other schooling characteristics, we need to examine their
effects in a muhivariate analysis before coming to any conclusions about
their effects.
We tuafortunately do not have any information on the internal organisa-
tion of schools - of tile way curricula are allocated, pupils are c~ltegorised
or assigned to classes, the pedagogical arrangements or ethos of schools,
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etc., so that the above "school-type" characteristics merely index such
unobserved differences. As we have seen, access to an Academic track, or
specialisation in a Vocational-Technical track, clearly has positive effects,
whereas allocation to a Pass level more general curriculum is less highly
evaluated.
So the cnrricular provision and allocation procedures within and
between schools have significant effects on school leavers’ evaluations.
However, such schooling effects are correlated with other w~riabte effects,
so they need to be considered in a multivariate analysis.
7"he Combined Effects
Most of these variables are correlated with each other so that their joint
effects - tested by multivariate analysis - may not be as clearcut as their
univariate relationships. The following table reports the restdts of a
multiple regression analysis of the effects of 14 independent variables on
the summary attitude scale measnring respondents’ overall evalnations of
the adequacy of their schooling preparation for adult life. The scale ranges
in wdue fi’om 1.0 (highly positive) to 3.0 (highly negative). The average
score is 2.16, which is generally negative, with a standard deviation of .49.
Equation I shows that three social background effects are significant:
fathers’ occupational status, father being unemployed and remoteness.
Gender is not significant. Working class respondents, particularly fi’om
families where fathers are unemployed, have significantly more negative
attitudes. An equally important variable, however, is remoteness. As in
former cases the most ren’lote respondents have the most positive
evaluation of schooling. ~,s,q]en controls for educational level and type are
introduced in Equation 2 all family socio-economic effects disappear. As we
have seen before, the effect of social class would seem to be mediated
ahnost totally through level of education attained. The effects of
remoteness, however, persist even with controls for educational level, etc.
So irrespective of education and type, as well as post-school employment
experience, the most remote rural respondents have the most positive
evaluation of their education while the most urbanised are the most
negative.
Level of education and type of education adds significantly to the
explained variance - as is clear from Equation 2. The higher the level, the
greater the extent of take-up of either an Honours Academic or a
Vocational-Technical course, or a post-certificate Business/Commercial
course, the more positive the attitude. Once all educational variables are
controlled for, however, the effects of most social background variables
disappear - except for remoteness.
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¯ Tile only school type variable of significance is attendance at a Vocational
school. This appears to have a clear positive effizct. No other category of
school has significant effects. The most striking (though hardly surprising
by now) result is that in both respects - in choice of curriculum and school
type - Vocational courses and schools get a quite positive evaluation.
Being unemployed, or having fi’iends who are unemployed, has no
discernible additional effect on attitudes - as is clear fi’om equation 3. This
result departs fl’Onl previous finclings - where post-school unemployment
experience, and that of one’s informal networks, clearly had a "post-hoc
effect" on respondents’ evaluations of their schooling.
Table 8.3: Multiple Regression of "School Attitude-~" on 15 Social Background, Educational Level
and Type, as Well as School Type IZadab~, and Un~nployment Statu.~ in 196"7 (Beta Itt~ghL~)
Eqt 1 Eqt 2 rqt 3
Independent Effects I+Level 2 +
Variable.$
of Social and Type of Being
Background I’Sducation Unemployed
(1) Father’sOcc. Status .09* .06 .04
(2) Education .03 .01 .01
(3) Father unemployed .07* .05 .04
(4) Remoteness - .10** -.07* -.07*
(5) Gender -.02 -.03 -.02
(6) Level of Education -.16" -.14"*
(7) No of Voc. Tech. Courses -. 13** -. I I **
(8) InHigh Academic Track -.10" -.09"
(9) Vocalional-Conlnl. Course - -.10"* -.10"*
(10) Vocational School - -.12" -.13"*
(11) Comprehensive School - .02 -.02
(12) Coed School - .04 -.05
(13) %Time Unemployed - - .00
(14) %Friends Unemploycd - .06
R2 .03 .10 .11
N 854 854 854
F 5.07 7.59 7.05
p <.001 < .001 <.001
*p<.05; **p<.01.
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Conclusions
- Evaluations of the adeqnac)’ of schooling in preparing students for their
adult lift roles - in developing a self-confident, rational and morally
assertive capability in work and related roles - are generally negative.
The attitudinal scale developed, althongh it put together responses to
questions which otherwise fall on more than one dimension of
response, was highly reliable. This appeared to be so because
respondents were assessing in a direct way the adequacy of their own
schools’ provisions. The scale, therefore, cottld be called a general
"school assesslnellt" factor, or one which assesses the general
effectiveness of their schooling as a preparation for entry to "open
society".
- Although tile assessment was generally more negative than positive most
individual item responses showed moderate levels of satisfaction.
Assessment was most positive for job preparation and cognitive
development and least for personal and social development and civic
edncation.
- The most satisfied school leavers were those who had achieved most in
education - particularly tile successful third-level educated. Bnt those
who had specialised in a Vocational-Technical track were ahnost eqnally
as satisfied. So, besides level of education, the type of curricular "track"
taken had significant additional effccts - with those specialising in either
Vocational-Technical or Honours Academic subjects being the most
satisfied. "Fhe least satisfactory curricular "tracks" appear to be the Pass
level, broad and "general" education ones.
- Those who had attended Vocational, Comprehensive or Coeducational
Secondary schools assessed thelll as more satisfactory than others. Btlt
only Vocational schools retained any independent significance when
"curricular track", and other post-examination Vocational course
specialisations were conu’olled for. In other words, independent of level
and type of education taken, there are aspects of the provision of
courses, or of tile pedagog3, or the ethos, of Vocational schools which are
being very positively evaluated by school leavers. These positive
judgements are not extended to any other school type, but the effect is
t’adler modest.
- As we shall see later, however, overall "school effects" are likely to be
much greater than is indicated here. "O.qaat individtml schools do by way
of courses, pedagogy, developing interpersonal relationship
competencies, or the school’s general ethos, has substantial effects on
tile adequacy and effectiveness of their interventions in preparing their
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students for adtdt life roles. "v~,qaat this chapter has shown is that besides
their success in increasing genez’al educational attainment the
Vocatiolaal-Technical aspects of education are more effective in
adequately preparing students for adult life - or for enu’y to "open
society" - than the i]]ol’e academic general Pass level coui’ses.
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APPENDIX 8
Appendix Table A8. I : Intercorrelation amongst 7 ite,Ls of the "Adequacy of Pre]mration for Adul!
Life" Scale
Items Item Avm’age
Scot’e otl
Scale
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
(1) "Sell’Confidence" 1.00 2.09
(2) "Think through
things" .57 1.00 2.02
(3) "Prepanltion for
I.ife" and "apply .51 .50 1.00 2.20
good values"
(4) Preparation for
"getting job"
(5) I’repacation for
ilctive t’olc in
public affairs
.42 ,43 .43 1.00 2,12
¯ 37 .40 .42 .36 1.00 2.54
(6) Preparation "to do
good job well" .4,t .43 .50 .56 .36 1.00 1.95
(7) "Preparalion for
Aduh Life" .51
.50 .52 .50 .45 .66 1.00 2.17
(8) Correlation with
total I.ikerl scale .73 .74 .75 .73 .63 .77 .78 2.15
Cronbach’s Alpha (Total) = .86
Cl’oldmch’s Alpha if items 4 and 6 (dealing with work roles) are cxchlded = .82.
Chapter 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
h~troduction: The Objectives of Education
Our main purpose in this stud)’ is to report how a large sample of recent
school leavers assessed the adequacy of their education, and how
effectively they thought the second-level school system met its, and their
own, objectives.
The overall goals of h-ish second-level education are indicated only in
vet’), general terms in the main official State doeunlenks. In tile gtfidelines
for the (older) Intermediate and l.,eaving Certificate courses at least 9
broad objectives are specified or clearl), implied. (See Chapter I).
Of these 9 objectives, or motivating values, of h’ish second-level
education we examine 6 in detail in this study. At least 3 other broad
objectives are not examined: moral, religious and general character
development; ideological and cuhural objectives; and a clear priority in
providing a "broad general education". In the latter case, however; some of
the main problems arising fi-om the differential i|nplemenuttion of such a
"general education" priority is examined - particularly for lower achieving
pupils. The following are the 6 ol]jectives examined in detail.
(I) (a) Basic educational goals: I)asic language and mathelnatical
skills (tile "3 Rs"); and
(b) Intellectual and cognitive development goals (9 questions)
(2) Personal, social and character development goals (10 questions)
(3) Preparation for entry to the world of work (8 questions)
(4) Preparation for entry to other, more general, aduh roles (5
questions)
(5) Preparation for political and civic roles (6 questions)
(6) Preparation for third-level entry (2 questions)
In order to validly and reliably measure school leavers’ assessments of
their education in these respects they were asked over 30 separate
questions about the adequacy and utility of their educational prepm-ation
(See Appendix 3A).
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Education and F.mployment
Ahhongh our analysis is focused around these 6 objectives the school
leavers’ responses were not structured exactly according to the above
pattern. However, before we examine school leavers’ assessments we need
to place their views in context. So in Chapter 2 we look at the dramatic
changes which have occurred in the Irish youth labour market over the
1980s, and in the relevance and significance of educational qualifications
for labour market integration. During the 1980s, employnlent fell
dramatically and tnaemployment rates for school leavers grew rapidly. This
occurred despite the actual decline in the number of school leavers
entering the labour market, with a growth in the retention rates of older
pupils in schools, and growth also in third-level entry. The nnmber of
pupils taking Vocational, Technical, Secretarial and other related courses
in schools, for instance, ahnost doubled between 1979/80 at’Jd 1985/86.
Emigration also partly accounted for the declining nnmber directly
entering the Irish labour market - although this grew rapidly only from
1985 onwards, and appears now to have temporarily stopped. Participation
in some post-second level education or training also increased dramatically
- more than doubling bep, veen 1980/81 and 1985.
The school leavers whose post-school experience is examined in detail
here, therefore, were entering a rapidly deteriorating labour market. As it
worsened, schools and pupils reacted by considerably expanding provision
and participation. Post-school education and training also expanded
markedly so that pupils stayed longer in full-time edncation, took more
post-school courses and gained more qualifications. Our higher youth
unemployment rates have, therefore, been partly responsible for a
significant educational expansion and "qualification inflation" over the
1980s. So by tile mid-1980s h’ish educational participation rates, and
"examination success" rates, were higher than their English, Welsh or
Scottish equivalents. At the beginning of tile 1990s the general educational
levels of new entrants to the Irish labour force were considerably higher
than at the beginning of the 1980s - but the prospects for employnaent
were substantially lower at all levels of education.
Besides general Academic education there is a well developed
apprenticeship training system, providing block release and part-time
training in Regional Technical Colleges (RTCs), F.~S (The Training and
Employment Authorit),) centres, etc. This has declined in significance over
time, although there has been a recent significant growth in occupationally
specific Vocational training and education (CERT - the state Tourism
Training Agency, Teagasc The Agriculture and Food Development
Authority, BI/vl - h’ish Sea Fisheries Board). There has also been a
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substantial growth in training and work experience schemes for tmem-
ployed youngsters. The latter aims at providing training, work experience
and personal development courses for tuaemployed, particularly poorly
educated and disadvantaged, youth. The lack of pnblic validation of and
qualification for the non-apprenticeship AnCO (Industrial Training
Authority)/Ff\8 training programmes, however, has been a serious defect
of these courses - a defect which it is now, however, intended to correct.
Post-School Education and Training
There are obvious gaps or deficits in the provision for school leavers at
diffei’ent levels of attainment in their first years out of school. And these
gaps and inequalities do not get any less obvious over the following 3 to 5
years. The extent to which people add to their educational or training
qualifications even 2 to 5 years after they leave school still depends
crucially on the level attained in conventional schooling. Even if we
exclude those who went on to take third-level courses, for instance, we find
that almost four times the proportion of those completing second-level
education went on to take further education and training courses after
school as compared with early leavers without any qualifications. So the
advantages acquired in the highly institutionalised first- and second-level
education systems are still there 2 years, and even 5 to 6 years, later. The
economic environment in which our sample of school leavers found
themselves between 1982 and 1987 was, therefore, a very depressed one;
and the extent of competition amongst school leavers for employment
became quite fierce. The wide inequalities in initial educational
achievement, therefore, had sttbstantial consequent effects on further
education and training and labour market entry.
Irish education is mostly provided in extended, full-time, periods which
have sharp beginnings and endings, and with rigid entry requirements.
Once people finish with one level they very rarely go back to improve upon
failed or incomplete courses, examinations or qualifications. Continuing
education by and large adds on to, or is built upon, previous attainment. It
is cumulatively advantageous rather than progressively corrective in its
effects. Effectively there is very little "second chance" education.
The inability to gain accreditation to advanced courses on part-time,
cumulative credit bases, combined with extremely limited possihilities for
"second chance" education means that- given the crucial rote that
qualifications play in employment decisions - the inequalities of early
schooling become ever more accentuated as young people move through
school into training and the labour market. In these cit’cumstances just
changing the ctu’riculum and the examination system within schools can
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only have a limited impact on the reduction of inequalities.
Methods
In Chapter 3 we describe the sample of school leavers, the method of
interviewing, and the 6 basic categories of questions asked of them. The
interviews were carried out with a national sample of school leavers in late
Nox,eml~er 1987 to end January 1988. This re-survey of the original [981/82
sample of school leavers was carried out for the YEA (Youth Employment
Agency)/F/’\S. Respondents were first interviewed in May 1983, 1 year after
they had left school. They were also re-interviewed in November 1984. By
their third interview, therefore, in late 1987 and early 1988 5.5 years had
elapsed fi’om the time they bad completed their post-primary education.
In Chapter 3 we also describe the structure of responses to the 35 different
qnestions school leavers were asked about their assessment of, or level of
satisfaction with, their schooling. Most of these questions were designed to
tap the 6 different dimensions of educational objectives outlined earlier. In
order to establish whether the pattern of their responses corresponded to the
dimensions hypothesised the correlations amongst the scaled responses to
these questions were factor analysed. With significant exceptions tile
dimensionality of school leavers’ assessments did conform rather closely to
that originally hypothesised. The basic dimensions do appear: "basic
education", personal and social development, preparation for work and adult
roles, preparation for civic/political roles. However, tile intellectual or
cognitive aspects do not "load" on "basic education", and preparation for
work and adult roles items tend to load together. A separate and very general
dimension also appears. This is a general utilitarian assessment of one’s own
school’s adequacy of preparation across three dimensions: preparation for
work, for adult lifc and personal and social development. These respondent
defined dimensions of schooling evaluation provide the bases for our
analyses in Chapters 4 to 8 of the study: preparation for work and adult life,
basic education and cognitive development, overall schooling adequacy, and
personal and social development.
We were, therefore, able to derive a set of multi-itena scales which tapped
respondents’ attitudes - relatively enduring orientations based on linked
sets of beliefs, feelings and evaluations - towards their education. These
scales have high content and face validity and are highly reliable. The), can
be interpreted as measures of the school leavers’ mature assessments of
their education after at least 5 years’ experience in "open society". While it
was possible that sttch attitttdes could be heavily affected by post-factum
rationalisation of the effectiveness of their education by respondents from
our analysis this appeared to be a minor effect.
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School Leavers’ l’tio~ities
School leavers’ own educational priorities corresponded closely to the
"official" view. With tile exception of civic/political education, almost all
the above mentioned dimensions of edttcation are given very high priority
by school Icavers. The attainment of "the 3 Rs" as well as cognitive
development goals are almost universally regarded as crucial. School
leavers’ almost equally emphasise utilitarian vocational goals. Preparation
for other aduh roles, including sex roles, is ahnost equally emphasised.
Also, personal and social development goals and the development of the
individual’s moral consciousness and capability are also given high priority.
Preparation for third-level studies is more lowly ranked, even when the
questiot’t was resu’icted to third-level entrants. The lowest importance was
attached to preparation for civic and political roles - with less than half of
the respondents thinking it very important.
Oklr analysis COllCetltrates oll the five l]’lore important aspects of
education which were given highest priority by school leavers: basic
education, preparation for work, and for other adult roles, personal a~’t¢l
social development, and the overall assessment of one’s own school’s
adequacy over the above areas.
School Leave~ Genial Satzsfactton wtth their Education
. t. +School lea~e~s satisfaction with the various aspects of their education
varies fi’om a high to very high rating on the achievement of the 3 Rs and
general cognitive development, to a generally less satisfactory provision on
nearly all other dimensions, and particularly on preparation for
participation in public life. Respondents, therefore, distinguished clearly
amongst educational objectives - being highly satisfied with some and very
critical of others. The strong approval given to the provision of basic
education (77 pet" cent of all respondents saying the "3 Rs" were "very well"
provided) indicates that high levels of satisfaction are indeed possible. At
the other extreme, however, ordy 20-35 per cent are equally satisfied with
the adequacy of preparation for work life, and only 17 to 40 per cent with
most aspects of personal and social development.
While Chapter 3 gave us a general overview of the levels of satisfaction,
we examined attitudes on each dimension in more detail in later chapters.
Assessment of the adequacy of preparation for working life it examined in
Chapters 4 and 5, basic education in Chapter 6, personal and social
development in Chapter 7. The overall measure of assessment of schooling
adequacy is examined in Chapter 8 - which draws together many of the
elements of earlier chapters in a distinct fashion.
In Chalz, ters 4 to 8 we t-eport the results of our aoal),sis of the factors
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explaining variations, or differences, in school leavers’ levels of satisfaction
with their education. A number of factors were hypothesised to be
important - social background factors (primarily social class and gender)
which affect both respondents’ aspirations and levels of attainment;
institutional differences in educational objectives and provision (primarily
the type of school attended); how schools meet these various objectives
(measured by subject "track" specialisation and level of educational
attainment); and respondents’ experience of the labour market outcomes
of their education. These factors, along with some others, are tested
throughout these chapters as causes of variation in satisfaction, within, of
course, the overall context of moderate to low levels of satisfaction.
(a) Labour Market l’2xpevie~zce and the Value of Education
Before examining the influence of these variables on respondents’
assessments of educational effectiveness, we first examined in Chapter 4
the actual relationships between education, training and employment
chances. Success in the labotn" market on leaving school was not only
found to be highly corretatecl with level of education attained, but the
relative advantage of the better educated improved significantly over time.
The relationship between level of educational attainment and labour
market success is stark: those who leave school without any qualifications
experience high levels of persistent unemployment, those with good
qualifications were predominantly absorbed over 2-3 years, even in the
mid-1980s.
The importance school leavers themselves attach to educational certi-
fications snpports these conchtsions. Five different aspects of educational
attainment were assessed: highest certificate achieved, examination results,
particular subjects and particular courses taken (i.e., pre-employment
etc.), and particular AnCO/CERT training courses. These five aspects were
clearly ranked in terms of their influence on employment decisions:
certification was considered the most important; next came examination
results and particular subjects taken in these exams. Pre-employment
Vocational courses came next. AnCO or CERT (out of school) Vocational
courses were consiclered to be least important; although they were also the
least likely to have been taken, and those who did take them found them to
be quite important. Educational certification is considered hnportant in
both securing a job in the first place and in determining the level of job
attained. School leavers perceive it as the most important educational
factor in employment decisions, although not necessarily in helping to do
the job itself. Significantly, the lower the level of certification the lower the
importance attached to it. This tendency, however, is much less marked
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amongst the unemployed. They regard the absence of certification as a
major blockage to their own emplo),ment possibilities.
Respondents were also asked which subjects or aspects of their
education were most useful, or from which the), had gained most for
working life and related adult roles. Sixty per cent considered the "3 Rs" to
be most important. This was followed by personal and social developmellt
(23 per cent), then Business and Vocational-Technical studies. It is
noticeable that tile greatest importance is attached to the "3 R" subjects by
those leaving school with intermediate level of qualifications. It appears
that the most poorly educated do not experience the same need for basic
linguistic and mathematical skills as do those with hater Cert qualifications,
for instance; whereas tile best qualified do not meet occasions where their
objectivel)’ better standards are so stretched that they become preoccupied
about them. Gender is ahnost as diffcrentiating as educational level in
school leavers’ views of the importance of different subjects: Maths and
Vocational subjecu are male preoccupations, English and Home Economics
:.ire female ones.
Overall then Chapter 4 reveals a strong relationship between edttcational
attainment and labour market success: and a consequent high level of
importance is attached to this relationship by the school leavers themseh,es.
(b) Vahte of Education for Working Life
Chapter 5 anal),ses in delail why school leavers vary in their assessments
of tile adequacy of their educational preparation lot work: to get a job, to
do a job well, to provide an understanding of the world of work, and to
prepare them for work and associated aduh roles. A number of hypotheses
were proposed to explain variation in levels of satisfaction. In terms of
education it was expected that the rapid "qualification inflation" that
occurred with tile 1980s recession would further increase tile perceived
significance of qualifications and hence that the higher the qualification
level attained tile more positive tile assessment of the quality of education
received for work. Type of education was also h),pothesised to be
important, with those taking more vocationall), oriented courses having
more positive attitudes.
These hypotheses were generally supported. Between a half to two-thirds
of those without any qualifications were very dissatisfied with most aspects
of education for work. This was true, howevel, for less 0lan 1 in 4 of third-
level entrants. Besides qualification level,.tlle type of education received -
whether an Academic, Vocational-Technical, or "general" Pass level subject
package - also affects levels of satisfaction. Those with a Pass level "general
academic" education, or with a broad and shallow (or non-specialised) Pass
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level eurricnlar specialisation, are the most’dissatisfied gronp; being only
slightly more positive than those with no qnalifications at all5. Those who
specialised in Vocational-Technical subjects tend to be generally as satisfied
as those leaving with a high Honours Academic speciality.
"Track" allocation/choice is highly correlated with level of education
attained, ,as well as with gender. The residne of a strong Vocational-Technical
bias in education still occurs for boys with poorer academic prospects,
particularly those who leave school with jnnior cycle qualifications. There is
no eqnivalent Vocational specialisation for girls. They tend to be catered
for by "general courses" in History/Geography, Business Studies and Art
or Home Economics. There is, however, substantial "post- educational"
vocational training given for snch girls. And these generally "Commercial"
Vocational courses appear to fnnction in much the same way for the
moderately, academically, able girls as the Vocational-Technical specialisa-
tion does for boys.
Both level of education and Vocational-Technical specialisation retain
these effects in the multivariate analysis. In addition, remoteness of place
of origin also retains significance. Socioeconomic status of origin has no
independent effect. So, the better edncated and the more vocationally
specialised, and those fi’om more remote areas, evaluate their edncation
most positively. In addition both personal and gronp experiences of
unenaployment also have independent effects. The most dissatisfied clients
are those with poor levels of education who were not assigned to
Vocational/Technical tracks but instead took mostly "dispersed" general
Pass level courses, and who did not take up any relevant post-school
training courses immediately on completing their exams. They also tend to
come fi’om the more urbanised areas, have a poor employment history and
live in high unemployment contexts.
(c) Ptn’ceived Defects in Education for Work
Given dissatisfaction with edncation for work, and the perceived
importance among school leavers themselves of the importance of
educational attainment for employment we investigated school leavers’
intentions to close the gap between the education provided thena and their
perception of educational requirements for employment. A number of
linked perceptions and beliefs about schooling were apparent. First, the
higher the level of education already achieved the more likely were
5 Of course many boys with no qualifications had taken Vocational-Technical subjects.
Unfortunately we do not have information on their st,bjecLs from the survey and do not
know which of them actually did take Vocational-Technical subjects.
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respondents to believe that certification was necessary for enaployment.
Secondly, although poor achievers were most dissatisfied with educational
preparation for work they were less likely than the high achievers to
perceive, or report, major defects in their education.
In addition the higher achievers were more likely to criticise their
schooling for its over-academic bias and for its faihn’es to prepare people
for work or for the practical vocational demands of life zffter school. Early
leavers were much less specifc in their criticisms and were more likely to
mention the way schools were (mis)managed or run, their organisatiomd
arrangements or the poor quality of relationships with teachers, etc.
Ah,hough, therefore, the more highly educated were more satisfied with
their education and believed in its benefits to a fhr greater extent, they also
expected more fi’om it, and were more conscious of individual failings in it
which they could articulate clearly. Those who completed their education
with lower attainments had less belief in its utility, expected less fi’om it,
were less preoccupied with individual defects in it, and were less
concerned, or able, to articulate the nature of their dissatisfactions - even
though their level of dissatisfaction was much greater.
The recognition of defects in one’s education is highly correlated with
intentions to correct such defects. ~Aqaile almost half of all respondents did
intend at some stage to go forward for fnrther education or training only
half of these again could be considered as serious candidates. Definite
plans for further education/training are highly correlated with
educational level ah’eady achieved: tile higher the level of eclucation the
greater the level of aspiration and the more definite tile plan. The early
institutional exclusion of the poor edncational attainers has had a very
serious overall alienating effect on them which appears to be pernlanent -
they are the least likely of all educational levels to vohmteer for ftn’tlaer
education or training courses, even where such conrses appear to be
necessary and feasible - and even when the), themselves believe this to be
so.
It appears, therefore, that those working class school leavers who have not
expe,’ienced even modest success in their education and have not, therefore,
experienced school to be an effective teaching/learning arrangement, do
not intend to pursue opportunities for further educational qualification -
even while they clearly recognise the cent,’al importance of such educational
qualifications in labour market integration. Alienation fi’om the educational
institution in this case goes along with a clear recognition of the importance
of educational/training qualifications. The end is clearly seen as necessary
and desirable, the means used to achieve it ineffective and alienating. Out-
of-school experimental learning programmes such as "Youthreach" are far
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more likely to be responded to positively - but the constraining schooling
roots of their alienation need to be tackled.
(d) Satisfaction with Basic Education
Cbapter 6 examines scbool leavers’ evahmtions of their basic education
and cognitive development. Seven questions were asked wbicb, it was felt,
tapped this proposed dimension. Tbe scaled responses to these questions
were sufficiently highly correlated witb each other to allow us to construct
a highly reliable Likert scale.
We found tbat tbe highest satisfaction on this dimension is with "basic
education" or the "3 Rs’, while dissatisfaction is more evident fox" the more
general aspects of cognitive development, rational calculability, or the
development of associated personal disciplines. It appears, then, that the
more emergent aspects of educational development - those aspects most
likely to be responsive to pedagogical and related schooling practice
changes - are less satisfactorily developed by schools.
Satisfaction was moderately correlated witb educational level attained:
with tbe most dissatisfied being those with the poorest level of educational
attainment. Poorly qualified school leavers had, therefore, sufficiently
internalised societal standards of literacy, numeracy and rationality to
judge their own "unsatisfactory" attainments in relatively the same way as
most middle class respondents. There is a wide gap between the attitudes
of those with no qualifications at all and those with the Iowest.iunior cycle
qualifications; while smaller differences in satisfaction occur between the
latter and the most higbly qualified. Once more we find that the high
Academic attainers and those who bad specialised in Vocational-Technical
subjects had more positive attitudes than others. So too did tbose who bad
taken post-certificate vocational courses.
Tbe latter finding indicates the importance of Vocational-Technical and
manual subjects in education, and the dangers involved in the increasing
dominance of the "elite" academic model for average to low attaining
pupils, particularly working class pupils.
Fathers’ employment status, remoteness of place of origin and
respondent’s gender have significant effects on assessment, but these
disappear wben educational attainment and currexlt employment status is
controlled for. Working class males are particularly alienated. Having
controlled for social background and educational attainment effects, we
found that employment status has an additional negative effect. The
unemployed, and particularly tbose wbose fi’iends are also unemployed,
either tend to "blame" their schooling for failing to develop their basic
educational capabilities; or else their experience of unemployn~ent and of
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tile way their educational defects affected their employment chances
meant they applied more stringent standards than their more successfttll)’
employed peers.
( e ) Satisfaction with Personal and Social Development
Chapter 7 examines school ]eavers’ evaluations of the adequacy of
personal and social development in their education. Ten questions were
asked about the adequacy of provision for persona[, social and character
development. The scaled responses to these questions were moderately to
highly correlated. This allowed tls construct a 10 item Likert scale
measuring attitudes toward the adequacy of personal and social
development education. In general, school leavers are moderately to
highly dissatisfied with this aspect of their education. They are most
satisfied with those aspects of social development which have to do with
interpersonal relationships - except for cross-gender relationships. They
are most dissatisfied with preparation for formal or public roles. This
would suggest that it is tl)e general interpersonal context of school life that
provides the main learning arena - not any fort’tlal curricular provision.
The latter might be more it:lportant for formal role learning - although
the nature of pupil involvement in school leadership roles is probnbly
equally important.
We find that the percentage dissatisfied amongst those without any
qualifications is markedly higher than for any other level of education. The
most satisfied grottps are those who have taken a post-Intermediate Cert
course, where some emphasis is placed on personal and social
development; as well as tltose with the Group Cert, whose high satisfaction
may he explained 19), their tenclency to take Vocational-Technical std~jecls
which also have significant positive effects.
Although there is little variation 19), gender, we find that ex-pupils of
single sex scltools are consistently less satisfied with their personal and
social development education than ex-pupils of coeducational schools. This
appears to be due less to any conscious action on the part of the relevant
school attthorities than to the overall contextual or social-interactional
effect of the toed school. Attendance at Community/Comprehensive and
Vocational schools also has an independent positive effect.
As to current employment status those yotmg people who have never
had a job are the most dissatisfied group. The employment status of a
respondent’s fi’iends is also highly correlated with evaltmtions of the social
and personal dimension of their education. Young people are far more
positive about their education if most of their friends at’e employed: a
"group effect" occurring whereby young people who share similar deprived
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statuses have ranch more negative attitudes than their own individual statns
would warrant.
(f) Satisfaction with School as Preparation for A dult Life
Chapter 8 examines school leavers’ general assessments of the adequacy
of their schooling as a general preparation for aduh life: in providing
progranmles which helped develop a self-confident, rational and morally
assertive capability in aduh roles. The 7 questions asked about this related
to their own school, and the scaled responses to these questions were
highly intercorrelated and [’ormed a vet’}, reliable Likert scale. This
attitudinal scale can be interpreted as a general "school assessment" factor,
measuring the overall adequacy of their educational preparation for adult
life. Ahbough attitudes were generally negative, there was considerable
variation.
Positive schooling evaluation is closely related to level and type of
education, as well as to type of school attended. The higher the level of
edncation, the more highly Academic or the more Vocational-Technical
the subject specialisation is, the more positive the evaluation. Attendance
at Vocational schools also has an independent positive effect.
Ahhough most social background effects are fully mediated through
educational attainluent factors, l’emoteness of place of origin has an
independent positive effect also. The more remote and rural the
comw*ul’lity the more positive the attitude. Unemployment experience or
context has no post-school contextual effect on these attitudes.
The Main I’actol.~ Affectzng School Leavers Assessn~nts
We examined a number of dimensions of schooling evaluation -
preparation for work and associated aduh roles, basic education and
cognitive development, personal and social development, and general or
overall adequacy of schooling. ~qfile each is subject to somewhat different
infhtences a number of factors have consistent effects. School leavers, of
course, placed high priority on each of the above dimensions, and placed a
high priority on level and type of educational qualifications for labour
market success. So it is no surprise that both factors - educational level and
type - emerge consistently as important predictors of school leavers’
assessments.
(i) Level of Education
The most consistent factor influencing satisfaction with education
received is the level of education attained with, in general, the best
educated being the most satisfied. There is particularly high dissatisfaction
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among those with no qualifications, with over half being dissatisfied with
even their basic education. There is one exception to the general decline
in satisfaction with decreasing levels of education - those leaving school with
Group Cert qualifications tend to be ,as satisfied as those with a Leaving Cert.
This finding is consistent with Madaus et alk earlier study (1979). Level of
education attained is, of course, highly correlated with socioeconomic status
of origin. HoweveJ, social origins do not retain any independent effect on
attitudes once the effects of education are controlled.
(ii) 7),pe of Education
Bet;ides level of education the subject "track" or specialisation taken is
also very important. The most satisfactory "tracks" are the Iqonours
Academic and the Vocational-Technical u’acks. The foz’mer is dominant in
certain Secondary schools and the latter in Vocational or Comprehensive-
Community schools. The least satisfactory "track" - other than the totally
unqualified, both in terms of employment chances and of clients’ own
assessments, is the broad and shallow Pass level u’ack. The Vocational
emphasis at Group Cert level helps explain the high general satisfaction of
clients with this relatively lowly level of attainment. Thus the Vocational
"option" is still an effective one - ahhough almost exclusively so for boys.
h nmy be proposed that the significance of the Vocational-Technical
"track" is, to some extent, spurious since a high proportion of boys with
"no qualifications" are also disproportionately likely to have taken, or been
assigned, Vocational-Technical subjects. Since we have no information on
their subjects (such questions were only asked of those who had taken an
examination) their high dissatisfaction with education may well reflect
failure in Vocational-Technical subjects. Only a minority of those who left
school before the Leaving Cert specialised in Vocational-Technical suhjects.
So, relative to the majority taking other "tracks" at Group, httermediate or
even Leaving Certificate level, and excluding the Honours Academic
"track", the vocationally specialised have had a much more satisfactory
experience with education.
(iii) Gender; Coeducation
Gender effects vary along each dintension but do not tend to he
important, interacting also with other factors such as level and type of
education. Coeducational schools appear to he particularly effective in
personal and social development, where the school environment and
context seems to be very hetteficial, especially in the development of
satisfactory relations between the sexes.
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(iv) Socio-Economic Status
Rather than socio-economic status of origin, the nlajor socioeconomic
background factor appears to be unemploynaent. Unemplo),ment tends to
have a negative effect on satisfaction with schooling along all dimensions -
whether it be through fathers’, own or friends’ onenaploynlent, all of which
have significant effects at times.
Remoteness of place of origin also has an independent effect on
satisfaction with most aspects of education, with farmers’ children fi’om the
remoter rural areas being amongst the most satisfied. While this group
tend to do well educationally they also have high rates of outmigration
fi’om their home areas, and their educational level is of great value in
successful migration. In almost all cases it is the urban workirig class, with
relatively low rates of migration, who appear the most dissatisfied.
These are the main factors influencing respondents’ level of satisfaction
with their schooling. Although we explained only 10-12 per cent of the
variation in individual attitudes, the factors consistently identified as
influential reveal some crucial findings: the importance of level of
attainment, the diffcring importance of various subject "tracks", the
concentration of educational dissatisfaction among the most disadvantaged
- notably those living in the general context of unemploynaent. So certain
educational or schooling factors are shown to be consistently predictive of
both labour market success and other satisfactory outcomes to school
clients, as they judged preceding education fi’om the vantage point of 5 to
6 years experience of the labour market.
To a large extent this completes out" sumnaary of the main results of our
analysis. Although only a limited amoont of the total variance in school
leavers’ evaluations of the effectiveness of their education has been
explained the resuhs show clearly that some educational/training
progranames have cleat" positive effects while others have negative ones. We
do not have sufficient information in this study of the nature of individual
school programmes provided, nor of how effectively they were provided.
Since schools differ widely in what it is they do, as well as how effectively
they operate as organisations (Hannan with Boyle, 1987; Madaus et aL,
1979) the particular school respondents attended is likely to have
significant effects on their progress, and on their attitudes.
Using AJaalysis of Variance procedures it was found that up to a further
fifth of the variation in clients’ attitudes is explained by such "between-
school" effects. That is, the effects individual schools had (or what it wtks that
schools did) that were collectively assessed by their ex-pupils as significant,
"explained" up to a further 20 per cent of the total variance in individual
school leavers’ assessments of how satisfactory their education had been.
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If we limit this "between school" analysis to schools which have at least
10 school leaver respondents we reduce our sample to 76 of the larger
schools. Such school leavers were randomly sampled fi’om all the pupils
leaving individual sampled schools. These, averaged, individual school
judgements, therefore, provide a crude measure of how schools differ in
the judgement of their own ex-pupils.
Differences between schools, independently of differences between
individuals within schools, explain 24 pet" cent of the variance in
satisfaction with preparation for work and associated aduh roles, 22 per
cent of personal and social development attitude variation, and 25 per cent
of the variance in satisfaction with cognitive development, h is clear then
that schools - as "between-school" effects - have a big impact on their
clients’ satisfaction levels, presumably through what it is they do and how
well they do it. These between-school effects "explain" more of the
variance in attitttdes than individual level variables; so that school leavers’
assessments are structured to a significant degree by the particular school
attended.
It would seem, therefore, that a general "school attitude" exists, shaped
to a significant degree by the school itself in the content and quality of its
provision of education. Hannah with Boyle (1987) showed that a number
of important differences exist amongst schools in their organisation and
ethos; differences which have profound implications for different groups
of pupils, both as between and within school effects. Unfortunately this
study does not have the same detailed information on the internal
organisation of schools. Our data on curricular content and priorities are
very limited, and on pupil differentiation and streaming non-existent. So,
to a large extent the school itself is a "black box" in this study.
However, although we do not have data on such within-school processes
we can gain some indication of what might be inside the "black box" fi’om
some limited data we do have on school characteristics. By aggregating
individual-level data to the school level and by taking the mean scores, or
relevant percentages, we can get measul’es o1" stlch school charactet’istics as
mean social class of pupils, mean employment status of fathers of pupils,
"dropout" rates in the school, the proportion going on to third level, the
number ofpre-employment courses taken in the school, etc. In addition
other information on schools is available fi’om published sources: school
size, the identity of the school audaorit~; whether the school is Coed or not,
the remoteness or rurality of pupils in school, etc. While some of these
school level data are cruder and less reliable than we would wish, they
nevertheless can indicate some of the main influences that are likely to be
at work at the individual school level.
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Further analysis of these data at the school level showed, however, that
the only variable of significance was school size - the larger the school the
more positive the school attitude towards cognitive development,
preparation for work and personal and social development. At a univariate
level of analysis, predominantly working class schools with high dropout
rates had significantly lower scores on cognitive development; and
Coeducational and Vocational schools got higher scores on the
"preparation for work" scale, as did Coed schools on personal and social
development. However, all these other effects became insignificant when
school size was controlled for. Very little of the "between-school" variance
is therefore explainable fi’om our data. Given the amount of variance that
exists between schools, however, the evidence here would suggest the
importance of further research on both school provision and school
effectiveness factors.
Most of the individual variance, however, remains with pupils within
schools, so that further study should also concentrate on such within-
school differentiation, and its effects on educational achievement and
client satisfaction. Besides streaming practices which are likely to be very
significant (see Hannan with Boyle, 1987), the way in which the other
formal and informal organisational, and cultural, aspects of schooling
affects differences in achievement and client satisfaction needs to be
examined.
Conclusions
A number of crucial factors have been shown to have a consistent effect
on satisfaction with education throughottt this study. Most of the
hypotheses we advanced in Chapter 1 have been supported by our analysis
and certain groups of pupils at particular risk of receiving an unsatisfactory
education have been identified. Some of these groups are well-targeted in
the research literature already, as well as in policy, but others are less well
known. We briefly, and finally, sunlmarise the main results below and draw
some general inlplications for educational policy.
School leavers place ahnost as high a priority on "preparation for work
and adult life", and on "Personal and Social Development" goals of
education as on the conventional "Cognitive Development" goals.
Whereas, however, cognitive development received a high rating on
attainment neither of the other two goals mentioned receive satisfactory
ratings. Equally civic and political education receives extremely low
satisfaction ratings - but is not given a high priority by school leavers.
Educational priorities and levels of satisfaction among respondents have
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been shown to be remarkably similar to those outlined in earlier studies
by Raven el al. (1975) and Madaus et al. (1979) despite changes in the
environment of school leavers and the different questions and
procedures used in tile various studies
Level of education attained has a clear and consistent effect on
satisfaction with all dimensions of education. As the level attained rises
satisfaction almost uniformly increases. While socio-economic status
has no independent effect on satisfaction it is highly correlated with
level of education attained and, therefore, is still of importance for
educational policy.
The original level of education attained clearly has a very strong
relationship to subseqnent education and training levels and through
this to employment prospects. In fact the impact of original attainment
level is unusually strong in h’eland and has multiple effects over the
individual’s lifetime. There is a great need for policy measures which
can: (i) reduce the original inequality in educational attainment, and
(ii) provide opportunities for school leavers to remedy any defects in
their original attainment levels by reducing the rigid, full-time
"framing" of educational certification, and providing for greater use of
second-chance education and "alternance" work-education linkages in
the 15-18 age group.
Trying to reduce inequality of edncational attainment in tiffs way is, of
course, not the only policy option available. The growing role of in-
firm training can continue to be used to good effect and many of tile
reqtfirements and mechanisms of labour market integration could be
changed to improve access for the less qualified. For instance, the
increasing importance of school level general qualifications in gaining
entry to apprenticeships has led to a high degree of overqualification
in manual and service jobs, its is the case in lllany other countries
(Bills, 1988; Watts, 1985). The provision of more apprenticeships and
the loosening of entry requirements could help here. Breen (1991)
also examines more closely the effects of post-school training on labour
market prospects.
A particularly high level of dissatisfaction with their education - almost
alienation from it - exists amongst those with no qualifications. The
high, and perhaps increasing, marginalisation of this group within the
educational system, as the overall level of educational certification
continues to rise, is a particularly worrying finding. From a policy
viewpoint this group should be targeted with measures designed both
to keep them in school longer and to offer a type of education which is
both naeaningfnl and effective. The recent ’~’outhreach" initiative for
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such disadvantaged school leavers appears in its philosophy and
reported practice to be ideally designed to be effective with such
pupils, although we will have to await more detailed evaluation studies
before coining to a final conclusion.
- The subject "track" or specialisation chosen, or assigned to, also has an
important effect. ~qlile, not surprisingly, l-tonours Academic tracks are
evaluated very highly more surprising is the high rating given to
Vocational-Technical tracks (ahnost exclusively a male phenomenon).
The low satisfaction with broad and shallow, Pass level, subject tracks is
particularly worthy of note. A strong Vocational-Technical element is
still important in l’l’lally school leavers’ careers and assessments.
So, as these subjects are to be modified and updated their practical
or Vocational nature should be maintained, if not expanded. Measures
to encourage girls to choose these tracks or to develop new Vocational-
Technical tracks which can be made attractive to the girls who are
choosing, or being assigned to, non-vocational gene~,’al Pass level tracks
should be made available. The low satisfaction with the shallow, general
track also suggests that such "residual" subject tracks are highly
undesirable from the viewpoint of both pupils and employers. So
resources should be directed at developing the differing potentials of
those assigned to these tracks, partictdarly those characterised by low
levels of accademic attainment.
More generally the "general education" model remains dominant
and its relevance in its current form needs perhaps to be reapp~,’aised -
although recent curriculunl reform may be the beginning of this
process. Given the high satisfaction among those in Vocational-
Technical tracks, increased participation in the VPT programme
should add significantly to levels of satisfaction but will need to be
carefolly monitored.
- Gender effects remain important and pervasive. Differences in subject
choice and allocation are significant, with girls being particularly
excluded from the highly satisfactory Vocational track. They are
somewhat more satisfied with their personal and social development
education, however. Good programmes in this area appear particularly
necessary for boys in single sex schools. Stronger links between boys’
and girls’ Secondary schools might be usefol in improving personal
and social development education, while maintaining Academic
performance (particularly among girls). Coeducational schools are,
however, highly evaluated - particularly for personal and social
development education.
- The crucial socio-economic or socio-cnltural factor innuencing
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educational attitudes is unemployment, be it as a characteristic of the
individnal’s family of origin or as a labour market destination for tile
school leaver. It has a strongly negative effect on satisfaction across all
diinensions, besides being highly correlated with level of education
attained. It appears that a particularly socially vulnerable and
educationally disadvantaged gronp is growing at tile bottom of the
education system, having become increasingly concentrated over the
past decade. This group needs to be targeted with special measnres to
increase their resonrces and competencies for educational attainment
at an early age. Their level of alienation fi’om the educational system
appears to be very intense.
Tile "quality of provision" of educational programmes - what schools
do and how well the}, do it- appears to be a major factor in
educational satisfaction and effectiveness. The qualig, of provision of
education - as judged by school leavers - is, howevel, differentiated not
only by what school one attends, but also, and much more importantly,
by what happens within schools. There is, therefore, an nrgent need
for further information on both becween-school differences and on the
internal school processes affecting differences in the quality of
schooling provided to pupils.
A process of cnrrictdum reform has been underway for a number of
years now but there is no reason to suppose that measures such as tile
new Junior Certificate will atttomatically improve matters for those
most at risk of educational failnre. There is a certain naivet6 in tile
debate on this policy as to how schools operate as institutions and as to
the crucial impact implementation of the policy at the school level will
have oil its success.
Given the role of schooMevel decisions and processes in maintaining
and even increasing educational differentiation (Hannan with Boyle,
1987) the new Junior Cert will have to be rigorously monitored if it is
to impact positively on the faihn’e and alienation rates among tile most
deprived. If it is used simply as a "fall-back" measure tbr those who fail
Pass Irish, English or Maths, by reassigning them to tile hasic grades, or
if it restllts in a reduction of effort at the school level in getting pupils
tip to pass levels, it may end np simplyjnsti~’ing and legitimising lower
standards and persistent inequality. Issues such as the possibility of a
repeat year, or of an extended 4 year junior cycle for lower performing
pupils, also need to be examined.
Overall, then, we find high levels of dissatisfaction among pupils with
low levels of qualifications or assigned to tile margins of the "general
education" model. These young people are typically from deprived
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social backgrounds and are particularly exposed to the experience of
unemployment, both personal and in kill and friendship networks. The
increasing importance of educational certification in gaining access to
the labour market has left them at a particular disadvantage
throughout the 1980s, and will continue to do so in the 1990s.
While a range of policy issues arise from this situation we have
identified two particular immediate needs which can be tackled in a
relatively clear-cut manner. Within the school system itself the impact
of what individual schools do is clearly substantial, both on educational
outcomes and on school leavers’ satisfaction. Schooling practices -
both between schools and within schools - need therefore to be
monitored, and changed where necessary. Inequality between schools
in terms of pupil intake characteristics and resotn’ces available should
be a crucial part of an), such cwduation. Secondly, the edttcational
system itself needs to be made far more flexible, and mechanisms
provided so that second chancc education, work-education linkages
and post-school training are made much more accessible, particularly
for those who have failed at earlier stages. Schools, in other words,
should be much more corrective in their functioning. In these ways the
cumulatively disadvantaging nature of thc current educational-training
system could at least begin to be tackled.
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